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Edmonton wins! 
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FINAL 2045  
UMEBA STANDINGS 
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Hall of Fame Inductees 

Announced 
 

 

2046 saw a ballot that some saw as perhaps a bit tepid. One supposes that’s 

what happens when you induct six guys the year before. The advantage, of 

course, was that you saw a return of a few names that deserved more 

recognition than they had gotten before. In the end, the process yielded two 

names—Gervasio Riddler and Carlton Winson—who should be familiar to 

even the most casual of fans, but who carry on a relatively new tradition of 

players who are inducted on their third and fourth seasons on the ballot. 

This is a great and interesting paring that, in itself, carries the history of the 

league in ways that speak volumes as to where it’s been and where it’s 

going. 
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Gervasio Ridder 
 

  

Ridder’s career started in the deserts of Las 

Vegas where he terrorized opposing pitchers 

for a decade and a half, and finished in the far 

reaches of the Middle East where he helped 

Bucharest become the dominant figure they’ve 

become in that league. 

 

His 450 homers in the BBA sits down a bit it 

the All-time list, a factor that probably led to 

his extended time on the ballot, but in the end 

Riddler was very good for a long time, and 

extended excellence finally won the day.  
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Carlton Winson 
 

 

  
There was a long period of time when Carlton 

Winson, who burst on the scene fully formed 

after starting in the old EBA, was the most 

feared power hitter in the universe. 46 homers 

at age 28, then 51, the 59 (while being traded to 

Charm City), then 64 in 2034 in what may be 

one of the greatest seasons in BBA history. 

 

His path to the Hall was obvious back then. 

 

Alas, injuries and time wore into him a bit, so it 

took him awhile to get the very well-deserved 

call. 
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2046 BBA Hall of Fame  
Voting Results 

 

 

Player Votes Ballots % 

Gervasio Ridder 29 33 87.9% 

Carlton Winson 28 33 84.8% 

Peter Grady 21 33 63.6% 

William Moreland 20 33 60.6% 

Carlos Gonzales 18 33 54.5% 

Jon Mick 15 33 45.5% 

Ettienne R. LaFitte 13 33 39.4% 

Steve Dempsey 11 33 33.3% 

Dan Leonard 8 33 24.2% 

Egbert Behner 8 33 24.2% 

Bob Sanderson 7 33 21.2% 

Mark Dempsey 6 33 18.2% 

Rupert Grant 3 33 9.1% 

Lloyd Braun 3 33 9.1% 

Jorge Rodriguez 1 33 3.0% 

Jon Reed 1 33 3.0% 

 

Bob Sanderson has now expired as a candidate, and will be removed from the ballot next year. 

 

Rupert Grant, Lloyd Braun, Jorge Rodriguez, and Jon Reed have all failed to make the 10% cutoff, 

and will be removed from the ballot next year. 
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Welcome To  

The Projection Room!  

 
There’s nothing better than sitting back on Opening Day, cracking the spine on 

the good ol’ Media Guide, and heading (of course) directly to the team previews. 

Or, to be precise, the preview of your own team. We open the file, scan down the 

pages, and revel in the sweetness (or disappointment) that is the “experts’” take 

how the year will shake out. 

 

For some of us, it’s confirmation of dominance! For others it’s bulletin board 

material. Regardless, it’s all good. Because, let’s face it, there are no better 

previews in existence in any other baseball world, fake or not-so-fake. Aaron 

Weiner is back yet again, and Joe Lederer is following in the footsteps of giants. 

He’s certainly up to the task! And then we’ve got the UMEBA’s Rich Young 

giving us the scoop on the Burt League while Mike Dunn gives us insight on the 

Bancroft. 

 

In other words, yes, my friends, it’s that time of year again. Opening Day. So put 

your feet up, sip your tea or soda of choice -- or anything else stronger -- and 

enjoy watching these guys explore the upcoming season of the best OOTP league 

in the world…heck, in the universe! 
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Edmonton is one of the lowest-profile dynasties you’d ever want to see, but make no 

mistake:  the Jackrabbits are a dynasty.  Not only have they won three of the last eight 

BBA titles, including last year, but they’ve also made the playoffs for the last eight 

seasons even if you forget about their 83-80 team in 2039 (also a playoff team).  People 

think that Rockville is the Johnson League dynasty, but the Edmonton Jackrabbits were 

the #1 seed in the Johnson last year, were never pushed to a seventh game, had as 

dominant a pitching staff as Rockville’s hitting, and now have one more title than 

Rockville’s run. 

The Jackrabbits are also interesting in the fact that all three of their title teams are 

entirely distinct from one another.  The top starters on the 2038 title team were Jubal 

Troop, Bobby Lynch, and Jesus Ramos; only Troop is still productive, and not for 

Edmonton.  The second-best hitter was Mitch Dalrymple, now of the UMEBA.  Their top 

pitchers in 2041 were Julio Alicea (TWC) and Troop again, and position players like 

Mons Raider and Fernando Cruz are long gone, too. 

In fact, the only player who’s been on the team through all three of these titles is 

Edmonton’s #1 overall pick and perennial All-Star Steven Collins III, and it was really 

Collins’ arrival that sparked the run.  Collins might or might not make the Hall of Fame 

like his grandfather, one of the all-time greats, but his centrality to all three Edmonton 

titles shows the power of a truly outstanding rebuild.   

You don’t have to convince the Jackrabbits:  last year’s championship rotation was 

Jose Martinez (acquired through trade), Amos Swallows (acquired through trade), Lando 
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Klomp (acquired through trade) and Itze Woertgen (acquired through trade).  The 

Jackrabbits – like the mascot on their logo – never stop moving, and there’s little question 

that their success was entirely earned. 

Who could topple the Jackrabbits from their perch?  Rockville didn’t get a chance, 

upset by Boise in the Doubleday last year, but it would have been an interesting matchup 

between Edmonton’s top pitching staff and Rockville’s top bats.  The Pikemen have a 

team of entirely home-grown players, so there’s a contrast there, too.  We’re predicting 

they win the JL Atlantic again comfortably, but it’s hard to say. 

A few teams finished with 90 wins last year in the Johnson.  Boise defied the odds 

and won 90 last year, and, as mentioned, earned the honor of being swept by Edmonton 

in the Cartwright.  Calgary got toppled by Boise in the Geoghegan, but they finished with 

94 wins and could be dangerous again.  Montreal is still dangerous, even while I don’t 

think the team matches their ballpark at all.  Brooklyn was the other one, but we’re 

considering them a nonfactor after a brutal offseason exodus from the borough. 

Over in the Frick League, of course, looms last year’s FL pennant winner Yellow 

Springs.  Perhaps even more surprising than the well-known Yellow Springs curse is that 

despite their wild success, they have just two pennants in the last twelve years, which is 

shocking.  One would think if they’d won as many pennants as, say, San Fernando they’d 

have a title by now.  They have some interesting contract issues to work out this 

offseason but not just yet. 

And then there’s Yellow Springs’ division, which sent five teams to the playoffs, 

something that could not have happened just seven years ago.  Chicago found a potential 

ace last season in Bernie Stuart.  Louisville has an explosive offense and good pitching, 

too.  Twin Cities is as built for today as any team in the history of the BBA.  And Omaha 

hit set the BBA for home runs last year.  Eye-popping stuff, and we think there’s a real 

chance all four of those teams are playoff bound again this year and hungrier than ever. 

We haven’t even mentioned the Long Beach Surfers, who followed up the 2044 FL 

pennant with another division title this year, and we’re projecting three-straight for the 

Surfers.  They have two of the best pitchers in the game today.  We’re predicting a fall 

from the Tropics, but not a big enough one that they can’t bounce back and win either the 

division or a wild card. 

Not to mention we’re predicting a wide-open FL Pacific race with as many as six 

teams in it down the stretch, depending on how they perform.  And we really haven’t 

accounted for any of the JL wild card teams for sure other than probably Calgary; we 

have as many as nine teams in it for the last three wild card spots.  That’s crazy! 

But you know what’s really crazy?  Three titles in eight years:  that’s crazy.  The 

Edmonton Jackrabbits are the Teddy Roosevelt of the BBA, the guys who speak softly 

but always carry big sticks.  The guys who can turn ten thousand acres of barren 

wasteland into a national park.  The guys who just keep coming up with play after play 

even after not having the high ground at San Juan Hill.   

After three titles, the veil is off.  Nobody’s overlooking the Jackrabbits this year, and with 

favorite status, everyone’s gunning for them this year.  Let’s see if they can do it again. 
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Five teams between 78 and 85 wins and a 91-win projection for the division title?  Welcome to the Johnson 

Atlantic minefield.  Rockville took care of business again in the JL Atlantic last year, which marked their 

twelfth-straight playoff appearance and ninth division title since 2034.  But those pitching cracks we saw 

last year grew deeper, and while Rockville has been massacring Johnson League pitching staffs now for 

two straight seasons, that’s hard to maintain long-term. 
 

We think that Montreal and New Orleans have the best chance to knock off the Pikemen this year.  The 

Crawdads might have a better team on paper than Rockville:  they have three outstanding top starters 

and might just need a bit better performance from their lineup to move ahead of Rockville.   

 

Montreal won 91 games last year, but their expected record was 84 wins, and I think Montreal’s pitchers’ 

park might be choking off the performance of all of their top hitters.  That’s kind of a big deal, since their 

pitching staff wasn’t dominant at all in the long term, despite the ballpark.  Move in the fences! 

 

We also come equipped with surprises:  the Charlotte Cougars have been improving steadily for the past 

several years, and we think they’ll take fourth place this year.  How exciting!  Charlotte has former 

Louisville star Armando Feliciano and top prospect Francisco Franco to prop up the rotation and the superb 

Keijo Reini.  We might have them too low at 82 wins.   

 

We’re projecting the rest of the division below .500; down, but not out. We’re expecting that along with 

Charlotte, the group of Charm City, Atlantic City, and Jacksonville will be making the fourth wild card 

interesting until the last month of the season.  All four teams could easily outperform their projections.  

Charm City has Bill Constable and Atlantic City has Carlos Flores, so it will be very difficult for either team 

to fall off the map entirely.  Both pitchers are among the best young arms in the game.  Jacksonville also 

has a top young starter in Scott Davis, and brought in David Simpson this offseason, so they have quite 

a bit of upside, too.   

 

The only team we have out of the race at this point is Brooklyn, and we’re not expecting last year’s second 

wild card Robins to keel over completely.  But Brooklyn had a mass exodus of talent this offseason, and 

it’s hard to imagine they’re anything close to contenders at this point. 

 

Rockville’s still a complete ballclub, since their hitting WAR was 28 and their pitching WAR was a surprising 

26, despite their 11th place finish in runs allowed.  Can a team with a real defense take this division from 

the Pikemen? 
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2046 PROJECTED STANDINGS 

 
ROCKVILLE PIKEMEN    91 – 71 

NEW ORLEANS CRAWDADS  85 – 77 

MONTREAL BLAZERS    85 – 77 

CHARLOTTE COUGARS    82 – 80 

CHARM CITY JIMMIES    79 – 83 

ATLANTIC CITY GAMBLERS  78 – 84 

JACKSONVILLE HURRICANES  77 – 85 

BROOKLYN ROBINS    72 – 90 
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The most consistently strong team in the league not named Yellow Springs, Rockville enjoyed 
their twelfth-straight postseason appearance, averaging just over 98 wins per season over that 

impressive stretch. Last preseason, pundits tabbed the Pikemen again to be the best team in the 
Johnson, despite the loss of a few key contributors in Dan Cannon, Jerome Delage and Dave 

Houston. Flash forward to now, and with several teams in the division making moves and the 
roster turning over handful of free agents (Chris Kelly and Manuel Rivera), can this juggernaut 
continue to steamroll the Atlantic for a lucky thirteenth trip to the playoffs? 

 
The Pikemen offense scored early and often last season, ranking first or second in all Johnson 

League major offensive categories except for steals, however Rockville did finish ranked first in 
baserunning in their league. This powerful lineup returns mostly intact, headlined by a trio of 
reigning Puckett-winners: Julio Barajas (5.9 WAR and league-leading .361), Bing-de Zhao (5.8 

WAR and league-leading .438 OBP) and Daniel Pepper (.973 OPS, 5.8 WAR). When All-Star 
Wilson Alomar (.978 OPS, 5.4 WAR) can’t even garner headlining acknowledgements, you know 

you’re talking about a special class of hitters. The rest of the lineup is solid outside of the catcher 
position, where Claudio Perez returns after a 68 OPS+ despite 23 homeruns. Perez, 31, has seen 
his defense slide in recent seasons and struggles to hit above the Mendoza line, but 24-year-old 

Manuel Moreno could turn heads at some point in 2046. The former first-round pick is highly 
regarded within the organization and while his defense remains suspect at catcher, his offensive 

potential would fit right in with the rest of the boppers in the lineup. 
 
It’s likely that Rockville will need to keep swinging big bats this year, as run prevention will 

continue to be an issue. The team ranked 11th in runs against last year despite the third-best 
bullpen ERA, thanks to the electric and rubber arm of Danny Leach, winner of the Johnson League 

Egan Award three years running. The pitching staff, once regarded as elite in the late 30s and 
early 40s, has a few issues. Arthur Dempster (6.40 ERA, 1.69 WHIP) finally looked his age and 
now at 37, looks more like a liability than a legend heading into spring. The first full season of 

the Adergazoz Ouakili experiment didn’t go as planned (6.02 ERA, 1.63 WHIP) either, but the 
lefty with three devastating pitches will get another shot at turning it around, along with strike-

throwing Dwight Dunn as their #3. 
 
In addition to some suspect pitching, team defense completely disappeared last season. The top-

rated FIP was let down by a defense ranked 15th in errors and dead last in the Johnson in Zone 
Rating and Efficiency. The team did snag defensive standout Luis Jimenez in the Rule 5 but the 

24-year-old centerfielder has yet to appear above Double-A. Pepper and Zhao will never contend 
for Zimmer Awards, so Rockville pitchers may have to put up with another season of poor defense 

up the middle and just be happy with getting tons of run support in exchange. 
 
There is no denying the Pikemen will be a major force this season, but with a few glaring holes, 

their quest for a fourteenth-straight postseason bid won’t be as easy as it has been in years 
past. 
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After six straight years of playing October baseball, the Crawdads disappointed with a fourth-
place finish and spent the postseason watching from afar. Their Pythag record had them as the 

second-best team in the Atlantic and pre-season predictions tabbed them for 95 wins. Did New 
Orleans underachieve, succumb to some Bayou voodoo, or is this a trend that will continue in 

2046? 
 
At age 25, Juan Donestevez is already a veteran of four seasons, averaging .304/.381/.552 with 

a plus-plus glove in right and the lefty Mexican is the proverbial straw that stirs the New Orleans 
drink. Whether that drink is a fancy $15 Sazerac or a $5 Hurricane served to tourists on Bourbon 

Street remains to be seen. The farm system as been at or near the top of league rankings for 
several seasons, but recent anticipated call-ups have yet to deliver as expected: Former overall 
#1 prospect Mal Fountain owns a 98 OPS+ in over 1100 plate appearances and has shown major 

swing-and-miss problems, while top-20 prospect Mahine Karetu sputtered last season 
(.222/.233/.347) in a twenty-game cup of coffee debut.  

 
Free swinging first baseman Raul Fernandez is coming off a career-best 43 home run and will 
need to continue to mash in case Cris Martinez’s ’45 resurgence and Antonio Rivera’s breakout 

(148 OPS+ in 124 PA) came back to earth. Two-time All-Star Roelof Klooster was traded in 
February, bringing back John Hale, who will take over for Klooster behind the dish, and heralded 

teenage catcher Todd Tatlock. At some point the deep horde of talent in the minors will need to 
perform in New Orleans if they expect to unseat the likes of Rockville and Edmonton in the 
Johnson. 

 
Christian Garcia continues to be on the shortlist of best pitchers in the entire league, but the rest 

of the rotation has questions. Gone is long-time starter Jerry Pacy, who crossed the Gulf of 
Mexico to join the Aztecs and #2 Jim Armstrong as seen his K/9 go from 13.3 in 2043 slide to 
10.9 last year, along with a walk rate climb from 2.4 to 4.2 during that same time. The Crawdads 

have a trio of outstanding bullpen arms in Renato Lacerda, Albert Rodriguez and Manuel Cruz, 
but a strong relief core isn’t as important when they are handed the ball without a lead. 

 
Until the prospects arrive or the young players can adjust to big league pitching, New Orleans 
has more of the looks of a stars-and-scrubs team, but those stars are among the best in the 

league and the scrubs would get regular time on most teams in the league. Punching a ticket to 
the playoffs is well within reach after taking 2045 off but bringing the first title to the Big Easy 

since 2019 is still probably a few years away. 
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Montreal notched 91 wins last season and made the playoffs, both marks not done since 2036. 
After winning 79 and 80 games in ’43 and ’44, respectively, this is clearly a team on the rise. 

But why do they seem they overachieved last year and are doomed to be a second-tier ballclub 
versus some of the stronger teams in the league and division? 

 
Maybe the confusion is due to their run differential last year, which projected them for seven 
fewer wins that they actually achieved, the second-highest delta in the league. By season’s end, 

Blazers’ starting pitchers had the second-best ERA in the Johnson, led by In-sung Yi, owner of 
the best change-up in baseball, underrated Don Jaramillo and the solid, but unspectacular Dani 

Garcia and Juan Ruiz. Jorge Moreno (4.30 ERA, 1.20 WHIP in 33 starts) was shipped in the 
offseason to San Fernando for a handful of prospects, meaning Davey Penn will have to be better 
than the 6.64 ERA and 1.72 WHIP he tallied in four rookie starts now that prospect Arsenio 

Lambrinos will to miss all of 2046 after undergoing elbow surgery in March. The front office 
seemingly continues to put together a passable pitching staff, which is bolstered by relief ace 

Carlton Casson, who led the Johnson with 34 saves. If the stars align, Montreal pitchers can 
carry the team in stretches, but they are also a flop and injury away from scrambling to find 
answers. 

 
The offense was meh last year, despite Eduardo Gonzales improving his OPS by 80 points and 

Manoell Whanon (.790 OPS, 42 steals) capturing some of the magic from his Las Vegas days 
after a terrible debut in Montreal in 2044. Lineu Aldo was a disappointment, as his .839 OPS and 
2.3 WAR were his lowest totals in his five-year career, and while Angel Zalapa, now 30, 

contributed at the plate, he was a disaster in 98 games at shortstop (-7.9 Zone Rating). As a 
fix, expect Zalapa to move back to second, sliding Aldo to first base were he’s better defensively 

than at the keystone but were his bat doesn’t stand out as much, meaning gloveman and 
speedster Orlando Lopez will get most of the playing time at shortstop. If Peter Crocker and 
Cesar Feliciana can put it all together in their third seasons in the bigs, this offensive package 

should look pretty good once the dust settles. Free agent addition Bartolo Ortiz looks like a 
decent platoon option against right-handed pitchers at DH, but with Cesar Feliciana already 

intrenched there if Aldo does play at first base, it seems more like a move that marginally 
strengthened the Blazers bench. 
 

Looking at the other teams in their division, some teams can hit but can’t pitch and some teams 
can pitch but can’t hit. Montreal as the potential to do both better than most teams, especially 

if their premium players can all get on the same page for 162 games. If the Blazers were stonks, 
it’s too soon to sell but I’m not rushing out to invest. Plain and simple, they are a ‘hold’ call. 
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It’s not easy being part of the initial front office regime of an expansion team and for the first 
six seasons, Charlotte (as well as Portland) has been likely suffering from PSDD (Post Super 

Draft Disorder). That said, the Cougars had four straight #1 overall picks and three of them are 
now starring for different organizations: Quinn Richardson (2040) was named the best hitting 

shortstop in the Frick for San Fernando last year; Amos Swallows (2041) was an All-Star in 2045, 
winning a league-high 18 games for Edmonton; Dave Lee (2042) went 20-2 for Yellow Springs 
last year while leading the Frick with both a 2.44 ERA and 0.90 WHIP. Did the Cougars set 

themselves back several years with these trades, or did the returns set themselves up for success 
as soon as 2046? 

 
Maybe no other GM has put in as much sweat equity as Brett Golden, constantly wheeling and 
dealing with enough success to reach 74 wins last year, a franchise-high for the young Cougars. 

While last year’s claim that Charlotte was “going for it” by the media was wrong, there’s a chance 
it was just a season or two premature, as the Cougars continue to build the franchise with solid 

veterans around their core. Enter new-comers veteran catcher Roelof Klooster and centerfielder 
Jorge Lopez. Back are the electric Robert Menzies, whose bat took a step back but can still decide 
games with his defense and wheels, and Roberto Viramontas, Lorenzo Bueno and Ramon Pagan, 

a trio of veterans who help stabilize a roster that experiences constant turnover. The x-factor in 
2046 may very well be Marvin Isworth, who joined Charlotte via – yup, you guessed it – a trade 

in August with Mexico City. Isworth, a doubles machine, slashed .369/.400/.515 in 23 games for 
the Cougars, possibly giving fans hope of what they can expect to see in 2046. 
 

While the long ball isn’t this clubs forte, their speed and extra-base power keep opponents on 
their heels and can give their pitching staff enough support to win more games this year. Former 

blue-chip prospect Francisco Franco struggled at times in his rookie season but has the tools to 
lead a staff. The addition of Armando Feliciano not only will help ease Franco’s burden, but sent 
a message to the rest of the league that Charlotte is really serious about moving up the 

standings. The recent arrivals of Franco and Feliciano slides Emilio Brazini to #3 in the rotation, 
where he is much more suited than his previously miscast ace role. The starters need not go 

deep in games and will be asked to handover a lead by inning six to solid relievers Stan Smit, 
Sean Spits and free agent signee Jose Ordonez before relief-ace Keijo Reini, he of 341 strikeouts 
in 153 innings last year, locks down the victory. 

 
“Prospective” is needed for Charlotte this season. Every general manager should be striving to 

win a championship each year but like the Highlander, there can only be one. This is still a new 
franchise so it is unlikely fans are getting restless at this point. Setting an all-time high in wins 

in ’46 was a benchmark and the next target should be a winning record. Striving for a playoff 
spot in 2046, let alone a championship, might be little too optimistic. Notch a winning percentage 
starting with the number 5, then we can talk bigger goals for 2047. 
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At the end of 2043, the Jimmies were one of the biggest stories of the year after 97 wins, 
capturing the Atlantic Division and a group of young stud hitters like Wilson Andrade, Tomas 

Guillen, Quinton Lara and Joe Toledo paired with then 30-year-old Feliciano Rafael finding the 
sparkle he showed in his mid-20s. Now aside from that incredible season, the last ten years have 

brought zero playoff appearances and an average of only 73 wins. Sure, the Jimmies have some 
of the top-tier talent in the division over that time, but over the past decade, they’ve fallen well-
short of expectations. Should we continue to believe in Charm City or write them off once again? 

 
A look at a few 2045 team stats could help understand the Jimmies’ issues. On the road, Charm 

City struggled to a 31-50 record, second-worst in the Johnson. The team saw extra-inning games 
a whopping 25 times, most in the entire Brewster, however they were a solid 14-11 in those 
contests. In 56 games decided by one run (second most behind Long Beach’s 57), the Jimmies 

were just 25-31. Is the answer simply better play away from home and getting better play in 
close games? 

 
The front office didn’t do much in the off-season after going 78-84, adding one-win Ernesto 
Sousa and banjo-hitting Enrique Hernandez. Gone is Brett White and his 43 homeruns, leaving 

the roster with just a few hitters with 25+ homerun power. Wilson Andrade, the 2044 Silk Award 
winner, is still the heartbeat of the offense, but he saw his OPS+ drop from 140 to 109, not to 

mention a disastrous year in the field (-6.0 ZR, .997 Efficiency). Quinton Lara is solid but his 
production fell for a third-straight season, a cautionary tale how the rigors of catching 115 games 
a year can take a toll on the bat. Guillen is solid and Pedro Ruiz is coming into his own, but 

overall this is offense is less-than-inspiring.  
 

Also gone from last year’s squad is Rafael, however one can’t fault the front office for not 
throwing money at a 33-year-old injury risk. Stepping into Rafael’s role as ace is 2045 Gillstrom 
winner Bill Constable, who may already be one of the five best pitchers in the entire league. 

Underrated Luis Rojas is as good as a #2 in the league as well, but a hiccup last season (5.13 
ERA) and strikeout and walk metrics moving in the wrong direction put some uncertainty in the 

air. Even Jim Wilkinson’s post-prospect hype has faded after an injury-riddled season saw him 
make only 12 starts in Charm City. The bullpen features a few reliable arms but no shutdown 
option so many teams in the league feature. 

 
Well, it sure looks like more of the same diagnosis: a target to finish right around .500, with a 

five-win swing either way based on some good or bad luck and either an empty or rotating 
training room. It won’t be easy to pull the trigger, but blowing this current Jimmies team, starting 

with dangling Andrade for a massive prospect haul, may have to be the way to get Charm City 
out of their decade-long funk and look to bluer skies. 
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A lazy analyst would just cut-and-paste the Charm City preview and change a few names and 
likely come to same conclusion for Atlantic City. Like their fellow division foe, the Gamblers have 

bust more often than hitting black jack, reaching the post-season just three times in the last 15 
years. Despite winning just 73 games, even their Pythagorean record was 81-81, basically 

taunting the team and fans that they are a perennial .500 club no matter how you chop it up. 
What will come up when the roulette wheel stops spinning in 2046 is anyone’s guess. 
 

The Gamblers are not short of big offense at times, leading the Johnson League in home runs, 
which helped buoy their team batting average and on-base percentage (both ranked 12th in the 

JL) to the fifth-most runs scored. The offense returns all nine starters from last year, adding 
Kelile Komen in the process as the strong-side platoon behind the dish with Randy Bader. The 
outfield of Juan Rivera (7.9 WAR), Jose Romero (5.6 WAR) and Cinema Jones (.808 OPS in 94 

games) are as good as they come, and Edward Lake is an excellent fourth outfielder/platoon 
option, despite stumbling after a breakout in 2044. You can pencil in Antonio Martinez with a 

.270 average with 30+ homeruns and boatload of whiffs and Stewart Illingsworth is still only 26 
years old and the owner of two seasons of at least 4.3 WAR. Doubling-down in this lineup is not 
the worst call and could pay off if the right cards up come. 

 
Unlike the offense, Atlantic City decided to shuffle the deck and let nine pitchers leave via free 

agency, plus the retirement of Felix Sanchez. After spending his first two seasons pitching out 
of the bullpen, Carlos Flores hit jackpot, going 17-7 with a 3.03 ERA and 1.06 WHIP and 13.0 
K/9. The only two returners from the rotation are Augusto Moran and Thiongo Amir, and they 

won’t have anyone going all-in during their starts. After flying through three levels in the minors 
last year, expect Curt Fields and fellow prospect Enrique Lopez to give the Gamblers valuable 

innings towards the back of the rotation. Part of the pitching exodus included Jose Ordonez 
switching tables to join Charlotte, however the free agent additions of Norm McConnell and 
Augate Balun will more than fill the void, along with prospect Pat Waites. 

 
Atlantic City’s core is young and talented, but then again, you could say that about most teams 

around the league. It’s a bad beat that in any other era, this could be a playoff contender, but 
the Gamblers are on a cold streak and have a long way to go before they hit big. Some natural 
development or maybe a trade or two come midseason could shake up things and put division 

foes on tilt, but until they do, expect more of the same. 
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Remember when the Hurricanes ripped of twelve-straight appearances in the playoffs from 2029 
to 2040, including three championships? We don’t blame you if you don’t, as a collective 331-

479 (.409) has firmly cemented Jacksonville in new era, albeit one that is publicly in rebuild 
mode. Have the Hurricanes weathered the storm and ready to compete again or are more dark 

days ahead? 
 
Teams who successfully navigate out of a rebuilding process usually make their case two ways: 

the debuts of prospects after years of high draft picks or the addition of big names by way of 
free agency once payroll has been cleared. Jacksonville looks to be doing both in 2046, as former 

first-rounders Scott Davis, 21, and Peter Dean, 23, are already the two best pitchers in the 
organization and are expected to be atop the rotation relatively soon. Davis debuted last year 
and Dean could start the year as the Hurricane’s #2 starter. To go with that one-two punch, 

Jacksonville spent all the moneys bringing in David Simpson (6-year, $151M) in free agency. 
Simpson instantly brings not only a big bat, but veteran leadership and playoff experience. The 

five-time All-Star is coming off a career-best season in which he led the Frick League in OPS. 
The ‘Canes certainly hope ‘Horrible’ didn’t just breakout in his contract year and can keep 
swinging in the club’s brand-new ballpark. Providing protection around Simpson include Jose 

Zuniga (39 HR), Omer Dijkstra (42 HR in 2044) and Pancho Costa (.857 OPS). Dijkstra, Costa 
and Edgardo Encarncion also have 30 steal potential each, so there will be plenty of circling the 

base paths this upcoming season. 
 
The aforementioned Davis and Dean join one of the worst teams in preventing runs last year, 

ranking 13th in runs against, 14th in FIP and 15th in starters ERA. Relievers Raul Luna (11.6 K/9), 
Cristo Munoz (10.3) and Jose Castro (9.4) can collect strikeouts but hand out free passes at 

alarming rates. There’s a ton of work still to do to make this a passable pitching staff, but the 
potential for two headlining aces is a good start. 
 

The new stadium should be packed to see the team’s stars and fans can expect quite a few 8-6 
(or 6-8) scores during the year. They say offense is the best defense, but with so much offensive 

firepower across the league, the Hurricanes will be prone to squandering more big offensive 
games into eventually losses. It should be a fun year and another step forward in the Jacksonville 
rebuild, but there are too many holes in on the pitching side to expect anything better than 80 

wins. 
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In 2043, the first season after long-time general manager Alan Ehlers passed the mic to Ben 
Huering, the Robins won just 81 games against a Pythag expected 87-75 record. Last season, 

when many were selling the club short, Brooklyn made some noise in winning 91 games, this 
time out-performing their Pythag by six games. Will the team fight for their right to postseason 

party or will they need to check their head? 
 
Sure, the Robins have some stars on offense, but the key to their success last year was strong 

pitching and defense, finishing third in runs against last year. The team will need to do more of 
the same if they want to string together wins. It won’t be easy after Juan Rodriguez, Takeo Aoki, 

Luis Espinosa and Mike Charette left the club via free agency or trade. The foursome combined 
for 52 wins and over 825 innings, leaving an intergalactic-sized hole in the rotation. Pierre 
Legrand is back as the only regular starter, but at 34-years-old and coming off an injury, he’s 

hardly the ace to frontline a staff. It’s anyone’s guess who will round out spots 2-5, and it’s likely 
the results will border on sabotage. Newly traded-for Jorge Huerta can chip in 150 excellent 

innings in relief, but again, the bullpen is made up of mostly has-beens or never-weres. 
 
There is good news, however, as the aforementioned offense is still capable of carrying the team 

for stretches. Felipe Vega and Sawyer Slizz are as good as any outfielders in the league and Juan 
Rodriguez in rightfield is no slouch either. Francisco Flores is still an above-average bat at 

catcher, but at 31-years-old, he’s anything but a sure shot these days. Young Dick Walton is 
starting to come into his own offensively and with the glove at shortstop, he’s crafty. Art O’Bryan 
has been an All-Star the last two seasons but scouting reports during the off-season think he 

may have already hit his peak. If he shows signs of slumping in the first few months, many a 
Robin fan will have no sleep till Brooklyn finds a solution. On the bases, the team did little body 

movin’, mostly going station-to-station (15th in steals) and often running into outs (15th in 
baserunning), something they can’t afford to do again in 2046. 
 

The outlook for Brooklyn is one of ill communication. If this is the start of a rebuild, it’s going to 
either take a few years, as the farm system is as barren as any organization and the minor 

league teams are coming off a collective 230-338 (.405) record. They could of course trade away 
some of their premeire position players in hopes of infusing the organization with prospects, but 
that’s never easy (or fun) to do. So what’cha want to do, Brooklyn?  
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The Frontier last year was a bit of a runaway for the last ever Landis Memorial Champion, the Edmonton 

Jackrabbits.  There was heartbreak and intrigue and gambling galore in the wild, wild, West.  Edmonton 

was a worthy champion to be sure, and they are the heavy, heavy favorites to repeat in the JL Frontier.  

We’re pretty sure nobody’s knocking off the Jackrabbits, whose balanced attack has left them a team 

without any noticeable holes.  But what about the rest of the division? 
 

We’re predicting that Calgary will easily be the best of the rest, keeping with last year’s 94-win total, 

though a small drop from that number given that their Pythagorean record was 85 wins seems prudent.  

They have good offensive depth, good starting pitching and there’s a reasonable chance their bullpen 

bounces back this year. 

 

We’re also being conservative with our Boise prediction, as many people are still surprised they bounced 

up to 90 wins last year (which cost a lot of bettors a lot of money).  Felix Roman was amazing, and Ricardo 

Ruiz was maybe a born star.  If he stays up there and Dennis French bounces back Boise could be 

dangerous again, even despite not having one pitcher of note.  We also think that San Antonio bounces 

back to a winning record this season, as the 2044 BBA Champs still have two of the top 10 pitchers in the 

BBA and some very big offensive stars. 

 

We’re also predicting a return to respectability for Las Vegas, who added a lot Eru Likiliki, Kevin Morales, 

and Jack Nichols, and subtracted some of their losers.  Vegas wasn’t that far off .500 last year without 

those guys.  We’re also predicting a big drop for Phoenix, who lost Aki Kondo and Alejandro Ortiz, but 

added enough talent that they might not fall as much as we think.  And yes, we’ve given up early on 

Mexico City and especially El Paso, each of which lost 99 games or more last year, but lots of eyes will be 

on El Paso this year because of the debut of Phil Cole. 

 

The Frontier is probably a runaway for Edmonton this year, but there are a lot of wild 

card contenders in this division.  It wouldn’t be impossible to see them win every wild 
card either, and there’s some wide open spaces to fill. 
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All hail the victors! It’s amazing what teams can accomplish when they are loaded and don’t 
succumb to devastating injuries or slow starts to the season. The Jackrabbits are in the midst of 

a dynasty, winning their third championship in eight years and are currently on a run of nine 
consecutive trips to the postseason. This year’s club looks eerily similar to that of last year’s 

because, well, why not, but also due to financial constraints, something the front office has 
navigated around brilliantly in the past. Can Edmonton run it back again or will someone unseat 
the champ? 

 
In true Chris Robillard fashion, the Jackrabbits topped the 100-win mark 

and claimed the title with outstanding pitching and defense, as well as 
timely hitting all the way down the lineup. The three starters are back, 
led by knuckleball sensation Amos Swallows, who was a first-time All-

Star and garnered Nebraska votes in his first full season. Steady as they 
come Londo Klomp shined in his first season in blue and yellow while 

Antonio Gonzales proved he belongs in a big-league rotation in his first 
full season as well. Relief ace Jorge Huerta and his $7.5M salary were 
traded to Brooklyn for Luis Espinosa, who should slot in somewhere in 

the rotation. Espinosa has had an up-and-down career thus far, but if 
anyone can unlock 200 valuable innings out of him, it’s Edmonton. That 

leaves Itze Woertgen and mega-talented but oft-injured Chandler Hall 
to round out the rotation. With the Jackrabbits’ injury history, having a 
capable sixth starter is more necessity than luxury. As mentioned, 

Heurta is gone from the pen but the relief core boasts three-deep with Ryosei Akiyama, Jose 
Luna and Ramon Martinez, who also arrived from Brooklyn with Espinosa. 

 
Edmonton can score runs, but not by way of the long ball, as the team finished last season 15th 
in homeruns. Only Carlomaria Donadoni (44) and Pedro Huerta (31) hit more than 20 dingers 

last season. Both players are dynamic and are expected to again drive in the bulk of the teams 
runs. It shouldn’t be too hard to do when Steven Collins III (.360 OBP, 59 steals), Girolamo 

L’Archibudelli (.397, 39) and Jose Salas (.391, 25) reach base at impressive clips and are given 
the green light at will. On most clubs, shortstop Pepe Espinosa would be the face of the franchise 
but in Edmonton, he gets sixth billing. 

 
There aren’t many nits to pick here and it seems Edmonton is well-suited to take a run at going 

back-to-back. Yes, their Alberta rival does present a problem, but all Edmonton needs to do is 
reach the postseason and their chances are as good as any. 
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In the last seven years, Calgary has gone to the playoffs five times and if you take out their two 
sub-.500 seasons in ’42 and ’43, they’ve averaged nearly 94 wins. While they have the feel of a 

championship-worthy team, their excellent play has been concurrent with their rivals across the 
Red River, the Edmonton Jackrabbits, who have won multiple championships at the same time. 

Will the Pioneers finally blaze a trail to hoist the trophy or are they doomed to get lost on the 
way to October baseball? 
 

It’s tough to throw shade at a team coming off a 94-win season, but their +9 win differential 
versus their Pythag, the largest delta in the entire Brewster, is a red flag. That said, the offense 

– which returns mostly unchanged – is the talent of a mid-90s win offense. The infield corners 
are the backbone, with third baseman Alfonso Trinidad (40 HR, .961 OPS) and first baseman Tim 
Battle (33 HR, .931 OPS) yet to enter their primes. Designated hitter Matt Normore never settled 

in with Portland or Las Vegas but has seemed to find his home in Calgary, as the smooth swinging 
lefty led the league with 684 at-bats, en route to a .325 average. One new face is Ignacio 

Venegas, who became a Pioneer after a winter meetings trade with Charlotte. Venegas won’t 
excite many with a bat in his hand, but his leather at shortstop is another thing. One of the best 
fielders in baseball, his defense will be a huge help to the pitchers. 

 
Not only is he the biggest frame at 6’9”, but Jefferson Pierce is the biggest name in the rotation. 

Pierce has never missed a start in his first nine seasons and can be penciled in for a sub-4.00 
ERA, 1.15 WHIP and over 200 Ks. Southpaw Frank Boland continues to prove scouts wrong, but 
the rest of the rotation has underachieved during their careers, namely Juan Garcia and 

Quintiliano Rodeia. No matter how good the offense or Pierce can be, the Pioneers need 
contributions from their starting pitching. Even a one run lead will do when you can trot out Joel 

Ottoboni, Fernando Rangel and 20-year-old Quirke Roddis in the latter innings. Newly signed 
Stephen Taub has been a starter up until the last few seasons in Hawaii, when he took on a 
swingman role. How he’ll be used is uncertain at this point but he should chip in with 100-120 

usable innings either way. 
 

Overall the team (as well as the upper-minors) are deep, so their floor is rather high. A breakout 
or two and with some luck, and the Pioneers could finally become the head of the Frontier class. 
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After getting a taste of the postseason for the first time in franchise history in 2041 and again in 
2042, it seemed Boise was the new kid on the block to become a dominant franchise. However 

the next two years saw sub-80 win seasons, leaving many to believe the Spuds were a ways 
from being a regular playoff participant. All Boise did last year was outperform their media guide 

projection by 12 wins and made an improbable run to the Johnson League finals. Should fans 
put their faith in another repeat or have we seen this movie before? 
 

Felix Roman has officially surpassed Dennis French as the best player in Boise, winning a Silk 
Award after leading the Johnson in home runs, RBI, slugging percentage, OPS, and WAR. French 

missed 40 games to injury and his mythical struggles versus left-handed pitching finally came 
true, but Ricardo Ruiz, the third member of the talented Spuds outfield, picked up the slack in a 
breakout season. The offense received contributions from lesser-known names, but there are 

still holes in the lineup that went unaddressed this off-season, namely at catcher and first base. 
But the outfielders and use of platoons around the infield still make this a very dangerous offense. 

 
The starting rotation, after seeing Miguel Ramos and his late-career resurgence leave for free 
agency, is quite young and somewhat still unproven. There isn’t an ace, but 4 or 5 #3-type 

options, which may or may not be enough. Gerardo Lopez is just in his second season and Manuel 
Barrera will spend his first-full season in the rotation. Oh, and ASSELDONK. An injury or flameout 

by one of the starters could mean trouble in Idaho. The bullpen, while it didn’t perform much 
better than seasons in the past, at least has the potential to be league-average. The Spuds “big” 
free agent signing was reliever Ramon Sanchez, who looked like a world beater joining Twin 

Cities at the deadline last year.  
 

As if the outfield couldn’t get more page space, their defense is just as impressive as their 
offense, and the rest of the position players are good defenders, however shortstop Motonobu 
Yamashita has lost a step and struggles to stay on the field. 

 
Great offense, good defense and questionable pitching: is that a recipe for success? On some 

days it is, on others it’s not. Any improvement in pitching than what is expected will decide 
whether Boise reaches the playoffs once again. 
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If you’re going to suffer from a post-championship hangover, make sure it’s from a three-day 
bender spent between the stools of dive bars and the backroom couches of gentleman’s clubs. 

San Antonio followed up their first title since 2015 with a disappointing 72-90 campaign. Would 
the front office do it again? You betcha. Flags fly forever, as they say. But now that the off-

season is over and plenty of aspirin have been swallowed, it’s time for San Antonio to get back 
to business. Will the Outlaws bounce back with vigor or will 2046 be spent off the wagon? 
 

The lone bright spot during their 90-loss season was that of Ruben Vazquez winning the Johnson 
League Nebraska Award, thanks to a number of votes coming from a  weird Venn diagram 

intersection of stathead traditionalists – is that even a thing? – who disregarded Vazquez’s 10-7 
record and only 171 innings pitched while also discounting the WAR and strikeout totals of some 
of the top relievers in the league that have been a chic selection in recent years. Vazquez joins 

two-time Nebraska-winner Ricardo Rivera to provide the best 1-2 punch in all of baseball. The 
rest of the rotation is made up of second-year pitchers Melvin Simpson, Juan Marroquin, and 

Reid Jensen, all who should be solid starters for the next decade. Collectively, the rotation should 
improve on last year’s 10th-ranked era. The bullpen had the second-worst ERA and a few Rule 5 
options and free agent signee Jose Ramos should make it better, but not by much. 

 
Last year’s offense took a step back, and rightfully so after the departures of Chip Puckett and 

Tu-fu Yong and a “down” year from Pedro Bustamante in which he “only” slashed .292/359/.525. 
One could make a claim that the Outlaws have the best offensive catcher (Octavio Moreno), first 
baseman (Larry Stinson) and third baseman (Alfredo Rosas) in the entire Johnson. You can 

already picture the sweat beading on the forehead of Frontier Division pitchers as they try to 
navigate through this overwhelming line-up. 

 
So San Antonio has the Brewster’s best starting pitching duo along with a deep rotation, possibly 
three players who are tops at their position in the league with a strong supporting cast around 

them, and is just one season removed from winning it all. Sounds like championship contender, 
right? Well, this Outlaws reboot can certainly make a title run if everything falls into place. The 

problem is winning baseball games is hard, going from 72-wins to the playoffs is a tough road 
to hoe, and the head of the Frontier class is really good. Most of the teams who finished above 
San Antonio last year improved in the off-season, so expect some amazing jostling within the 

division all the way through September. 
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New stadium, who dis? For the first time since the first season in Brewster history, the Hustlers 
will play in a new park. Will Palace Station have that new ballpark smell or will there still be a 

funk in air from the last few seasons?  
 

Dating back 2042, his final year in Nashville, general manager Matt Rectenwald has been left 
out of the playoffs for four straight seasons. The last time Rectenwald had that type of futility 
was 2016 in Las Vegas. Then all he did was rip off 23 postseason appearances in 25 years, 

including two titles. Anyone who has been paying attention the last few seasons thinks the 
current version of the Hustlers could be on a similar type run very soon.  

 
The first step towards making the playoffs would be improving the offense, which was subpar 
across the board last year. The front office tried to do that this winter, however likely not enough. 

Yi-ke Hsaio is actually an upgrade from Willis Roberts but that’s not saying much and Jack 
Nichols, once a coveted prospect, is hardly the 4-WAR, on-base machine he showed as a rookie 

in 2039 for Hawaii. Jim Ashford should bounceback to his previous form and young Carlos 
Fernandez and Stewart Turton are just starting their careers and show promise. Using his magic, 
Rectenwald somehow spoke Tom Rudge into relevancy and will need the rightfielder to repeat it 

again for an encore. Damek Korbel earned All-Star recognition last year but his contributions 
mostly come by way of the glove. 

 
So while the offense still has some work to do, the starting rotation is where the Hustlers can 
really compete with the rest of the division. Southpaw Drees Geestman (3.14 ERA, 1.00 WHIP) 

is probably the most underappreciated starter in the league and steady Kevin Morales was signed 
in the off-season to add stability. Brian King, Nathaniel Davis and Stan Cyr all have room to grow 

and reach their potentials, which could really make this rotation sneaky awesome. Some of the 
game’s best relievers have come through Las Vegas but they’ve since been traded away in the 
last few years, leaving a mediocre group headlined by Gilberto Cruz, he of a career 5.54 EAR 

and 1.49 WHIP in 180 innings. The best general managers in the league tend to get the most of 
out their bullpen, so while it may be deficient of top-tier talent, expect it to outperform 

expectations, even if those expectations are quite low. 
 
Overall, this is an average team that will likely hover around .500 for most of the year. That 

said, the Hustlers are certainly trending up and they are one of the more fun teams to watch 
from afar. With a new ballpark and a front office as hungry as ever, there won’t be a shortage 

of interesting news coming by way of Sin City. 
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Is Phoenix good? The last five years have seen three seasons with at least 90 losses and last 
year’s 87 wins wasn’t as hyped as you would think. They’re a media darling, they always seem 

to shake things up in trades or free agency, and somehow all their players get recognition during 
All-Star voting. But we’ll ask again: Is Phoenix good? 

 
The Tall0ns Talons have improved their win total each of the last two seasons, so maybe they 
are trending in the right direction. Their run differential suggest they were a 91 win team and 

the offense was ranked in the top five of most categories and they allowed the second fewest 
runs. Yet when the calendar flipped to October, the front office was busy shopping for Nissans 

instead of filling out line-up cards. Is Phoenix good? 
 
The 2046 version of the Talons will look a little different, as they pulled the ol’ switcheroo in free 

agency. Gone is first baseman Alejandro Ortiz (.916 OPS, 3.1 WAR), in is first baseman Liann-
wei Mao (.807, 1.9). Goodbye corner outfielder Thad Meyer (.856, 1.6), hello corner outfielder 

Brett White (.959 OPS, 2.7). Out the door is #1 starter Aki Kondo (3.86 ERA, 1.17 WHIP, 4.9 
WAR), pull up a wheelchair new #1 starter Feliciano Rafael (4.38, 1.21, 1.4 in only 90 innings). 
At the very best, this looks like a wash. I guess when you’re knocking on the door of the playoffs, 

there’s not a huge need to improve but whether this is an improvement or not remains to be 
seen. It’s like thinking raising the price of sushi from $3.00 to $3.01 is going to solve your 

financial problems. Is Phoenix good? 
 
Let’s focus on the positives though. Pankratz Isekenmeir, Ramiro Hernandez and Pedro Guzman 

are all back to provide serious pop in the middle of the order, so another top-5 offense is certainly 
in the cards. Don Smith actually made more than 18 starts for the first time since 2042 and he’s 

still really, really good. Know who else is really, really good? Closer Tiernan O’Macken and 2.53 
ERA and 0.98 WHIP were his worst showings since 2042 and there’s no cause for concern, as he 
is still one of the elite options to pitch in the 9th inning. Jeremy Smith got lit up like a Christmas 

tree in his rookie season (7.56 ERA, 2.00 WHIP in 25 innings) but he has the talent to give the 
Talons a lethal double-lefty option late in games. Ah, so Phoenix must be good! 

 
Well, the answer might be “not really”. Jubal Troop has lost THREE ticks of velocity since last 
spring and could implode at any moment. The Phoenix training staff will hold their breath on 

each Smith and Rafael pitch. This could be the only team in the league in which winning or losing 
90 games are both in the realm of possibility.  
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On these very pages last year, Mexico City was tabbed as “weak hitting, no huge strengths in 
the rotation and possibly a weak bullpen.” Well, on offense, pitching and defense, the Aztecs 

ranked no better in any major category than tenth, save for finishing seventh in baserunning. 
So yeah, weak just about nailed it. After 79 wins in ’44, prognosticators sold them short and 

projected just 68 wins. The Aztecs fulfilled the prophecy and then some, losing one short of 100 
games. The stretch of five straight postseason appearances from 2035 to 2039 seem like a 
distant memory. Can Mexico City turn back time and recapture glory days of old? Or are they 

destined for another soggy season near the cellar of the Frontier? 
 

A quick scan at the Aztecs minor league system and one can see this is a team with a bright 
future in two or three seasons. But the front office has made it clear they are not willing to wait 
that long, or at the very least, they want to put a respectable collection of talent on the field 

until the prospects arrive. The team wisely cut bait with Fernando Reyes and Jharod Thealer, 
while also letting Wagaw Fakihi hit free agency. Replacing Fakihi at shortstop is free agent 

addition Jose Montano, who still has room for improvement while being a plus-defender with 
doubles power. The offense is now led by Manny Collazo, who was good as a rookie in 2042 and 
just keeps on getting better, making the Johnson League All-Star team three years running now. 

Fernando Moreno is the typical Aztec: great defense, extra base power and speed. Jean-Francois 
Hamon topped 30 home runs for the first time and Jorge Aranda has seemed to find playing in 

Mexico much more productive than in Des Moines. This isn’t a scary offense by any means, but 
it’s respectable enough to put the team in a fair share of chances to win. 
 

New Aztec Jerry Pacy is nervously about to turn 30 but he still has gas in the tank and is another 
sign that Mexico City wants to be at least competitive in 2046. Scotty Pendleton is back in town 

for another tour and along with Pacy, should offer veteran tutelage to young starter Ed Lynch, 
who showed flashes of talent during his rookie season. The bullpen is certainly a weakness and 
the front office has dealt away some of its better relievers in the last few seasons for prospects. 

But if you’re looking for silver lining, when the bullpen is exhausted from pitching a ton of innings 
over the course of two or three days, they may get a day off to rest by way of rainout. 

 
They say it rains when it pours, and fans should take shelter and expect another 90-loss season. 
But worry not, sunnier days are ahead.  
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New city! New name! New uniforms! New stadium! Same ol’ Wichita? In what many expected to 
be a spicy debut for the Aviators-turned-El Paso Chilis, it was anything but. Sure, the team 

turned a profit for the first time in like forever, but this is baseball, not Monopoly. The Chilis lost 
three more games than their fateful final season in Wichita, fan interest already started dropping 

by season’s end and statistically, they had the worst pitching, offense and defense in the 
Johnson. Can El Paso take a step forward in Year Two or will they defy the last place adage of 
“It can’t get any worse”? 

 
Okay, let’s start with the positives. Yes, the team was profitable. Finally. It doesn’t mean a whole 

lot to fans, but behind the scenes, making money can open up opportunities down the line like 
raising the team’s budget for free agency, extensions and draft picks. Too often the front office 
was making selections in the draft based on signability, not talent, which is a sure way to take 

the wrong player. Things are looking up though, especially with Phil Cole, the hyped #1-overall 
pick in last year’s draft, set to make his El Paso debut at some point in 2046. 

 
Additionally, the checkbook opened a little wider during free agency, as the Chilis threw money 
around to sign the likes of Anastasio Lopez, Tony Alomar and David Guerra. You can just hear 

the fury of season tickets being printed as we speak, no? Lopez should actually mash in El Paso, 
just ask Tony Hernandez (career-best 37 HR last year) and Tommy Cochran (career-best 45 

HR), but Alomar, who had a nice stretch for Wichita for a few seasons, is 36 years old and has 
seen his HR/9 start to rise. Giving up 50 home runs this year is not out of the realm of possibility 
for the aging lefty. 

 
Gerald Sizemore, #1-overall pick in 2044, had a promising debut after spending just 108 innings 

in the minors. Augusto Ramirez’s deadly slider-knuckle curve combo made hitters look silly at 
times (18.5 K/9), but the total package is missing some skill, hence the 5.65 ERA, 5.2 BB/9 and 
2.2 HR/9. Seven Chilis pitchers had ERAs over 6.00 last year. This is a problem you cannot fix 

overnight, Phil Cole or not. 
 

Just about every other team in the division improved during the off-season and the additions El 
Paso made are likely not to make a big difference. It’s wait and see until Cole arrives and matures 
into a star. Until then, it looks like the same ol’ Wichita. 
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As expected, Hawaii and Long Beach dueled this division out to the end, but as unexpected, only 
one of those teams made the playoffs.  The 89-win Tropics were passed by Long Beach AND the 

surging Twin Cities River Monsters on the last day of the season, and as a result had to watch 
the playoffs from home.  It’s what the kids would call “savage.”  This year, I’m predicting that 

89 wins will win this division, because I’m not projecting a single team to reach that mark. 
 
Long Beach is still the most likely team to make noise in the Frick League, but an unreplaced 

Millard Younger and rumors about dealing Cornelio Lozano might make this 88 win projection 
look optimistic.  I have Hawaii falling back too, as their Pythagorean record in 2045 was 83 wins, 

and that’s with a Herculean season from Wullenweber.  They could jump up if their offense 
improves, but 85 wins seems appropriate. 
 

The low win totals bring the next tier of this division back into the race, and it should be an 
interesting one to watch.  San Fernando was a huge disappointment last year, but it will be 

interesting to see if they’ve righted the ship there with the acquisitions of Aki Kondo and Jorge 
Moreno.  Sacramento is kind of drifting at the moment, but there are some signs that they may 

improve, like their additions of Alejandro Ortiz and Ricardo Mendoza, and they’re trying to grow 
a pitching staff internally. 
 

Seattle and Vancouver make up the final puncher’s chance tier here, and the Storm had an 
impressive offensive output last year.  I don’t see that continuing, thus, 77 wins.  Vancouver is 

just a year or two early; they’re on their way back, I think, but they need to fill some gaps before 
they’re pushing at the top.  And of course, Portland and Valencia are eliminated this year before 
either throws a pitch, but I like what both teams are doing, especially Portland.  Valencia is on 

the right track too; it’s just too early for them to tell. 
 

With the Heartland grabbing all four wild cards last year and projected, by me, to take all four 
of them this year, we have eight teams playing for one playoff spot.  Long Beach could run away 
with this if they’re better than I think, but there’s no reason that HAS to happen, and there’s no 

reason why one of these 80ish-win teams couldn’t sneak up and grab a wild card, too, if 
everything goes right. 
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2046 PREDICTED STANDINGS 
 

LONG BEACH SURFERS     88 – 74 

HAWAII TROPICS      85 – 77 

SAN FERNANDO BEARS     81 – 81 

SACRAMENTO MAD POPES    81 – 81 

SEATTLE STORM      77 – 85 

VANCOUVER MOUNTIES    73 – 89 

PORTLAND LUMBERJACKS    60 – 102 

VALENCIA STARS      60 – 102 
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The Long Beach Surfers edged out the Hawaii Tropics for the division title last year by one game, 
and in an otherwise uncontested divisional contest the Surfers managed to keep their pole 

position.  Long Beach did lose Millard Younger this offseason, but I don’t think they fell back as 
much as their raw-number 4th worst offseason suggests.  That said, reports are that the team is 

trying to trade Jason Egan Award winner Cornelio Lozano, perhaps to cash in on his awesomeness 
over the past few years, which would definitely be a significant dent in this team’s armor.  If not 
Long Beach, is there anyone trying to win the FL Pacific? 

 
The Surfers finished a rock-solid fourth in runs allowed last year, and they still have Lozano AND 

superstar starter Danya Tchekanov.  Lozano, of course, is the Frick League’s answer to Danny 
Leach, a 7-WAR reliever in each of the past two years, whose unbelievably absurd 11-1, 0.96 
season with 344 strikeouts would have surely won the Steve Nebraska most years.  Fellow 

reliever Luis Manuel Rodriguez is also liquid awesome.  As for the rotation, Tchekanov did not 
win his second Steve Nebraska last year, but he’s right up there with the best starters in the 

BBA.  As for the rest of the rotation, it’s deep:  Ernesto Delgado is an above-average #2 starter, 
Del Willis looks like he’s going to stick, and Terrence Kelly and Ray Verhoeve both have upside.  
Bron Cortez is an interesting gamble, and he provides a little rotation depth along with Jorge 

Alfaro and Raul Alvarez.  The team is trying to reclaim Jorge Nevarez as a reliever, just like they 
did with Lozano; I like the idea.  The pitching staff is built well for the playoffs, too. 

 
The offense will miss Younger, but more than that their offense isn’t particularly good; 
exacerbating that truth is the fact that their park is fairly generous to hitters.  The situation is 

so dire they brought back former franchise cornerstone Mark Simpson at 37 years old, who 
hasn’t hit the Mendoza line in his last 500 AB.  Only four regulars put up a league average OPS 

last year.  Gonzalo Martinez is one of the best DHes in the business, and he has been remarkably 
consistent for a righty hitter, and Ricardo Torres and Antonio Ruiz are proven powerhitters, but 
the Surfers were basically at league average in homers despite their park being a good home 

run park. 
 

The Surfers have now won two straight division titles, and won the pennant in 2044, so they’re 
a quality ballclub.  Assuming Lozano doesn’t want a huge raise, they also don’t have any salary 
issues even if they re-sign Gonzalo Martinez.  The Surfers don’t have much of a farm system, 

which is okay because the team on the field should be good enough for around the same 90 wins 
as last year in a fairly weak FL Pacific.  Right now, they’re the favorites. 
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Oh.  Oh my gosh.  Oh gosh.  Hawaii, winners of this year’s Golden Horseshoe, had a 
heartbreaking finish to their 2045 season:  they were solidly in a playoff position and lost the 

final wild card AND the division by one game as teams surged by them.  The Tropics don’t have 
a great excuse for their late season collapse: they were playing above their Pythagorean record, 

and their outstanding offense put up almost exactly the same numbers as 2044 while the Frick 
League passed them by.  You always want to look back and say that you did enough, but Hawaii 
clearly didn’t, and they also had a rough offseason.  Did Hawaii just blow their best chance? 

 
Hawaii’s top two starters, Alaric Wullenweber and Zac Johnson, have been mainstays in the 

rotation for the better part of a decade now, and it’s a good thing too:  the two combined for 
12.7 WAR, and the whole pitching staff combined for 15.2 WAR.  Ugly.  Neither Niccolo Destefani 
nor Jesus Gonzalez were bad last year, but they weren’t good, Gonzalez suffering an unlikely 

injury and Destefani’s numbers down across the board.  Both could bounce back and give the 
team a lift.  That said, it’s hard to believe that Wullenweber is going to put up NINE WAR again.  

The Hawaii bullpen is also a smoldering wreckage right now, one of the singularly worst in the 
BBA, so that’s not a lift. 
 

The Hawaii lineup finished #2 in offense in 2044, but while the rest of the league improved by a 
quarter run, Hawaii went nowhere.  Their 5.2 runs per game was basically the same total, and 

they were solidly in the second tier.  Some of the falloff was the fact that the team appears to 
have been playing salary chicken with Bastiao Fardos, which is all fun and games until you miss 
the playoffs by one game.  Some players did take a step forward:  Ron Shiplack began to assert 

himself as one of the BBA’s top catchers, OF Mike Campbell had the best season of his excellent 
career, and 3B Gary Allen continued to be outstanding.  Ernest McBride is an excellent DH, 

though he’s never been able to repeat his 2043 Sawyer Silk magic.  CF Manny Garcia took a nice 
step forward at age 24 last year, but top prospect Bronx Cortez had an awful season after an 
awful September callup in 2044.  Cortez is probably too talented to be that bad, but maybe he’s 

not. 
 

The Tropics aren’t going to get much help from their farm this year; they do have some good 
long-term prospects like SS Addie Mehta and C Frank McMillan and some okay pitching prospects 
but all of them are pretty far away.  For the 2046 season, Hawaii is going to be highly dependent 

on their rotation to bounce back in a very big way.  They need to loosen the reins on players like 
Destefani and Gonzalez and let them run, if for no other reason than to see what they have in 

the pair.  I think they may fall back this year and still finish in second place in the Pacific. 
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The Bears were one of my biggest disappointments last year, but the funny thing is that I saw 
this coming.  I just saw it coming in 2043.  In 2043, Randy Weigand was deeply concerned with 

my preview, suggesting that their pitching staff was much better than I thought it was and that 
they were going to win way more games than I believed.  They made good on that one in 2043, 

but some of those players didn’t come close to those numbers in 2045.  What happened?  Walks 
happened, and the Bears’ pitching staff had only Portland’s record awfulness to prevent them 
from being the worst pitching staff in the Frick League.  San Fernando brought in some help, 

though:  they signed starting pitcher Aki Kondo and traded for Jorge Moreno.  Kondo helped 
Omaha; can he do the same thing for San Fernando? 

 
Kondo, of course, is one of the league’s surest things; he dispelled any sort of notions of his 
vulnerability by putting up ace numbers in hitters’ parks.  Moreno has been hurling in pitchers’ 

park Montreal, but a 4/1 K/BB ratio is promising.  The rest of the San Fernando rotation is an 
interesting story; Pinkerton and Guevara both plummeted in value when walks came back, and 

Pinkerton also didn’t seem to take well to San Fernando’s park.  Wan-ho Park and Tamachi Ando 
might duke it out for the #5 spot along with Ramon Gonzalez, who emerge as the best of the 
rest after Kondo.  The rotation should keep the team in games, and if Kondo can provide stability 

at the top of the rotation the team could move closer to the middle of the pack despite a 
potentially somewhat below-average bullpen led by the emergent Steve Harrison. 

 
The offense, of course, is liquid gold, and the team hasn’t finished below fourth place since 2041 
in the Frick, including second place last year to only Omaha’s record home run totals.  San 

Fernando was first in walks, OBP and was second in home runs with a still outstanding 286 last 
year.  Angel Gonzalez proved to be an excellent pickup, boosting his numbers in every category, 

and their midseason acquisition of Jose Calderon proved to be a strong move.  Tai Hoi Wie and 
Angel Garcia continued their long-time consistency for this franchise, and Reggie Vargas and 
Quinn Richardson made big leaps at age 25 and 24, respectively.  Roberto Rivera might be the 

next player to make the leap.  They could finish at the top of the leaderboard again, as they did 
in 2043 and 2044. 

 
There aren’t really lineup spots for San Fernnado’s top prospects, but we might see top prospect 
Carlos Flores if Reggie Vargas gets hurt.  I’d probably consider Peter Roop and Kurt Hanson for 

the bullpen this year, but the team is no doubt waiting a bit for arbitration reasons.  Bottom line 
is that the Bears pitching staff should be a lot better than their 15th place finish last year, and 

that should make a huge difference for them in the standings.  If they can move back to the 
middle of the pack in preventing runs, we could see them back in the playoffs. 
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The Mad Popes were the league darlings for about two months last year, coming out of the gate 
like they were the best team in the BBA, with a top five offense and a top five pitching staff.  

And they were none too happy about that, so they traded away David Simpson, (and other 
players) until they landed on a 77-85 record – and even that was four games below their 

Pythagorean mark.  The offense tanked after the Simpson trade, but the pitching staff remained 
in the top five all year.  Of course, that’s just what we anthropologists would call “every 
California/Sacramento team in history.”  Is there anything surprising to see here?  Can 

Sacramento take advantage of a weakened FL Pacific? 
 

Oddly enough, their pitching staff, which finished third in the FL last year, could use some 
improvement.  Eustace Tilley led the FL in lowest walks per nine last year, and his game is perfect 
for Sacramento.  After Tilley, the staff is built around three relievers who throw 300 innings:  

Manuel Cruz, Marco Vitalle, and Manuel Andres.  Only Andres started any amount of games last 
year among the trio, and he probably won’t in 2046.  Marvin Winston has the best chance among 

the starters to improve:  he’s bombed out badly in 113 major league innings, but he’s still just 
21 years old.  The rest of the projected Sacramento staff averages around 23 years old and is 
ALL lefties, with some combination of McCartney, Warren Moore, Kevin O’Toole, and Ben Render 

all potentially useful pitchers.  Render is especially interesting to me, as the lefty was dynamite 
in 11 AAA starts last year and held his own in the majors.  The lefty-heavy approach could serve 

them well against strong hitting teams, and Sacramento’s defense is outstanding. 
 
Sacramento’s offense also finished third last year:  third last.  The Mad Popes got by for a couple 

months on David Simpson’s transcendent first half, and it’s hard to know if there’s anything 
there.  The team is trying.  They brought in Alejandro Ortiz and David Noboru this offseason, 

and while I have my doubts about the 35-year old Noboru, Ortiz would be productive anywhere.  
They also traded for outfielder Ricardo Mendoza last year, who didn’t show much but ought to 
be better than his numbers with Sacramento.  Outfielder Myeong-hwan Kim had his second 

consecutive solid season.  Quant Kouros showed his first signs of age this year, and while the 
guy can definitely draw a walk, he’ll have to get base hits to be his most valuable.  Henri Charriere 

was incredible in the field and near average at the plate, so it looks like he’s gonna stick.  The 
team led the league in steals again at a 74% clip, so that’s a weapon, too. 
 

The Mad Popes can make the playoffs this year, especially if players like Mendoza, Ortiz, and 
Kouros really show up.  Most of their prospects are already up, so it will come down to whether 

their system works.  I’m projecting they finish at least .500, and they could sneak into the 
playoffs if everything goes right.  
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Seattle’s offense bounced back in a big way in 2045, and of course they did:  I spent a lot of last 
year’s preview saying how I thought they’d have a ton of trouble hitting.  A ton of that rebound 

was that they led the FL in batting average by a significant margin.  As a stat, batting average 
is notoriously fickle, much like the Storm themselves, and while it appears some of this is 

sustainable, they were 13th in homers, 15th in stolen bases, and 11th in walks.  If Seattle’s hitting 
rebound is real, and other teams in the FL Pacific are falling a bit backwards, Seattle might be a 
logical choice to come up and take the division.  Will Seattle win their first division title since 

2036? 
 

The Seattle attack is extremely balanced; six lineup members are within around 10% of league 
average offensively and two of them were notably but not overwhelmingly above.  This will leave 
them vulnerable to power outages.  They are also very right-handed, including Eric Jones, who 

will almost surely not going to hit .338 again, possibly ever again in his career.  Alexander Julyan 
put up a season that might be slightly above his head, but not miles above. Same with Aires 

Penharanda, who Seattle is hoping figured out how to play baseball last year.  Alejandro Cordova 
was a 3-WAR player last year the hard way:  defense, steals, and walks.  Pedro Diaz, on the 
other hand, did it the easy way, hitting .312 and somehow playing the worst defense of his 

career.  I wouldn’t expect Taro Kudo to put up a .611 OPS this season, though he might not get 
to league average.  Similarly, I don’t know about Pedro Martinez as a replacement for Liann-Wei 

Mao.  There’s a lot of variance here, but I’d expect this group to fall off quite a bit this year; 
many of the players seem like they played a bit over their heads.  But they shouldn’t fall off the 
map. 

 
The good news is that whatever amount the offense falls off, the pitching staff should be able to 

pick them up.  Hector Marquez had the worst year of his career last year; with no reason I’d 
expect him to bounce back (and even a bad year out of Marquez is 2.5 WAR).  Yasir bin Lufti is 
off his normal numbers, too, and ended the year hurt.  He should be back and fine for 2046.  

Ken Walter continues defying the doctors and throwing qualifying seasons; he also ended the 
year on the DL.  Stan Palacios might improve, too; he took a dip last year.  Closer Jarred Perkins 

didn’t repeat his redonkulous 2044 season, but he was still awesome, and he had help:  Aurelio 
Perez, Mutsuhito Imai and Simon Bautista were all very effective last year, though only Perez is 
a favorite to repeat those numbers. 

 
With their infield basically set, we’re not going to see them get much help from the minors unless 

top prospect Len Conboy comes on in a hurry this year. If everything were to stay stable in 
Seattle and Hector Marquez has the sort of year we’re accustomed to, I’d definitely put this team 

in the hunt for the division title.  As it is, I imagine it’ll be September until they’re eliminated this 
year in a seemingly weak FL Pacific.   
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Vancouver was maybe my most accurate preview last year, and I’m happy to say I pretty much 
nailed it, much to the Mounties’ chagrin; they missed the playoffs for the fourteenth time in the 

last fifteen seasons.  Ouch.  Their problem is pretty simple with a little basic math:  Jeffrey 
Smith, Fernando Castillo, and David Noboru combined for 14.5 WAR last year and the offense 

produced 13.1 WAR…and Noboru is gone.  Will it be another Rocky road for Vancouver? 
 
Vancouver’s offense is like two mountains hovering over a group of beaten, moss-worn valleys.  

Good news is that Castillo and Smith are both signed to very reasonable, long-term deals with 
team options at the end, so they’ll have room to maneuver whenever they do.  Then, this team 

wishes they could have five people on second base.  Second baseman Francisco Martinez is a 
little bit of a conundrum, as he’s a poor 2B whose bat isn’t good enough to play 1B, and he’s 
definitely not the monster bat we saw in September, but he’s better than other things they have.  

Second baseman now third baseman Angel de Castillo is on his way out of the BBA, I think; he’ll 
be inducted into the Hall of Very Good soon.  Guillermo Fuentes probably plays short for this 

team, but he’s definitely a second baseman too.  So is Robbie Krok, who will probably take 
himself out of the lineup with an injury.  Jose Silva is also a second baseman.  Brad Parkinson 
does not play second base, cannot be stopped in AAA,  and...thus far cannot hit a major league 

curveball.  He might be replaced by Eduardo Garcia as early as this year.  Overall it’s a complete 
mess that might be helped by a trade or two and might just have to be blown up and 

reassembled. 
 
The pitching staff is also top heavy, but without the same star power.  Miguel Ayala is a rock-

solid starter, and Angel Romero has been a consistent rotation member for a few years.  The 
team will probably give a shot to Jose Torres this year, and he’s an interesting pitcher.  Luis 

Torres has been fine in the rotation, and Gustavo Hernandez won’t get blown up while healthy.  
The team’s best pitchers are in the pen, where Raul Garcia has been outstanding and Angel 
Herrera, who missed the 2045 season, should be solid if he comes back from his knee injury 

whole. 
 

You don’t have to squint too hard to see the plan here, and it’s coming together well.  They’re 
building around their offensive stars, they have solid cashflow, and they have some solid pitchers 
who aren’t too expensive.  What this team needs more than anything is a position player that’s 

not a second baseman, and a few trades might change the outlook a little in Vancouver.  Their 
farm system is significantly overrated by my standards, though I do like me some Davenport 

Hinkle.  I’d say in two years and with one good free agency, this team is gonna be contending 
at the top of the division, but it’s too early to put them on that kind of lofty status.   
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If a Lumberjack falls in the standings, and everyone notices, is there any silence at all?  Portland 
bottomed out in an ugly way in 2045, trading away anyone of value, losing 114 games and giving 

up 1056 runs, the worst single-season total since 2019 and the third-worst mark in the modern 
era.  (The worst, by the way, was last year’s El Paso squad, so Phil Cole-based haters need to 

back off, especially since they played Sizemore.)  They were also last in offense.  The 
Lumberjacks didn’t have a good offseason so much as they subtracted last year’s losers, and 
other than their heavily frontloaded and highly questionable Millard Younger deal didn’t really 

add much of anything.  Is there life in this team or are they just waiting for the contracts to 
clear? 

 
Signing Younger immediately makes him the best player on the team.  He’s intriguing for a salary 
retention deal for sure, especially since his deal could be 2 years and Portland would only have 

to retain $5 milion next year if they kept 100% - assuming he didn’t surprisingly opt in.  
Portland’s other big signing is Jorge Lugo, who looks like he can still play, but hasn’t shown a 

thing since 2042 and bounced through three teams last year.  He ain’t Robert Menzies.  Juan 
Mendoza can still play a little, but they’ll be happy to be rid of him next year.  OF Juan Hernandez 
was very good in his debut, and should be pretty fair as long as they don’t put him in center 

field.  I feel like Bobby Horne might have another level, but first he’ll have to hit more than 27 
points above his weight; Andrew Gallagher has the same problem.  That said, Younger and Lugo 

are not likely to move the dial enough to move them out of last place offensively, or close:  this 
team put up a 0.5 total offensive WAR last year. 
 

And then…and then the pitching staff.  Oh gosh.  Portland is about an average ballpark 
offensively, so having a -3.8 total pitching WAR suggests, um, yeah, they’re bad.  However, 

much like El Paso, they do have some young pitchers who are potentially game changers.  Chris 
Thompson could make his debut this year, and the 2044 first rounder looks potentially dynamite.  
Steve Warren almost certainly will, and the 2045 first rounder was stellar at three minor league 

levels last year.  Frank Walbourne looks like he needs some more seasoning, but if he gets it 
together we could see him in September.  The rest?  Ugh.  Pedro Rocha led the Frick in losses 

with 19 and allowed 91 walks in 128 innings, all for the low, low price of $18 million.  Roberto 
Valdez was the only player on the squad who qualified last year, and he had a 0.4 WAR (which 
on this staff is positively Steve Nebraska).  The bullpen has a couple pieces but is also mostly 

devoid of talent. 
 

This franchise has never won more than 68 games in a season in its seven year existence, and 
I wouldn’t bet on it happening this year either.  Their top pitching prospects aren’t ready, their 

hitting is basically atrocious, and for god’s sake they’re in a league where the top team hit 370 
homers (and probably only 100 off Portland).  They do have some solid hitting prospects, 
depending on how you feel about players like Hasheem Makin, Du Wu, and Jiao-long Ma.  (All 

are not my cup of tea, but Jim Antolin says they’re awesome.)  The Lumberjacks will probably 
lose 100 games this year, but there are some signs of life. 
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Valencia continued their rebuilding program by signing superstar Aaron Haney, who put up the 
fourth-best batter WAR in the Frick League in 2045, to a long-term deal last year.  Speaking of 

WAR, Valencia led the BBA in ground gained this offseason, filling in gaps in the rotation and 
signing superior defensive 6 Dashiell R. Faireborn to sure up the infield.  Valencia will definitely 

win more games this year than last year’s ghastly 53-109 season, but there are really two 
questions:  how much better are they right now, and how much better is their franchise? 
 

Valencia had some of the biggest offseason signings this year, and they needed them; their 
pitching staff had a negative WAR last year.  Free agent starter Juan Rodriguez signed for about 

$42 million over 3 guaranteed; not bad for a guy with 12 WAR in the last three seasons.  The 
team also returned starter Jorge Garcia after a whirlwind tour and a 3-WAR season; it’s hard to 
understand why, though, since he was last seen in Valencia giving up 48 homers in 155 innings.  

Rodriguez and Garcia join Jafar Hamid, who struggled through a very tough 2045 campaign; his 
240 innings in 2044 might be part of the cause for several minor injuries during 2045.  Hopefully 

he’s recovered completely.  Faireborn is more of a pitching add than a hitting one, too, as his 
primary worth is being one of the best defensive players in the BBA.  Starting options abound 
after those three; prospects Ron Smith, Greg Jackson, Mitchell Rae, and Jacob Smiley are 

probably the ones fighting it out.  The Stars do have one of the better relievers in the game in 
John Olson and some of the failed starters will probably make the roster, but overall it’s not the 

strongest pen around.   
 
With the pitching staff potentially modestly improved, the lineup’s the next problem to solve on 

Valencia, at least outside of Aaron Haney.  It’s telling that Haney was worth 7 wins above 
replacement last year and the lineup as a whole, including Haney, was worth just under FOUR 

wins above replacement.  Ouch.  OF Frederick Brisset is the other solid performer on this team, 
though we might be getting to the point where we give up on him being more than a 2 WAR 
player.  3B Kenan Reis probably maxes out around 2 WAR, too, but he could improve.  Gene 

Meade had a passable debut at the other outfield spot.  The team has offensive black holes at 
catcher, second base, and shortstop, and it’s hard to be impressed with their options at first 

base, either.   
 
This was one of the most neglected franchises in the BBA before current management arrived, 

and they’re really only in year 1 of whatever their plan is.  Thomas Jefferson and Yodo Sato 
might fill some serious holes soon, and the Stars have several nice-looking pitching prospects.  

To quote one fallen star, it’s going to take patience and time to do it right.  Valencia doesn’t 
appear to be rushing anything, and the Rodriguez contract could be a boon in a few years if he 

holds performance.  They’re still bad, but at least they’re worth watching. 
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Obviously, this division was anything but boring last year, even while the top of the division was 

once again a gigantic yawner by the end of the season.  Even though several teams made it 
interesting in the early going, Yellow Springs surged ahead midseason and left the rest of the 

Heartland in the dust, posting their fourth straight 100-win season and seventh division title in 
the last eight years.  Yellow Springs’ win total last year tied them with Las Vegas’ 4 straight 100-
win seasons, and brought them a step closer to Madison’s 5 straight from 1998-2002.  So yeah, 

they’re good. 
 

But, there’s no reason why the Nine have to run away with the division title this year.  In fact, 
it’s possible that my predictions might be too tame for all four of last year’s wild card teams.  
Louisville’s offense might be the best in the BBA, and if James Browning stays healthy for a full 

season and they get some production from the rest of their rotation, they could win 100 games.  
They’re still the only other team to win a Heartland Division title outside of Ohio.  Chicago went 

the other direction; they added one of the most promising pitchers in baseball this year in Bernie 
Stuart, and they were already a top three BBA pitching staff before Stuart showed up.  They 
could use some more offense.  Put Louisville and Chicago’s rosters together and that team wins 

140 games, and each could win 100 on their merits.  (Remember they’re median projections.) 
 

And Twin Cities, for at least this year, might be a LOT better than I think.  I had them as the 
second-best team in this division last year, and they could easily realize that this year, though 
they’re completely hamstrung by their cap situation.  Omaha actually finished second, and while 

it’s hard to project that they’ll tie their record home run total (it’s hard to average 40 HR a lineup 
spot every year), they have a little more slack to work with than the rest. 

 
Even teams like Nashville and Madison aren’t bad; Madison has the reigning Sawyer Silk winner 
and Nashville hasn’t finished below .500 in half a decade.  I think neither team has a realistic 

chance of stealing a wild card, but stranger things have happened.   And oh yeah, there’s Des 
Moines, who’s the Yellow Springs of last place.  Hi Des Moines.  Can one of the challengers 

supplant Yellow Springs at the top?  That’s why we play the games. 
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2046 PREDICTED STANDINGS 

 

YELLOW SPRINGS NINE    106 – 56 

LOUISVILLE SLUGGERS    95 – 67 

CHICAGO BLACK SOX     93 – 69 

TWIN CITIES RIVER MONSTERS  91 – 71 

OMAHA CYCLONES      91 – 71 

NASHVILLE BLUEBIRDS    83 – 79 

MADISON WOLVES      74 – 88 

DES MOINES KERNELS     54 – 104 
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The Edmonton Jackrabbits have sent their regards. 

 
Also, the official fan club account in Twin Cities, reeling a little bit from their pounding in the 

Cartwright Cup, sent this tweet: 

 
Haters gonna hate.  I should know:  I was one of the two likes. And let’s not dwell on Yellow 

Springs’ 2046 record, either:  apparently some independent rating services are putting them 
on 112 wins this year, so I don’t think we have to wait with bated breath to see if they make 
the playoffs.  However, the Nine have officially reached the crossroads this year that happens 

to every championship contender:  how do they pay for their team in 2047? 
 

The Nine are going to almost surely have multiple opt-outs of arbitration this year, including 
Rex Foster, Blaine Tyler and probably Luis Pena.  They are also slated to be capped out in 2047 
with no salary increases from those players, and have Tomas Ramirez and Carlos Pineda as 

straight-up free agents with no cap space. 
 

Since they’re capped out they can’t really do a thing to try to sure up these players during the 
regular season, and they’re going to have to either somehow clear some space or do 
something else notable to make this work.  Some of those guys are probably going to demand 

less than we think, but it remains to be seen.  It’s worth noting that their farm system is 
starting to look somewhat depleted, even by their own standards. 

 
Now, nobody has more talent than Yellow Springs on the field.  Their bullpen is second to 
none, they have some major prospects to replace some of the players and some young talent 

to add on to this, but either they’re going to have to make some trades this year or simply 
watch their talent feed into the free agency system. 

 
Your regular interest in the 2046 Yellow Springs Nine should be about equal to your interest in 
the Milwaukee Bucks or Brooklyn Nets, which is to say that you should wake us up when we 

get to the playoffs.  The Nine are going to do some huge things over the next six months, and 
we can only imagine what they’ll do in October.  It will be an interesting challenge to see how 

many players they can keep happy contending for the world’s easiest regular season. 
  

https://youtu.be/04854XqcfCY?t=38
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It’s not just the Theo and Semei show anymore.  Louisville did some big things last year, and it 
led to a rock-solid 90-win season and a return to the playoffs in a tight Frick League wild card 

race.  There are quite a few people that think that Louisville might be on the verge of an breakout 
on offense.  If they could couple that with good health from James Browning and some repeat 

performances from the rotation, it may seem that the sky’s the limit for the Sluggers.  Can 
Louisville, BBA Champs in 2042 and 2043, return to their championship ways? 
 

The Louisville offense has become a bit scary.  Sure, we’ll start with Theo Bourges, whose 6.3 
WAR last year was the worst season of his absurdly successful career.  And yes, Kwakou’s still 

around, posting another .900 OPS season with a .283-42-123 slash.  But it’s a new look team.  
Lucio de la Cruz led the Frick League with 52 homers last year…in *gulp* 124 games.  He put 
up 23 homers in 44 games after coming over from Des Moines and hit more home runs than 

singles.  Long Chamberlain’s record of 73 homers has stood for sixty years, and could be in 
jeopardy, with no asterisk.  And then there’s third baseman Luis Mendoza, whose 108 walks last 

year was fifth in the Frick League, and whose .269/.384/.502 season last year could look 
pedestrian by comparison with his future.  And oh yeah, haven’t even mentioned Juan Medrano 
(3 WAR shortstop) or Doeke Soethout (30/30 defensive whiz) or Phil Tsafento (.371 OBP at 

catcher).  Louisville could leave the Frick League in the dust offensively this year. 
 

The Sluggers are hoping they’ve finally figured out the magic formula to keep James Browning 
healthy, as the superstar threw just 25 starts last year with stellar results (15-2, 2.29 ERA).  
Even if Browning doesn’t stay healthy, Louisville’s pitching staff is deep enough that they should 

be able to let their Ferrari offense run over people.  Veteran free agent signing Miguel Ramos 
has been a solid rotation member for over a decade.  Emmanuele Mercati will give it a go in the 

rotation; he’s been a strong reliever for years.  Edward Crutcher was excellent in his debut last 
year.  Louisville’s bullpen will be a little weaker with Mercati out of it, but the combination of 
Juan Pinto and Luis Gonzales can definitely hold down the late innings well.   

 
Louisville is a virtual lock for the playoffs just based on their killer offense, almost regardless of 

what happens to their pitching staff.  The late innings should be fine, and whatever they get out 
of Browning is good news, too.  The question is whether the Sluggers can get back to the 
championship.  Obviously, some of it is luck, but I think they need another highly reliable arm 

to carry them.  They got huge performances in those playoffs from Stan Palacios and Armando 
Feliciano, and neither of those players is on the roster.  If Mercati is that kind of pitcher we could 

be watching the birth of the winners of the first Brewster series, and they’re going to be a tough 
out no matter what happens. 
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Appears to be a little catch up in that mayo.  The Chicago Black Sox made some contender 
moves last year, and were rewarded by their best record since they were in Huntsville.  The 

better news is that Chicago didn’t have to move a muscle to find their next superstar:  former 
10th round pick Bernie Stuart had an electrifying debut last year and appears to be the superstar 

they’ve been searching for.  One has to imagine that they could possibly have won 100 games 
with a full season of Stuart.  Is winning 95 or 100 games Chicago’s new normal? 
 

Stuart is the #1 prospect in the BBA for a reason:  the guy’s electric.  He has a gun for an arm, 
plus movement and control, great durability and excellent intangibles, and it’s hard to argue with 

the results, either:  3-0, 2.37 and 49 Ks in 38 innings in 7 late season starts.  He’ll probably be 
on a pitch count because he’s just 21, but this guy’s special, and could win his first Steve 
Nebraska this year.  Holdover ace Amayas Moelling can therefore slide nicely into the superb #2 

spot he was always meant to hold.  Lefty David Bates suffered through an injury-shortened 
season but was really good when healthy.  Pancho German, John McClain and Romeu Tameiro 

are likely to fight it out for the last two rotation spots; I’d go with German and Tameiro and 
make McClain a setup guy until he proves he knows what he’s doing at the major league level.  
The Black Sox have one of the better relievers in the BBA in Mitchell Purssell, who has been a 

tremendous force on the mound in the late innings; they also have good help for him in Francisco 
Salgado, Brian Smith, Gilberto Cordero, and two-way player Paul Kemp.   

 
The Black Sox played a little over their heads last year offensively and could fall back.  I really 
like Pedro Gomez as a player, I really do, but I can’t see him being the .900 OPS monster he 

was last season, and I’d say his true talent lies somewhere between his 2044 and 2045 season.  
That’s still one of the top five catchers in the game, though.  Tomas Duran didn’t become a 1.000 

OPS player either, but he could surely be a 3 WAR player at third base.  2B Rocky Wattson and 
1B Aarnoud Budding, on the other hand, are likely to repeat.  Wattson’s been the best hitter on 
this franchise so long he’s gotten all the way to overrated, but he’s a great player.  Ditto 

Sebastian Fradesso, who’s settled in to a nice level of production.  Rookie shortstop Larry Barkin 
was great in 35 games offensively, but, weirdly, his defense lagged; this might mean he’s better 

than we think once his glove comes around.  The team is very good defensively and has no 
serious holes. 
 

Chicago isn’t going to get any help from their farm system this year other than, ahem, Stuart, 
who could immediately join the upper echelon of BBA starters this season.  This team will 

probably go as far as Stuart will carry them, and he did not impress in two playoff starts last 
year as a rookie.  The experience may do him good, and they’ll need him again, because barring 

mass injuries to the offense, this team is a near lock for the playoffs. 
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Last season I went with code name Thermonuclear for the former owner of this franchise, and 
he went out in a blaze of something.  Re-entry from outer space for Scott Piccoli with seven 

games left in the regular season…and Piccoli won ALL of them, making the playoffs, and winning 
two rounds before falling to the eventual pennant-winning Yellow Springs ballclub.  Now his job 

is pretty intense.  The River Monsters were the very model of a 4th wild card last year, finishing 
seventh in offense and sixth in runs allowed, but they are capped out hard in 2047.  By 2048 or 
2049, this team is going to be in for a world of hurt.  It’s possible that the teams that finished 

ahead of them have legitimately passed them.   Can Twin Cities do something before their deal 
with the devil comes due? 

 
Like many successful teams in the BBA today, Twin Cities is trying to propel themselves to the 
playoffs on the strength of their bullpen.  To that end, the team brings back super-stopper Juan 

Cerda and traded for the original stopper, Shawn Huber.  They also have decent bullpen depth, 
with Sergio Perez the best of the rest.  The rotation leans on starter Carlos Rodriguez, who was 

outstanding when healthy last year, and fills out with lunch pail guys like Juan Alicea and Hao 
Kun, though Kun’s numbers are highly suspect, since he led the league in BABIP last year.  22-
year-old Miguel Fiesco didn’t improve dramatically over his passable debut, but he’ll eat innings.  

Nobody’s going to mistake this team for Chicago, but they were a solid, productive group last 
year. 

 
Similarly, nobody’s going to look at Twin Cities and see Louisville, but they can hit.  Second 
baseman Francisco Arrendondo is the headliner here, and last year was his third in four years 

with a 5 WAR or close.  He forms one of the better up the middle groups on paper with SS Chip 
Puckett, CF Ronnie Hubbard, and C Parker Davenport.  Third baseman Alex Ramirez’ numbers 

fell off quite a bit leaving San Fernando, and now 30, he might not be the player they acquired.  
Speaking of which, Lorenzo Palacios fell off a big cliff last year, though he redeemed himself in 
the playoffs.  He’s not the 6-WAR monster he was in his mid 20s but he’s way better than a .675 

OPS.  Jose Cordero has been a consistent 3-WAR first baseman, too. 
 

I really like this team, still; I think they can hit in bunches and they’re good in the field.  The 
pitching staff isn’t at all built for a deep playoff run, but they had one last year so what do I 
know?  Not surprisingly, the team has nothing on the farm; what was left of that was spent on 

David Simpson last year.  I have trouble believing that a team with this much talent isn’t going 
to make the playoffs, but I have no idea how they get out of the pending disaster looming next 

year.   They can get the cap number to $118 million by letting Huber walk, but we can probably 
safely say Arredondo will be playing elsewhere.  Last year might have been as good as it gets 

for this franchise, but they’re a favorite for another wild card. 
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370 home runs.  370 home runs!  If you guessed this was the all-time record for homers, you 
win a cookie and a “Duh” sticker.   

 
Only one team is within 47 homers of their mark.  More 

remarkable is that it happened without a single 50-home run 
hitter.  They were among the biggest losers in the offseason, 
since the numbers are supercharged by injured Chris Kelly and 

UMEBA SS Jesus Flores, so that’s not good news.  Omaha’s 
season was a bit of a fluke; how good are they really? 

 
Let’s start with the offense, which didn’t lead the league by as 
much as you’d think a team with 370 homers would.  (The 2037 

San Fernando Bears, for example, were over 100 runs better 
than second place and almost 200 runs better than fourth).  They 

were third in walks and fourth in steals, but their eighth place in 
batting average dampened their production.  This is a very serious concern, too:  40+ homer 
man Jim Antolin is a career .214 hitter and former Übermensch Emilio Morales hasn’t cracked 

.250 since 2042.  Even some of the big performers last year like Orlando Ordonez and James 
Monger don’t have a recent track record of consistency, though a full season of 1B Wilson Estrada 

could pick up the slack somewhat.  DH Donald Miller just keeps trucking, though, and they do 
have exciting rookie catcher Ichizo Sugiyama coming up from the minors.  And did I mention 
they led the league in offense?  They ought to be just fine this year, even if they drop to second 

or third place, and their defense is very strong. 
 

The defense helps out what is already a strong starting rotation, and Timo Dooley (23-5, 3.08), 
Jorge Hernandez (18-7, 4.10) and Norio Hayashi (18-8, 3.60) are the headliners.  This ready-
made postseason rotation is augmented by Lance Harrison, who’s Omaha’s answer to Luther 

Summers, Terrence Kelly, and rookie Grux Parks.  The Hawks also got a surprising huge year 
from reliever Raul Gonzales, and got solid performances from Patrick Whitlock and Fernando 

Moran as well.  It’s not the deepest group, which might be why all three of the top starters went 
at least 204 innings last year. 
 

The Hawks still have some room to maneuver this season, though they have a pending salary 
crunch next year, as their cap number starts at $113 million.  Fortunately, they can tiptoe along 

the sidelines here, since nearly all of that money is guaranteed (and they could part ways with 
Harrison and vanity signing Chris Kelly without a problem).  The Barnstormers actually have a 

strong farm, mostly due to good luck and good scouting.  If Timo Dooley doesn’t break down 
from last year’s 240 innings, and maybe more of the same this year, I could see them being one 
of the dark horses to win the Frick this year. 
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The Nashville Bluebirds weren’t the closest team to the playoffs last year, but they were a nearly 
impossible SIXTH team in their division to finish with at least 85 wins.  As astonishing as it was 

to have five playoff teams from one division, having a sixth team win 85 games is just bananas.  
The Bluebirds maxed out the season they had, too, with an expected record of 81 wins and some 

significant falloff from some of their bigger stars.  With the regression from players like Tony 
Frost and Kidane Ata, the question needs to be asked:  did Nashville miss their window?  If they 
did, is there anything they can do to get it back? 

 
CF Ata and 3B Frost were both bitten by the base hit bug:  both players’ batting averages dropped 

precipitously last year and without reason.  For that reason, they’re both solid bounce-back 
candidates.  Similarly, Alberto Rodriguez will probably not be quite that good again, but for my 
dime he’s the best all-around catcher in the BBA, and has been for some time.  Second baseman 

Jesus Yan took a nice step forward last year, which could stick, and Miguel Rodriguez should be 
passable at shortstop given more playing time.  Odemar Lock’s job might be in jeopardy if he 

can’t hit at least .230 or .240; the Bluebirds brought in Willis Roberts, who inexplicably can’t hit, 
to push him at first base.  Just about everyone on the team is solid defensively and many of 
them run, which makes sense for their mild pitcher’s park. 

 
The pitching staff is another upside-down staff, led by the bullpen and especially Lorenzo de’ 

Medici, who is on one of the most dominant strike-out runs in BBA history.  The team also still 
has Martin Roman, and he’s an excellent reliever.  Robinson Valdez was excellent in the pen last 
year, and Jose Velasco looks like another big arm.  The Bluebirds aren’t broke in the rotation by 

any means:  they got good work after a midseason trade for Edwin Gilliam, Barney Lindsay had 
a solid if inconsistent September last year, and Chris Moran has been a solid starter for years.  

Scott Bugbie has some upside, too.  It’s a fairly complete pitching staff, and they’re likely to 
finish higher than their eighth-place finish last year. 
 

Even in a down year offensively, Nashville still finished with 241 homers and 4.8 runs per game.  
However, there wasn’t an offense ahead of them who I wouldn’t project ahead of them again in 

2046, even if Frost and Ata bounce back strong.  So for them to get back to the playoffs, I think 
they’re going to need their pitching staff to come together and finish fourth or fifth, which is 
within their grasp.  Nashville has no long-term cap issues and could have a lot of room to 

maneuver in 2047, even if they have to pay to re-sign Edwin Gilliam, and should have no problem 
signing Frost long-term next year.  They also have a solid farm system with a few exciting 

prospects like Wafid Bishr and Adrian Costello.  This is a well-run franchise who could use a 
splash of upside from somewhere, and a fairly easy preview:  they’ve won between 81 and 85 

games in each of the last four years. 
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Let’s preview the GREATEST SEVENTH PLACE TEAM EVER!    Madison might have been the best 
team in the league to be a total noncontender last year, and they may have had one of the 

sneaky best signings of the offseason in Juan Garcia.  Are the Wolves meant for bigger things in 
2045, or is it more of the same for Madison fans? 

 
Calling Madison’s pitching staff the worst in the BBA sounds a little quaint now that teams in 
both leagues have set the BBA record for runs allowed.  It sounds even more absurd when you 

realize that Madison finished in the middle of the pack last year in giving up runs in 2045.  I’m 
going to say that the biggest reason that Madison’s pitching staff bounced back that hard was 

adding Rocky Allen, who played amazing defense last year.  It’s one of those things where when 
the centerfielder can get to the ball, you don’t have doubles that turn into two-run home runs.  
Yorikane Miyamoto recovered in a big way, for example, while not actually pitching much better.  

Garcia is a big add, and I’m excited to see what he can do with an offense behind him; aka not 
in Des Moines.  Jonathan Merritt pitched amazingly well last year, though his numbers will be a 

bit volatile.  Juan Lopez shocked the BBA by going 20-5 in 86 relief appearances without earning 
so much as a single WAR, and the team will return solid, somewhat overrated closer Raphael 
Castagna. 

 
You know who’s not overrated though?  Manobu – Shimizu for the undoctrinated.  But this guy’s 

just Manobu.  He’s now led the league in hits in two of the last three years.  Salvador Allende 
bounced back in a big way last year, too, nearly leading the league in walks and only trailing 
Manobu and David Simpson in OBP.  The rest of the offense was pretty good, too:  Andrew Torres 

continued his late-20s revival, Chris Mann was still really good in Year 2, and Rocky Allen hit 30 
homers and played stellar defense.  The team has high hopes for rookie second baseman Eitor 

Vasconcellos, and catcher Felipe Mercado can’t possibly play worse.  Jose Hernandez and 
Natanael Barral continue to be on the All-Overrated team; I’d like to see Luis Manuel Alonzo 
replace one of them.  Even with Manobu’s season for the ages and Allende’s meteoric rise, this 

team still finished at the bottom of the top-half of the scoring leaderboards, and it’s definitely 
because of lineup gaps.   

 
Madison has a few guys who are sneaky good on the farm like Alonso and Vasconcellos, and 
some other interesting long-term guys, but mostly what you see is what you get.  They have no 

long-term salary problems, though I think they’ll regret signing Juan Garcia to a one-year deal 
pretty fast.  They could shed about $8 million for next year, too, by cutting ties with Keith Howard 

and Pedro Salduar, and probably should.  I think they’re still a seventh-place team; man, the 
Heartland is stacked. 
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Someone in this division had to lose 100 games.  No, really.  With all seven other teams finishing 
with at least 78 wins and an absurd five 90-win teams, Des Moines was always destined to lose 

100 games.  With just $43.5 million guaranteed in 2048 (and a possible buyout for Bobby Lynch), 
how’s the rebuild going in Des Moines? 

 
Well, first of all, we have managed to free Hugh Mangrouthormone.  … Wait a second, I’m getting 
a call on my cell phone.  No, we’re not offering steroids for free.  What ad?  I’m gonna hang up.  

Mangrouthormone hit 21 homers in 82 games in Des Moines with absolutely no other redeeming 
qualities.  The better players in this lineup are people like 1B Juan Mateo, 2B Chua-kah Yang, 

and OF Norihisa Yokoyama; other than a bizarre 2044 blip on Yang’s record these guys are 
consistent and solid.  They got much less than they bargained for out of catcher Patrick Faber, 
and he could improve.  They should get more out of 3B Anastasio Guillen and SS Luis Cruz, too.  

The Kernels are not going to be great offensively, but with some mild improvements from key 
performers they could get to below average as opposed to bottom of the league. 

 
The pitching staff isn’t much better than the offense at this point, and other than starter Timmy 
Karnes is not reliable.  Greg Palmer is a holdover from more hopeful times.  Rafael Rodriguez 

never mastered his changeup, but he’s a decent lefty in spurts.  Daniel Camacho is still young 
enough to improve and looks interesting, at least, but he didn’t make the jump to AAA last year.  

That’s about all that’s worth mentioning of the rotation, and it’s difficult to put a lot of trust in 
any reliever, including Bill Keil, at this point in their career.   
 

So now we’ve come to the part of the program where Des Moines puts their long-term goals 
ahead of their current team on the field.  I have some rational doubts about their #2 farm status.  

Obviously, Felix Parreno has a world of talent, but he’s also not a great fielder and likely to strike 
out a lot.  I’m concerned about Jamie Barber, too, who really isn’t going to be more than a #3 
starter unless he gets his changeup.  On the other hand, Dave Butler looks awesome, I like 

Anthony DeYoung and Aurelio Colomo, and there’s a nucleus here – but it’s all still very raw.   
 

If I were running the Kernels, here’s what I’d do:  I’d sign Karnes and Mateo long-term, do 
something sneaky with Yang, and I’d let EVERYONE else go from this team at their chosen time.  
I’d see what I have with this team but would wouldn’t feel married to anyone but those three at 

this point.  I like the idea in theory that they’re drafting for ceiling, but in practice they need to 
make sure they’re not overlooking a bird in the hand.  I’d trade Bill Keil.  And I’d be really, really 

patient, because Des Moines fans are going to have to be really, really patient. 
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BANCROFT LEAGUE 

 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: Jim Cox

BALLPARK: Park of Bucharest 
2045 RECORD: 109 – 53  

 
RUN PREVENTION: Lead by youngsters Geddes, Fennemore and Praveen, the Impalers should have the best 

pitching in the Bancroft. GM Jim Cox has taken full advantage of the 2044 and 2045 talent-bloated drafts and has 

built the base of a strong rotation for the next few years. Veterans Ragnar Lothbrok and Freddy Delgado will 
likely round out the staff. Lothbrok was a 4+ WAR pitcher last year and might take a small step back but should 

still be very good. 
 

The pen will be led by 2045 Bancroft Reliever of the Year Brenden Pollack and workhorse Luis Miguel Flores. The 
rest of the group should be steady with competent veterans filling in. There's only one left hander in the bunch as 

of right now but it shouldn't matter much. 

 
The defense was very good last year and should be again this year with no real weaknesses to be seen. 

 
RUN SCORING: The offense will get a boost from free agent signing Jay Gamble at first. Mitch Dalrymple and 

Mahdi Kojo will be good again and the rest of the lineup should be above average to average. The Impalers 

should score plenty enough runs to get the job done. 
 

SUMMARY: The Impalers are the clear best team in the Bancroft and are set to win 100 or more games again. 
They will look to stay healthy and hit the fast forward button to the playoffs. 
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GENERAL MANAGER: David Burcicki
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Mumbai 

2045 RECORD: 79 – 84 
 

RUN PREVENTION: The staff will transition from a group of veteran place holders to 

promising youngsters this year. Eglinton and Zachinsky both have had serious arm injuries 
in their short careers but are healthy and ready to succeed in 2046. Former BBA veteran 

Stephen Clulow was fine last year in his first taste of the UMEBA and should be about that 
again. There are plenty of options to round out the staff such as free agent signing Jose 

Lima, Jerry Grenfell and 2045 picks Peter Ramsey and Tak-keung Liao. They should be 
talented and deep enough to be effective. 

 

Led by Knox Sked and Vincente Ventura, the bullpen was solid last year and should be again this year. The Stars 
have enough options to mix-and-match as well as a number of good relievers moving quickly through the system. 

 
RUN SCORING: The offense was the weakness of the team but should be a bit better this year. A trade for CF 

Weaver Ripley and addition of free agent William Drew will help. DH Kieran Philby was the ABA Most Valuable 

Player last year and he got some experience in the bigs. One would imagine he takes a step forward this year and 
should be an important offensive contributor. 

 
SUMMARY: The 2046 Metro Stars should be better than last year’s improbable United Cup championship team 

and should find themselves in the playoffs again, a nice situation that first-time GM Burcicki finds himself in, 
however a championship hangover needs to be avoided, as this club still finished below .500 last year. 

GENERAL MANAGER: Jay Tannehill

BALLPARK: Piraeus Park 
2045 RECORD: 73 – 91 

 

RUN PREVENTION: A couple of big free agent signings in Takeo Aoki and Mike Charette to go along with young 
standouts Aenaes Pittakis and Douglas Hamlyn make the starting staff quite formidable. Veteran Ghi-cheng Kum 

will also contribute valuable innings. This is an improved unit from last year. 
 

The pen should be competent and will be held down by Steffan Gimsing and David Rivas. Rounding out the group 

are some youngsters Felipe Mendez and Shing Ren, both who could see opportunities to make a few starts during 
the year. 

 
The defense should be strong up the middle if unspectacular elsewhere. 

 
RUN SCORING: The Centaurs traded for multiple All-Star shortstop Rubem Bordonhos, who will take some of 

the offensive load off of Jack Moniker. Second-year catcher Tokamsa Yano looks very promising offensively and 

should take a big step up this year. The rest of the lineup looks pedestrian. 
 

SUMMARY: A strong starting staff should keep the Centaurs in contention for the wild card spot.
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GENERAL MANAGER: Mike Dunn
BALLPARK: Piranhas Park 

2045 RECORD: 66 – 96 
 

RUN PREVENTION: The Piranhas, now heading into their second season after a move from Libya, will be led by 

a group of young arms, a similar narrative across the entire UMEBA. Tripoli’s promising kids on the mound are 
Jayden Nichols, Madad Einan and Cedric Bolitho. The 2044 and 2045 drafts were really something. Tripoli traded 

for solid veteran Charlie Iron-Knife to help fill out the staff. There are some rookie options as well at AAA. It 
should be a good unit. 

 

The pen is more of a mystery and will likely be led by rookie Ricardo Mendez. The aforementioned starters in AAA 
could also possibly contribute relief innings depending on which way the organization goes. 

 
The defense looks pretty solid all around and will be bolstered by free agent addition Wilson Ford in center and 

short stop O-Min Paek. 
 

RUN SCORING: Takechi Eida and Micheal Best are the club’s offensive stars and should be excellent again this 

year. Veterans Virgil Schafer and Kevin Mackeith should also be solid. AAA outfielder Paul Wapshot could also 
make his debut at some point in the season. 

 
SUMMARY: The Piranhas could find themselves in the playoff hunt if the starting pitchers play to their potential, 

the bullpen finds its legs and a deeper lineup than last year contributes 1 through 9 in the order. They have a 

brighter future either way. 

GENERAL MANAGER: Woody Donahue

BALLPARK: Pyramid Park 

2045 RECORD: 2046 EXPANSION 
 

RUN PREVENTION: As you would expect from an expansion team, the staff will be rounded out by journeymen 
veterans. There doesn't appear to be a standout in the group but maybe one of them surprises and provides 

some trade fodder for the organization as it starts building up the organization. 
 

The bullpen has a little more flash in Nick Snyder, Robert Hobbs and Dave Walsh. Any of the three could be solid 

and potential trade pieces or shorter-term building blocks. 
 

If the staff can keep the ball in the park they should be helped by a defense that looks good across the board. 
Led by Rule 5-pick Freddy Ayala in centerfield. 

 

RUN SCORING: The Pharaohs made a big splash with a free agent signing in catcher ‘All Star’ Diesel Dave, a 
BBA fan favorite. Fans quickly fall in love with Dave’s offense and personality and the contract shouldn't inhibit the 

organization long-term as it is at most a two-year deal. Veterans Michael Blankenship and Jose Serrano should be 
solid. Freddy Ayala could surprise in a starting role with steady at-bats. 

 
SUMMARY: The Pharaohs fans will at least have some Diesel Dave bombs to enjoy as they ponder and dream 

about the future. 
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BURT LEAGUE 

 
 

GENERAL MANAGER: Jose Gonzalez

BALLPARK: Ballpark of Baghdad 
2045 RECORD: 63 – 99 

 
WHO THEY WERE: The Kings failed to gain ground in the tough Burt division, slipping from 65 wins in 2044 to 

63. The farm system improved, but only slightly, from 8th to 6th. The rotation seemed like a revolving door, and 
the offense sputtered, particularly when the $10 Million Dollar Man, 3B Joey “The Dart” Newhouse, missed 

multiple weeks in July and August to a strained ACL. 

 
ON THE FARM: The Kings’ farms system struggled as well, with their AAA, AA and A teams ending up in 8th, 8th 

and 7th in their respective leagues. The Baghdad minors apparently need as much TLC as possible, or perhaps a 
complete overhaul. Jose, can you see your way out of this? 

 

AMATEUR DRAFT: The good news is that Kings had excellent draft position and they took advantage. This 
includes some youngsters who are already in the majors, among them #2 overall CF Zephyr Orpanides. The bad 

news is that the 2045 UMEBA draft was so stacked with studs, that every other team also did well for themselves. 
How these players shake out may quickly change the scope of Baghdad’s future, if not that of the entire league. 

 
BEST CASE SCENARIO: Best case is that The Dart rebounds and revives the offense, which hit just .239 as a 

whole last season. An even better case would be that the front office is able to trade Newhouse and get some 

decent prospects in return, allowing a rebuild to begin in earnest. 
 

WORST CASE SCENARIO: A third-straight year of sub-70 wins would frustrate fans and anger the owner. The 
fact is that Burt includes not one but two juggernauts in the Beirut Cedars and the Manama Pearls. GM Jose 

Gonzalez has long-known that improving even slightly is a tough road indeed.

GENERAL MANAGER: Brian Hughes 
BALLPARK: Ballpark of Beirut 

2045 RECORD: 94-64 

 
WHO THEY WERE: Hughes, in his first season as Beirut’s GM, guided the team its third-straight postseason 

appearance after ending the regular season a whopping 30-games above .500. That’s four more wins than in ’44. 
Unfortunately, they still could not get past Manama in the playoffs, but it was a very successful season in 

Lebanon nonetheless. 
 

ON THE FARM: The Cedars have a strong farm system while still projecting to contend in ’46. Three of teams’ 

top-five prospects in ’45 are now on the major league squad: 1B Marco Acheson (who returns following a bizarre 
trade→Rule 5→trade circuit), starter Dmitri Zhivlyuk, and 2044 second-rounder David ‘Rebel’ Diaz – proving that 

the Cedars are as young as they are talented. Their current prospect list was bolstered by the acquisition of SP 
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Norisha Ganhado from Tripoli in exchange for veteran knuckleballer Charlie Iron-Knife. Norisha is very raw but 
has a very high ceiling. 

 
AMATEUR DRAFT: The verdict is still out on the Beirut ’45 amateur draft. First-rounder Leo 'Bonkers' Sutherland 

struggled after turning pro, while second-round selection CF Jamie Angwin and third-rounder SP Nelson Juárez 

both look ready to stay in the bigs in ’46. The Cedars are a veteran squad, and strong enough that the front 
office doesn’t have to rush them. 

 
BEST CASE SCENARIO: The best case of course, is a fourth-straight postseason appearance and reaching the 

United Cup finals. Hughes has been very active on the free agent and trade market, which should help. Pickups 
include 3B Rashardo ‘The Skull’ Menne III on a two-year deal with a team option in ’47. Rival Manama Pearls are 

stacked, so this will be a tough outcome indeed. 

 
WORST CASE SCENARIO: Missing the playoffs entirely would make it a very disappointing year. The Cedars 

fans expect more October baseball, and anything less will leave them grumbling – particularly after Hughes’s 
eyebrow-raising off-season trades of top SP Charlie Iron-Knife (to Tripoli) and CF Weaver Ripley (to Mumbai), in 

both cases for youngsters. No matter the outcome, no one can accuse Hughes of standing pat.

GENERAL MANAGER: John Momberg 
BALLPARK: The Holy Land 

2045 RECORD: 62 – 102 
 

WHO THEY WERE: Unfortunately, 2045 brought no improvement for the Hammers with a third-straight year of 

at least 100 losses. The lone bright spot was young stud first baseman Adam Backhouse, just 24 years old, who 
led the league with 52 HR and a .604 slugging percentage. He is the star around which GM John Momberg will 

build. 
 

ON THE FARM: All wasn’t lost last season, as the AAA, AA and A teams finished 3rd, 2nd and 2nd in their leagues 

respectively and the organization currently has the second-best rated farm system. Guys like SS Isaac Emott and 
RF Dane Licht look big league ready, but Momberg has resisted the urge to promote the specs too quickly. No 

doubt -- this team is primed for the future. 
 

AMATEUR DRAFT: #1-overall pick Mokichi Yamamoto went to the Hammers and he was impressive in Double-

A, then struggled a bit when he was promoted to Triple-A. Sources indicate he expects to be playing in the 
majors and will not be happy if he starts the year in the minors. It is unclear if Momberg is going to keep him in 

Johannesburg or promote him in ’46. Most scouts indicate Yamamoto is ready, and certainly a better option than 
others in the rotation. 

 
BEST CASE SCENARIO: The front office has been incredibly aggressive in the off-season, signing free agent 2B 

Richard Drouin to a two-year $15M contract, LF Jose Figueroa to a two-year $11.5M deal, reliever Oginga Coujoe 

to a two-year $5.2M contract, and UMEBA legend Mateus Rabisca to a $10M, two-year deal. This spending over 
the Winter Meetings has finally boosted the Hammer’s payroll to near the top of the UMEBA and signaled that 

they intend to contend in ’46. 
 

WORST CASE SCENARIO: Finishing in fourth place for a fourth straight year (even with a now-five team 

division) and failing to pass a reeling Baghdad franchise would be a huge disappointment. Pundits highly doubt 
this will be the scenario that ends up happening in Israel. 
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GENERAL MANAGER: Ryan Hetzer 
BALLPARK: Manama Fields 

2045 RECORD: 102-59 
 

WHO THEY WERE: First-year GM Ryan Hetzer didn’t miss a beat as the Pearls cruised to a second-straight 

division title and again topped 100 wins while earning top spots in just about every pitching and hitting category. 
The team was thrilled to see the other UMEBA juggernaut, Bucharest, toppled in the division series to Mumbai – 

but perhaps a bit of cockiness got to them, as they fell in the United Cup to the upstart Metro Stars, as if 
emulating the long-time BBA bridesmaid, the Yellow Springs Nine. Hetzer hopes for revenge this season. 

 

ON THE FARM: 19-year-old starter Susila Kartosuwiryo emerged into true superstardom, leading the entire 
UMEBA in wins, strikeouts and just about every other pitching category – and he still is not even old enough to 

drink. As far as the farm itself, the Pearls currently have the third best system in the league, topped by LF Patrick 
Stolz in Double-A, last year’s 8th-overall pick. Waiting in the wings in Single-A is SP Jose Velsquez, a 2043 

scouting discovery from Chile who is now one of the top pitching prospects in the league.   
 

AMATEUR DRAFT: When you’re the champion one year (yay!), you end up drafting last the following year 

(boo!). This was the case of Manama in the ’45 UMEBA amateur draft. Fortunately, the draft class was stacked, 
so going last in each round was not a huge deal. Pearls choices in the draft were choice indeed: first-rounder LF 

Patrick Strolz hit .349 in the Rookie league, while second-rounder LF Taylor Barfoot slammed .471 after a 
promotion to A ball, albeit in only eight games. Starters Jin-suk 'Sarge' Im, chosen in the third, and Callum 

Duckering, in the fourth round, also look solid. With a strong system top-to-bottom, Manama has the luxury of 

not needing to promote the youngsters too soon. 
 

BEST CASE SCENARIO: Hetzer now enters his second season as head of the Pearls with lofty ambitions: 
another 100-win season, another division championship, and perhaps a better outcome in the battle for the 

United Cup. 

 
WORST CASE SCENARIO: No one doubts the Pearls will contend yet again – so the worst case would, it 

appears, be a wildcard berth and a post-season disappointment. Strong money is being placed on a far better 
outcome.  

GENERAL MANAGER: Rich Young 

BALLPARK: The Prince’s Palace 
2045 RECORD: 2046 EXPANSION 

 
WHO THEY WERE: The Riyadh Red Crescents are one of two expansion teams in UMEBA, with no previous 

history, and a roster of players and coaches who have never, until now, met in person. 
 

ON THE FARM: The best thing about the Riyadh Red Crescents is that owner Abdul Alim-Mafeed was able to 

lure away the General Manager who just won the United Cup, Rich Young formerly of the Mumbai Metro Stars. 
How many expansion teams can boast a championship-winning GM? This ensures that the young Red Crescents 

are in good hands indeed. 
 

AMATEUR DRAFT: This team did not exist during the 2045 UMEBA amateur draft, but GM Rich Young didn’t let 

that stop him.  He proceeded to sign three bright young talents in the December Rule 5 Draft: LF Wes Makepeace 
from Bucharest, CF Mike Martin from Jerusalem, and 1B Ivan Thomas from Manama. 
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BEST CASE SCENARIO: For an expansion club, the best-case scenario has to be a .500 record. That is the sort 
of result to which all Riyadh fans would aspire. And as history has shown, sometimes a .500 record is enough to 

earn a wildcard ticket to the postseason (or a sub-.500 record can be good enough to win a championship!) 
 

WORST CASE SCENARIO: As with any expansion club, expectations are low, with a last-place finish considered 

likely. So it is hard to imagine a worst case – perhaps more than 110 losses? 
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An Atlas, A Radar Gun,  

And A Dramamine 

• Scouting in the UMEBA • 
 

as told to John Momberg 

 

 

The position of scout in the Brewster Universe is the very definition of an unsung job. In fact, some claim 
that there is no such thing as scouts in the Brewster. And yet, ballplayers have to come from somewhere. 
With the rise of UMEBA, the job of the baseball scout has become even more difficult, as they hop from 
continent to continent, chasing rumors of hot prospects in all hemispheres. To illustrate what their life 
must be like, let’s eavesdrop on a conversation between two veteran Jerusalem Hebrew Hammer scouts, 
Red Glinski and Lefty Garabedian, when their paths recently crossed at the Bangkok airport bar… 
 

RED: Never been in Thailand before…you? 
 
LEFTY: Yeah, but I’ve never signed a player out of 
here. Their names are too damn long; I could never 
spell them right on the contract. Looked like I’d had 
a seizure on the keyboard.   
 
RED: Yeah, I had the same problem with 
Madagascar when I was the African cross-checker. 
It’s maybe a little better now; I’ve got India, 
Pakistan, and Afghanistan from Kandahar east. 
 
LEFTY: You really scout Afghanistan? 
 
RED: Nah, I’ve got a couple of bird dogs in the military who keep their eyes open for a 
prospect for me, but there’s not much flat ground up there to play on. If my guys get 
transferred out, I’ll just have to write some of my generic reports to keep the home office 
happy. You know, that “lean, athletic, hails from Kabul” stuff. I did sign a nice little 
centerfielder from Bangladesh: Niaz Minhas, but as a rule I stay away from the northwest; 
I don’t want to sign some second baseman whose favorite team turns out to be the 
Taliban. 
 
LEFTY: What about India? Some of those cricket guys can make the crossover to baseball, 
right? 
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RED: Yeah, I’ve signed a few, but you gotta be careful. I was going to pass on a kid until 
he told me that he was descended from a long line of Thuggee. You know, those old-time 
guys who snuck up behind their enemies and strangled them with a cord. So I signed him, 
and for safety’s sake we gave him a nice little bonus. 
 
LEFTY: Front office get mad at you when they found out he was a stiff? 
 
RED: Yeah, but my trachea is still in one piece. What about you, Lefty? What’s your turf 
these days? You still got Russia? 
 

LEFTY: They took it away from me a couple of years ago. 
Damn shame; there was some nice talent there.  I remember 
I was in on a kid named Ivan Drago. Big power hitter, but 
didn’t really love the game. Wonder what ever happened to 
him? Anyways, now I got Oceania, which I thought was going 
to be a damn good area, but they took Australia away from 
me and gave it to some executive’s nephew or something 
like that. So here I am with the worst stomach in scouting, 
and now I’m island-hopping in crummy old rust-bucket 
planes and swilling Maalox like it’s Gatorade. 

 
RED: Find any ballplayers? 
 
LEFTY: Nah- There hasn’t really been much there since Rory Wakely came out of the Cook 
Islands. There was a guy from American Samoa last year, but I guess I went to the wrong 
Samoa. What’s it called, Un-American Samoa? Anyways, some scout from Beirut beat me 
to him. 
 
RED: Where you headed to now? 
 
LEFTY: Some damn island so small it doesn’t even have a name. Another grass airstrip, no 
doubt. Following up on a hot tip about a kid named Skip Earhart.  He’s got some kind of 
wacky back story about his grandmother and a plane crash. I didn’t catch all of it, but I 
hear he’s worth a look. 
 
RED: Well, they’re calling my flight back to India now. Freaking India, what a place! You 
ever try to get one of those rickshaw drivers to give you a mileage reading so you can turn 
it in on your expense report?  It’s a hassle, I’m telling you. 
 
They shake their heads ruefully and go their separate ways…  
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Not-So Tools of Ignorance 

 

Local faux-analyst and YS9 GM Ron Collins takes us on a tour of BBA catcher duos across the 

divisions! 

 

 

Catchers, right? Can’t live with them, can’t manage without them. I mean, all you really want back there 

is a graceful athlete who can steal a few strikes here and there while thinking seven steps ahead of the 

competition, and throw like a flaming bazooka while hitting 40 dongs and managing to keep your 

pitchers calm. How hard can it be? 

 

And then, just when you think you’ve got something going with your team, you realize it’s such a 

demanding positon that you need not one, but two of the suckers. Cripes. 

 

Still, it seems like catchers are overlooked. Except when they aren’t. 

 

It got me to thinking about pairings 

of catchers around the league, you 

know? Because this is perhaps the 

one position where you can have the 

best player overall, and still perhaps 

not have the best position. So, yeah, I 

thought…let’s do it. What follows is 

my best effort to mix and match 

backstop tandems, rating them top to 

bottom across each division. To be 

honest, once I got going I found it 

pretty difficult. Piecing the best is 

perhaps not that hard, but deciding 

who had the best pair brought in a lot 

of judgement. How much do you 

weigh a good glove with a limited 

stick over a guy who hits a bit but 

leaves you worried behind the plate? 

 

I dunno. 

 

That said, I tried, you know? 

 

Argue with me as you will… 
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Right away we run into 

problems. You see it, don’t 

you? You can argue that 

Quinto Lara is the best catcher 

in the Atlantic, but Roeloff 

Klooster fans have got to have 

their say, too. And, well, Joe 

Bradshaw over there in 

Montreal isn’t going down 

without a fight. 

 

So we look to the backups and 

see that Connor Hamiton, 

who’s shifted from San 

Antonio to New Orleans, has 

one of those bazookas for an 

arm and a bat that can go yard 

at any minute, but Leon 

Rodriguez can match the arm and deal offensive value in a pinch, too. Then Robert Cheron raises his 

hand and says “I got me a cannon here,” then what the hell do you do with that, eh? To make matters 

worse, you can argue that Atlantic City’s Randy Bader is really the best defensive catcher in the league, 

and his gap power is almost off the charts. Thank the beings that the Gambler’s Kellie Kommen is 

barely able to play the field back there, but still you could throw a blanket over that top four. 

 

Heading toward the bottom, then, well…to be honest, 

I’m not sure what Rockville is going to do right now, but 

their crew fades to the bottom as it stands. Praise be to 

small favors. Charlotte’s John Hale/Alfonso Jareno have 

bright spots but I’m wary. Brooklyn’s pairing of Flores 

and rookie Geerardo Eremitani are an interesting pair, 

and may sky-rocket upward before the end of the year, 

but right now I’m reluctant to bet on a rookie backstop 

until they put up—which leaves them behind 

Jacksonville’s workmanlike pairing of  Pepe Prito and 

Vicente Melendez, both of them capable of being a better 

than average guy in themselves. 

 

Bottom line to me is that this is a division deep in catching talent, with much of it at or entering the apex 

years of their careers. If you’re a fan of the guys behing the plate, I sould see you having a lot of fun 

watching this division. 

  

ATLANTIC DIVISION 
Team Names Age Offense Ab/Arm WAR (2045) 

NO Roelof Klooster 

Conner Hamiton 

27 

28 

9/11/7/6/7 

6/4/8/3/6 

8/7 

5/9 

1.6 

-0.2 (SA) 

CCJ Quinton Lara 

Leon Rodriguez 

27 

25 

8/9/7/5/8 

7/8/4/6/7 

9/5 

5/9 

1.6 

-0.0 

MNT Joe Bradshaw 

Ramiro Cheron 

24 

25 

8/10/7/5/8 

7/8/7/4/8 

7/9 

5/9 

2.0 

-0.3 

ATC Randy Bader 

Kellie Komen 

26 

30 

6/11/7/6/4 

5/7/8/5/6 

10/5 

5/5 

1.6 

0.4 (LOU) 

JAX Pepe Prito 

Vicente Melendez 

24 

25 

6/11/8/7/5 

6/7/3/5/7 

7/7 

7/9 

1.5 

-0.1 

BRK Francisco Flores 

Gerardo Eremitani 

31 

23 

8/8/6/4/8 

5/6/9/7/4 

7/8 

9/4 

1.9 

Rookie 

CHA John Hale 

Alfonso Jareno 

31 

25 

5/7/8/6/5 

6/8/5/5/7 

6/6 

8/6 

1.1 

0.3 

RCK Claudio Perez 

Manuel Moreno (?) 

31 

24 

5/6/8/5/5 

7/8/5/6/7 

6/7 

4/4 

-0.0 

Rookie? 
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On paper this isn't even close. 

Octavio Moreno created 3.5 

WAR last year in San 

Antonio, and even the 

Hustlers importing Calvin 

Johnson from Louisville 

shouldn't really change the 

fact that this is Marino is the 

division’s best when it comes 

to catching. The fly in the 

ointment, the elephant in the 

room as it were, is whether 

you believe John Todd's 2.7 

WAR last year was something 

real. He's a good catcher, but 

scouts have been debating that 

question all winter long. Us? 

We've decided to go with the 

pessimists. Sue us.  

 

The Outlaws’ backup, Johnny O’Rourke, is a fancy enough catcher and is a tough out at the plate, which 

makes the San Antonio duo top of our list. O’Rourke may be one of the top five or six catchers in the 

division. Johnson's edition in Las Vegas moves them into the number 2 slot, then the going gets tough. If 

you can look past the two first names and favor John Todd, perhaps you make Phoenix #3, but we're not 

sold so take the pairings in El Paso, Edmonton and Mexico City, roll them around in a dice cup and 

throw them out and see what you get. A lot probably depends on whether Rainer Scheffer is ever healthy 

in Edmonton, but there is a good deal of truth to the notion that the medical system in Canada is being 

drained by the Jackrabbit backstop.  

 

In Boise and Calgary, you have a pair of 

undynamic duos. The Spuds can't really 

catch much, but they'll hit a little. The 

Pioneers pair won't homer, won't walk and 

mostly won't throw anyone out. It's a 

tough decision but for now will honor 

Calgary with the last spot, though Howard 

Burton may get enough bulletin board 

material from this to change the final 

results.  

 

So, yes, at the end of the analysis Octavio 

Moreno stands out as a serious advantage 

in San Antonio.   

FRONTIER DIVISION 
Team Names Age Offense Ab/Arm WAR (2045) 

SA Octavio Moreno 

Johnny O’Rourke 

25 

28 

9/9/8/5/6 

7/4/2/5/8 

8/6 

7/7 

3.5 

0.8 

LV Calvin Johnson 

Geoff Combs 

24 

24 

7/8/6/6/8 

7/7/6/6/6 

10/8 

7/7 

1.4 (LOU) 

0.3 

ELP Jason Bowen 

Brian Best 

28 

25 

7/8/7/6/5 

6/8/7/6/5 

6/8 

6/7 

0.3 

-0.1 

EDM Rainer Scheffer 

Toshikazu Noguchi 

24 

24 

8/8/5/6/8 

7/8/4/7/8 

8/5 

7/6 

0.5 

1.1 

MEX Kyle Baker 

Felipe Delgado 

26 

25 

7/8/8/6/5 

8/8/4/3/11 

7/7 

9/6 

-0.4 

0.3 

PHX John Todd 

Bryan Harris 

27 

27 

6/8/7/7/5 

5/7/4/6/5 

6/7 

9/8 

2.7 

-0.0 

BOI Zach Reid 

Pat Alexander 

25 

25 

6/8/6/6/5 

5/6/7/7/5 

5/7 

5/8 

0.6 

-0.3 

CLG Howard Burton 

Juan Noriega 

25 

25 

7/8/3/3/9 

7/9/5/3/10 

7/4 

7/6 

1.4 

Rookie 
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Following the Frontier Division 

in this writeup is not a 

particularly daunting task, but 

even without that introduction, 

the catchers of the Pacific would 

look stout indeed.  

 

The starters for any of the top 

seven teams could make an 

argument as to why they are 

better than the rest, but it's hard 

to beat Ron Shiplack and 

Enrique Dominique for #1. How 

you list the rest from here 

depends on how you like the 

mix of sticks and gloves. 

Simply adding up last year's 

WAR totals for Long Beach, 

Sacramento, Seattle, and Portland give you an idea of the parity that exists in the mid-pack of the 

Pacific. If one assumes San Fernando's Bin Okorafor returns to form, things get even mushier. It says 

something, too, that 24-year-old, elite-defender Etienne Kop’s pairing with Mario Rivera appears at #7 

in the division. 

 

The Pacific may well hold the title as the top 

destination for high quality backstops is what 

that says. Every backup brings something, and 

even Valencia's Mario Rolo provides 

respectable value, though Bikila Mensah may be 

forgiven for wondering how long he is for the 

roster.  

 

Still, when you’re in the ranking game, you have 

to make the tough calls, and for us, the Surfer’s 

Ruiz/Yamashita beats Sacramento’s 

Saito/Figeroa by a hair, and the defensive drop-

off in Seattle and Portland takes them down a 

notch. The dark horse is the aforementioned 

Vancouver duo, where Kop still has room to 

grow. 

 

Enjoy this while it lasts, Pacific fans. Much of 

the race for the Frick Zimmer and Puckett will 

happen in this division. But time will march on more quickly than you think it might, and you’ll want to 

revel in this moment while you can.  

PACIFIC DIVISION 
Team Names Age Offense Ab/Arm WAR (2045) 

HAW Ron Shiplack 

Enrique Dominguez 

25 

26 

9/8/6/5/9 

6/7/5/5/6 

7/10 

6/10 

3.6 

0.8 

LBC Antonio Ruiz 

Arinori Yamashita 

28 

26 

8/7/6/3/10 

6/8/4/5/6 

9/7 

9/7 

2.3 

0.1 

SAC Kazuki Saito 

Pedro Figeroa 

26 

25 

8/9/4/3/8 

5/9/7/6/5 

9/8 

9/7 

1.9 

0.1 

SEA Jared Bolen 

Bayou Hakki 

24 

26 

7/8/7/6/6 

6/9/5/5/7 

9/5 

7/7 

1.9 

-0.6 

POR Michael Dunn 

Ramon Camacho 

26 

26 

7/8/4/6/8 

5/9/5/6/6 

7/7 

8/7 

2.1 

-0.3 

SFB Bin Okorafor 

Michael Garrison 

27 

25 

5/6/9/5/4 

5/7/4/6/5 

8/8 

9/6 

-0.2 

0.2 

VAN Etienne Kop 

Mario Rivera 

24 

26 

7/6/5/6/6 

6/7/3/4/7 

10/7 

8/6 

-0.5 

-0.6 

VAL Mario Rolo 

Bikila Mensah 

26 

27 

7/8/5/4/8 

5/6/4/7/6 

8/6 

5/7 

0.1 

-1.0 
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Let’s just say it out loud now, 

Alberto Rodriguez is the best 

all-around catcher in baseball. 

Oh, sure, there are worries. He’s 

soon to be 26, and his defense is 

really just a bit above league 

average, but it’s hard to argue 

with 5.9 WAR. Add defensive 

specialist Teegan Nyland to the 

mix, and Nashville takes the top 

spot in Heartland catchers. 

 

This may well change as early 

as this season, as Omaha rookie 

Ichizo Sugiyama is going to 

make a real splash.  

 

With Pedro Gomez coming into 

the Heartland in Chicago, that gives the division three of the best receivers in the league, and suggests 

that the Pacific’s reign at the top of the charts may, indeed, be very short lived. Some would argue that, 

with the guys we’ve already mentioned joining with Yellow Springs’ Rodriguez/McKinley (which is 

head and shoulders above the rest of the league when it comes to defensive skills), that reign is already 

over. 

 

And we haven’t even talked about Louisville’s Philitis Tsafento and Twin Cities’ Phi Davenport—two 

teams that might or might not swap slots if and when Davenport’s sidekick is announced. 

 

Des Moines and Madison find themselves 

in familiar positions at the bottom of the 

division mostly by way of their backups. 

Egreja and Mercado aren’t going to open 

many eyes, though Mercado can throw at 

a high level. The bats fade in relation to 

others, though. 

 

Earlier on we said the Pacific was home to 

the best catching in the league today, but 

if you argued that it was really the 

Heartland, we wouldn’t hold it against 

you. 

  

HEARTLAND DIVISION 
Team Names Age Offense Ab/Arm WAR (2045) 

NSH Alberto Rodriguez 

Teegan Nyland 

25 

29 

8/9/7/5/6 

5/8/6/6/6 

7/7 

9/8 

5.9 

-0.6 

CHI Pedro Gomez 

Spencer Hillson 

27 

27 

9/10/6/4/10 

7/7/6/6/6 

7/8 

7/8 

5.5 (POR) 

0.4 

YS9 Jesus Rodriguez 

Bruce McKinley 

26 

24 

7/8/6/7/7 

7/9/6/6/6 

10/9 

10/6 

0.3 

2.0 

OMA Ichizo Sugiyama 

Angerl Garcia 

24 

28 

8/4/10/6/3 

5/8/8/6/5 

8/6 

8/6 

Rookie 

0.3 

LOU Philitis Tsafento  

Ben Scott 

23 

24 

7/5/2/6/8 

6/8/8/5/6 

8/8 

7/6 

1.2 

0.1 

TWC Parker Davenport 

TBD 

28 8/6/8/6/6 8/6 1.7 

DM Patrick Faber 

Pascoal Egreja 

25 

24 

7/7/7/6/6 

5/7/6/6/5 

7/6 

7/8 

0.1 

Rookie 

MAD Mariano Lopez 

Felipe Mercado 

25 

31 

6/6/5/5/6 

5/8/7/5/7 

8/7 

7/9 

0.5 

-0.7 
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Good Cop Bad Cop 

Cagney & Lacey, Starsky & Hutch, Batman and Robin. 

 

All the best crime busters come in pairs. Comedians, too, can be deadly as duos. There could, after all 

be no Costello without Abbott, no Gracie Allen without Burns, nor Hardy without Laurel. Yes, people, 

YouTube is a many-splendored thing, and you can waste a lot of good hours watching those old bits. 

 

Famous pairs are rife in other avenues throughout history, too, of course. Montana to Rice. Frazier and 

Ali. Hope and Crosby. Alydar and Affirmed (Yes, I’m using that one again). Nothing beats a good 

pairing. 

  

And it turns out that the BBA is no exception. We are, in fact, lucky enough to have our own Dr. Jekyll 

and Mr. Hyde! So let’s follow along with Nashville GM Chad “I Ain’t Got No Haney” Nason 

providing all the optimism while Sacramento GM Doug “shoelessdb” Olmsted throws snark and shade. 

In what can only be considered a fractured preview of each team in the Brewster Baseball Association, 

follow along as they play Good Cop/Bad Cop. Or, in this case, I suppose they’re more “Heckle & 

Jyde,” eh? 
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Johnson League 
 

 

Brooklyn 

 

Despite losing a few pitchers to free agency, affordable Rule 5 

replacements will be enough to keep the Robins in the playoff race 

with Sawyer Slizz and Felipe Vega anchoring the offense. 

 

 

The team’s plus/minus on WAR was -16.7 this offseason. Rule 5? 

That’s what we’re going with here? Slizz and Vega better be damn 

magicians. 

 

 

 

 

Newly signed David Simpson and a new stadium will catapult 

Jacksonville above .500 for the first time since 2040. 

Jacksonville 

 

Can’t wait to read some of Simpson’s new Florida poetry this 

season. No matter how bad the poetry will be, this team will be 

worse. 

 

 

 
Montreal 

 

Montreal has plenty of cap space to make a big move or two. If 

Zalapa’s option is declined at the end of the season, look for a big 

splash in free agency. 

 

 

The only splashes coming out of Montreal will be from the tears of 

their fan base into the St. Lawrence River. 

 

 

 

Losing Joe Ordonez hurts, but Atlantic City was able to replace him 

with two top-end relievers in McConnell and Balun. Juan Rivera 

will once again be a premier player and hopes to add some team 

accolades to his already full trophy case. 

 
Atlantic City 

 

Oh, wow, when did they start adding trophies for leading your team 

to another sub .500 season? 
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Rockville 

 

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. Rockville hasn’t made a ton of noise 

this season outside of extending Wilson Alomar to a team-friendly 

six-year extension for only $12M a season. They still have one of 

the scariest middle of the lineups with Daniel Pepper, Julio Barajas, 

and Bing-de Zhao to go with Alomar. 

 

 

I’ve seen more defensive prowess displayed by a single overweight 

LARPer at a neighborhood park than this team put together. But, I 

guess something can’t be broken if it doesn’t exist. 

 

 

 

After a disappointing 2045, New Orleans looks to the youthful 

Mahine Karetu to lift them back into the playoff race in 2046. Ace 

Jim Armstrong hopes to return to his former-self after a lackluster 

season. 

 
New Orleans 

 

Going to a Crawdad game this season will be like going out on a 

typical night on Bourbon Street -- everything is going to smell like 

piss and you may have a hard time getting several images out of 

your head. If they give out beads for flashing, just think how many 

the Crawdads will get for sucking. 

 

 

 
Charm City 

 

Charm City will need to rely on their strong pitching staff led by 

Gillstrom Award winner Bill Constable in order to be in the playoff 

hunt this season. With a lot of cap room, they may be able to take on 

a big contract in order to bolster their lineup. 

 

Bill Constable is like a super-hot girl, but one with a high-pitched, 

whiny voice, a terrible attitude, and zero ability to hold a 

conversation. Sure, not bad for the night, but have fun getting her 

out of your apartment. Am I right, Joe? 

 

 

 

A busy offseason headlined by acquiring Armando ‘Commie Child’ 

Feliciano puts Charlotte in the discussion as a dark horse wild card 

team. 2045 1st round pick, Thomas Turner, has the potential to slot 

into the top of the rotation and should be in Charlotte in April. 

 
Charlotte 

 

Yes, a dark horse … on its way to the glue factory. 
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Mexico City 

 

Former Yellow Springs skipper, Sam Brewington, will give his best 

attempt to make Mexico City a competitive team in 2046. The 7th 

overall pick in this year’s stacked amateur draft will be a nice shiny 

toy for Brewington to play with, but whether or not that player is 

BBA ready will determine Mexico City’s future. 

 

Well, Brewington has just as much chance at winning a Monty 

(Landis) in Mexico City as he had in Yellow Springs. For those of 

you playing at home, it’s still zero. 

 

 

 

A rapid fall from grace coming off a 2044 Landis Memorial title 

saw San Antonio outside the playoffs is 2045. You won’t find a 

duo of pitchers leading a rotation better than Ricardo Rivera and 

Ruben Vazquez, and with Todd Rice back at the top of the lineup, 

you can expect San Antonio to rise again. 

 
San Antonio 

 

I have no idea how many little blue pills will be needed to get San 

Antonio to rise again, but I’m guessing it’s more than currently 

available on the market. 

 

 

 
Calgary 

 

Alfonso Trinidad has a breakout year at the hot corner and will need 

to replicate his success in order for Calgary to win 90+ games again. 

 

 

The odds of Trinidad replicating his success at the hot corner is 

equal to the odds of that discount, five-day old Hot Pocket you 

bought at the gas station not wreaking havoc on your digestive 

system. 

 

 

 

Much of the Hustlers’ success will lie on the shoulders of the 

youth. If the kids can develop and help Vegas this season, expect 

them to be fighting for a wild card spot. 

 
Las Vegas 

 

The only wild card spot this group of youngsters will be fighting 

over is the supporting role in their middle school’s spring play. 
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Phoenix 

 

The veterans on the staff should be able to help mold young arms 

Jeffrey Smith and Albert Krant to create a deep pitching staff. The 

Talons need the 2044 version of Pedro Guzman to be a force in the 

middle of the lineup. 

 

I’ve never seen a gathering of better talent in any baseball league at 

any time. 170 regular season wins is not out of the question. 

 

 

 

Champs for a reason. Solid team top to bottom and you will see 

them on the field in October. 

 
Edmonton 

 

The only thing solid coming out of Edmonton this season will be 

the corn Chris Robillard ate the day before. 

 

 

 
Boise 

 

This may be the last year of the sensational outfield trio of Dennis 

French, Felix Roman, and Ricardo Ruiz, as the latter is unlikely to 

be signed to an extension. Is this the year Boise goes all-in for the 

glory? 

 

You should know Chad forgot to include Boise in the initial list he 

sent me, which is ironic since Boise should be completely forgotten 

by everyone before the All-Star break in 2046. 

 

 

 

Phil Cole and Gerald Sizemore will pack a powerful 1-2 punch at 

the top of the rotation. Another #1 overall pick awaits the Chilis in 

2046. Will they take another young arm or a powerful bat? 

 
El Paso 

 

I feel like El Paso should go with a quarterback in the draft, since 

it’s not like they’re going to win any games in baseball. 
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Frick League 
 

 

 
Chicago 

 

The Sox turned their nose at free agency, content with knowing the 

addition of phenom starting pitching prospect Bernie Stuart was the 

#1 add for any team this season. 

 

Stuart is only rated a 3 defensively at SP…won’t be long til Vic 

ships him down the Calumet for a Zimmer-winning pitcher. 

 

 

 

The Kernels’ top three paid players this season have overall ratings 

of 35, 35, and 40 (Luis Barerra, Bobbie Lynch, Juan Santana). But, 

they will get a full year from the throw rug, Hakim Ngowa, so … 

there’s that. 

 
Des Moines 

 

The only reason this team is still in existence is the corn they 

produce for Chris Robillard’s shits (see Edmonton). 

 

 

 
Hawaii 

 

The team led by Ernest McBride is in a state of flux. There’s still 

plenty of firepower on offense and Wullenweber will still 

Wullenweber, but there’s an uneasiness brewing on the big island. 

 

Wullenweber is just counting down the days to say Ha-BYEEEE to 

the underperforming islanders. 

 

 

 

GM Stephen Lane is the King of Free Agency. This offseason, the 

Surfers brought in eight new has-beens with a total of -1.2 WAR a 

season ago. Smoke and mirrors? 

 
Long Beach 

 

Lane getting that LBC Snoop Dogg smoke and mirroring Ron’s 

strategy from his book How to Win Championships. 
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Louisville 

 

The Sluggers have been very open in their effort to retool their 

organization by offering up their top players. So far, starters 

Commie Child and Palacios have been shipped away. It feels as 

though Louisville could trade away all their players and still be the 

last team anyone wants to play in the playoffs. 

 

The only team doctor to do more damage mentally and physically 

than Louisville’s is Michigan State’s Larry Nassar. 

 

 

 

The Wolves added two Garcias this offseason, starter Juan and 

reliever Javier. Will they be enough to push the team over .500 for 

the first time since 2037? 

 
Madison 

 

I once had two Garcias help me push my car to the gas station, but 

even they couldn’t help push Madison into the playoffs. 

 

 

 
Nashville 

 

Plenty of small moves were made this offseason by the Bluebird 

brass, which should result in another season of decent ball in 

Nashville. 3B Tony Frost and All-Star catcher Alberto Rodriquez 

will need to put up great seasons to push the club towards the top of 

the Heartland. 

 

Top of the Heartland? Nason clearly aims for middle of the pack so 

he can cuddle his safety blanket more tightly. Heard he doesn’t even 

let it go in order to wash it. 

 

 

 

It’s tough to feel optimistic if you’re a Cyclone fan after GM Niles 

allowed Diesel Dave All-Star walk in free agency, but with Timo 

Dooley front-lining a solid cast of starters and an offense built 

perfectly for Hawks Field, Omaha should push Yellow Springs for 

the top record in the Frick again this season. 

 
Omaha 

 

It's a miracle Omaha’s pitchers still have arms attached to their 

bodies. The league is investigating the use of bionic arms for this 

team that so desperately seeks big brother Yellow Springs’ 

attention. 
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Portland 

 

After a disappointing 48-win season a year ago, the Lumberjacks 

added the dynamic hitting Millard Younger to add some punch a 

dreadful offense from a year ago. The horizon looks bright for 

Portland fans, though, as they have a stable of solid young pitchers 

on the cusp of the bigs. 

 

 

Unfortunately, the horizon is a straight drop to death for these 

lackluster flat-earthers. 

 

 

 

Many questions surround the Popes in 2046. Will the addition of 

Ricardo Mendoza and Alejandro Ortiz counter the loss of David 

Simpson? And, will their bevy of young starters live up to their 

prospect hype? If both answers are true, Sacramento fans could be 

in for a treat moving forward. 

 
Sacramento 

 

The Mad Popes will never recover from letting go of Luis Gracia, 

who prefers to play in the Middle East than under the helm of 

Shoeless. 

 

 

 
San Fernando 

 

A perennial offensive juggernaut, the Bears broke tradition and 

added solid pitching to their ranks this offseason. Top free agent 

hurler Aki Kondo was given a six-year/$99M deal and Jorge 

Moreno was acquired via trade with Montreal. 

 

Kondo’s intelligence rates high, but after turning down millions of 

dollars to lose in San Fernando instead raises questions about who 

he paid to take his IQ test. 

 

 

 

Some pundits believed the Storm over-achieved on their way to an 

81-81 record a season ago. The team will need to rely upon solid 

pitching, led by lefty Hector Marquez and closer Jarrod Perkins, to 

make waves in the Pacific. 

 
Seattle 

 

For fuck’s sake, don’t make waves if you don’t know how to swim. 

It’s been impressive for Seattle to keep their heads above water this 

long, but Kevin Costner and Ashton Kutcher won’t be coming to 

save you. 

 

-  
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Twin Cities 

 

The River Monsters pushed all their chips to the middle of the table 

last season and almost caught the card they needed on the river, 

coming just short in the Cartwright. With the loss of several key 

players to free agency, the season may be a long one along the 

Mississippi. 

 

This could be Win Cities if it weren’t for the capital T that set this 

poor franchise back a decade. 

 

 

 

A franchise in dire need of some love has found a caregiver with 

Neil Thomas. The new front office from a season ago went big in 

free agency, adding starters Juan Rodriguez and Jorge Garcia. Look 

for the team to make more positive strides throughout 2046. 

 
Valencia 

 

What this team really needs is a reliever and should probably trade 

star centerfielder Aaron Haney to make that happen… 

 

 

 
Vancouver 

 

After a stellar 2041 Pacific Division winning run, the Mounties have 

seen a run of subpar seasons. The team will need to rely upon all-

world outfielders Jeffrey Smith and Fernando Castillo to have all-

world seasons if the Mounties want to break their string of bad luck. 

 

Hands down the best Canadian team in the Frick. Unless Portland 

qualifies, then they’re in a dead heat. 

 

 

 

With little to no cap space and a roster already full of top talent, the 

Nine sat on their hands this offseason and watched as the peasants 

scrambled for crumbs during free agency. Will this be the season 

the baseball gods lift their curse? 

 
Yellow Springs 

 

Everybody: “Hey Adolph, is this the year Yellow Springs finally 

brings home a championship?” 

Adolph: “Nein” 

Everybody: “Yes. The Nine.” 

Adolph: *frustrated sigh* 

Adolph: *begins writing Mein Kampf* 
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A Proper Framework For Writing Team News 
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Jose Can You See? 

 

When Madison GM Mike Simon gets interested in something, you can guess there’s a 

graphical bit to follow. Check out this piece on the league’s All-Jose team, then hunt down 

its interactive counterpart on the Forums! 

 

JOSE CAN YOU SEE 

There have been 1,958 Josés to lace up the cleats and stroll on to a BBA field in the 

league’s 70+ year history. The most of any given-name in league history. Of these nearly 

two thousand players we asked the question, what it be like if you could field a team of 

nothing but Josés?  Well for this year’s media guide we decided to do just that.  

May we present to you the 2046 BBA All-José Team!   

Our team is made up of many nationalities, six in all.  We have representatives from the 

US, Dominican, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Costa Rica and Venezuela.  None of our members 

are currently in the BBA Hall of Fame, but as you will read some of these Josés are 

littered all across their respective teams’ leaderboards.  10 Josés were drafted, 2 were FA 

signings. 6 were first round selections, and of those first round selections, 2 were in the 

top 4, in the same 2019 draft! 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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LF – Jose “Slinky” Salas – is one of two current members still 

active on the all Jose team.  At 26 he leads all LF Jose’s’ with 

19.45 career WAR.  Jose came on to the scene in 2040 at the age of 

21.  He was the 4th pick in 1st round of the 2037 draft.  He didn’t 

spend much time making his way to the BBA, spending ~3.5 

season in the minors before getting the call up to Edmonton.  His 

best season in the BBA came in only his second season (2041) 

where he posted .335/.434/.504 slash with 4.7 WAR.  Making good 

on some of Robillard’s early predations for kid.  Here’s some 

forum-linked early conversations about Salas potential on the 

Edmonton boards. 

39.6 Checking the Locks: Left Field 

39.26 A Post-Bobby Lynch Jackrabbits Future #1 Carlomaria Donadoni 

Even though he hasn’t been in the league long, he’s already all over the Jackrabbits 

leaderboards.  For a season ranks: AVG (7th), OBP (2nd & 7th), OPS (8th), G (7th), AB (5th), 

R (4th), 2B (3rd & 9th), 3B (2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 10th), BB (5th, 6th, & 8th), HBP (3rd, 6th, & 

9th).  On the career side: AVG (5th), OBP (1st), SLG (8th), OPS (5th), WAR (4th), AB (4th), 

R (2nd), H (4th), TB (4th), 1B (4th), 2B (3rd), 3B (1st), RBI (7th), SB (9th), CS (7th), BB (2nd), 

and HBP (1st). 

 

CF – Jose Cruz – Jose came on to the BBA scene in 2009 as a 

22yo CF for the Phoenix (Yellow Springs) franchise.  He was a 

drafted in the 1st round in 2009, (18th) overall and went right to AA 

ball, where he spent only a ½ a season. He quickly moved up to 

AAA, where it wasn’t long before getting the call to the BBA.  He 

spent the next 13 seasons in the Brewster split between the Yellow 

Spring, Rockville, and Valencia organizations.  His best season 

came in 2011 (his second full one in the Brewster) where he had a 

career high 665 AB and posted a 6.25 WAR go along with a 

.329/.392/.468 slash.  He ended up playing out the remainder of his 

final years (6 seasons for AAA Dodge City in the Rockville system).  The first few posts 

about this scrappy kid showed some promise from GM Mike Bieschke.  29 posts in all for 

this Jose.  He is all over the Yellow Spring leaderboards for a season he ranks: AB (6th), H 

(5th), 1B (6th), and 2B (8th).  He’s even made the Yellow Springs Career leaderboards: 

AVG (4th), and OBP (8th). 

 2009/6 Season Recap, September  

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=89&t=28991&p=165116&hilit=salas#p165116
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=89&t=29876&p=170588&hilit=salas#p170588
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=44&t=7452&p=40012&hilit=Jose+Cruz#p40012
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Then again summarizing his rookie campaign by beat writer Juan Hottaronda 

2010/2 Optimistic Season Recap  

 

RF – Jose Escarceja – Drafted in Round 4 of the 2016 (117th) 

overall by Birmingham Bandits, Jose didn’t have a very long BBA 

career.  Lasting only 8 years, 7 with Brooklyn but in the short time 

he climbed to the top of the Jose leaderboards for RF putting up a 

whopping 18.11 WAR.  He spent 4 seasons in the minors honing 

his Jose craft, finally getting the call to Brooklyn in 2020 when he 

was 23yo.  His best season was in his 2nd season, at the age of 24 

when he posted a .284/.342/.550 slash and a 5.56 WAR.  Jose never 

had a negative WAR season for Brooklyn averaging ~2.6WAR per 

season.  Scanning the Robbins News forums, there are 17 posts 

talking about Jose, including Robins acquire outfielder, Robins defy critics, clinch 

playoff spot, and Brooklyn Robins 2021 recap.  

 

3B – Jose Rodriguez – Taken in round 1 (21st) overall in the 2003 

draft by the California Crusaders spent two seasons in the 

crusader’s organization before being traded to New Orleans in 2005 

via this post: New Orleans/California Trade. Other than that, 

there is nothing else on the forums for the BBAs Jose 3B leader for 

his time in New Orleans.  He spent two years in the Crawdads farm 

system, before making his BBA debut in 2007 at the age of 24.  

However, it took only another 7 seasons to surface in the news 

again.  This time with Hawaii, where apparently Jose was part of  

The Bitch Slap Heard 'Round the States, as well as some other 

2045 Hawaii news: 2014/6 Silva returns, Finley stakes his claim and 2016/6 Season in 

Review (September) 73-89 .451.   His best season came in 2015 (where oddly I can’t find 

any news about it.  In 2015 he posted career highs in AB, PA and WAR (3.58) with a 

slash of .246/.325/.379.   He soon fizzled out playing only one more season in the BBA in 

2016, then finished back in AAA before calling it a career.  STILL good enough to make 

the all “Jose” team. 

 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=44&t=8057&p=43951&hilit=Jose+Cruz#p43951
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14193&p=74970&hilit=escarceja#p74970
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14624&p=76549&hilit=escarceja#p76549
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14624&p=76549&hilit=escarceja#p76549
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14687&p=76981&hilit=escarceja#p76981
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=4921&p=26923&hilit=Jose+Rodriguez#p26923
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=46&t=10424&p=56375&hilit=Jose+Rodriguez#p56375
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=46&t=10476&p=56611&hilit=Jose+Rodriguez#p56611
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=46&t=11729&p=62937&hilit=Jose+Rodriguez#p62937
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=46&t=11729&p=62937&hilit=Jose+Rodriguez#p62937
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SS- Jose Cortez – with the least amount of any games played on 

the all Jose team, Jose Cortez comes in as your leader at SS with 

312 games played, and the lowest WAR total.  This 1997 round 7 

pick (170th) overall by the Greenville Moonshiners only played 4 

seasons in the BBA, from 2004-2009, and those weren’t 

consecutive.  If you want to call it a high point of his career, he put 

up a .296/.348/.400 slash line and 2.2 WAR in his final season in 

the Brewster at the age of 31.  He played nine, NINE years in the 

minors before making his BBA debut with Omaha.  Logging on 3 

years and 91 days of major service.  He called it quits in 2012.  In 

his 9+ year minor league career he logged a best fielder award 3x (A. AA. AAA) and 

player of the week once (A).   He did make some headlines back in 1997 when drafted.  

GM ichronister regaled in Moonshiners Monitor, Vol. 1.25: 1997 Draft Recap: “…IF 

Jose Cortez : A defensive whiz (17 range, 17 errors, 14 arm, 15 DP), the 18-year-old has 

some good ...”  Hmm, how’d that turn out? 

He’s been involved in more trade posting then team news: San Fernando-Huntsville, 

HSV-NSH. Poor guy. 

No mention of how he got to Montreal.  Much like how many licks it takes to get to the 

center of a tootsie roll tootsie pop.  The world may never know. 

 

2B – Jose Martinez -- Another Jose 1st round selection in 2019 

(23rd) overall, this time by Yellow Springs.  Jose made his BBA 

debut in 2022 for Yellow Spring at the age of 21.  Apparently after 

77 games, then shipped him off to Hawaii.  But not before making 

his first Yellow Springs News!  YSNews 22.11 - Sim 13 batters.  

Let’s just say it wasn’t too flattering.  He was shipped off to Hawaii 

in 2023 after playing 94 games for Yellow Springs (Hawaii & 

Yellow Springs). Once on the island, he played the better part of 5 

seasons before signing with Valencia, and ending his career in 

Madison in 2030 at the age of 29.  The highpoint of his career came 

in 2025 where he put up 4.75 WAR and a .288/.337/.414 slash line.  Brooklyn signed him 

to a minor league deal in 2032 at the age of 31, but he retired after that season. 

 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=1064&p=5645&hilit=Jose+Cortez#p5645
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=24734&p=138715&hilit=Jose+Cortez#p138715
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=26926&p=152057&hilit=Jose+Cortez#p152057
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=44&t=15216&p=79461&hilit=Jos%C3%A9+Mart%C3%ADnez#p79461
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=15832&p=82206&hilit=Jose+Martinez#p82206
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=15832&p=82206&hilit=Jose+Martinez#p82206
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1B – Jose Estrada – our first undrafted Jose to make the list – he 

was signed as a FA by Mexico City franchise in 2024 at the age of 

16.  He then proceeded to play in the minors for 5 seasons when he 

was called up to the BBA in 2029.  His best season by far came in 

2031 at the age of 23 when he put 7.43 WAR for the season playing 

a full stint of 162 games.  Once Jose hit the BBA, the news about 

him started to flow freely:  2028.3: Who's Who, a look at 

Omaha's top prospects.   

Fred continued to post news about his new toy: “….Estrada burned 

through Omaha's minor league system, going from A to AAA in 

2028. He broke ST with the big club and struggled through April but hit his stride in May. 

He continues to bump his potentials and develop his currents and has the look of a future 

star if he can continue developing.”.   

There was some frustration from the front office when their prized find was shutout of 

some postseason awards: 2029.3: Omaha Shut Out of Postseason Awards 

Then in 2038 Estrada became the Aztecs all time HR king: 2038.1: Estrada becomes 

Aztec homerun king 

Jose continued to hop around the BBA on a series of one-year deals (San Antonio & 

Seattle), before making the jump to the UMEBA for his last three season.  He hung up the 

spikes in 2045. 

The icing on the cake was when Jose was hired in 2046 as the hitting coach for the Aztecs 

A club: 2046.1: Mexico City Welcomes Back Estrada  

Estrada ranks among Aztec career leaders in the following seasonal categories: SLG (3rd), 

OPS (7th), WAR (5th), TB (2nd & 9th), HRs (1st, 5th, & 8th), RBI (3rd & 10th), and HBP (1st, 

5th, 8th, & 9th).  – Ouch.  On the carrer leaderboards: SLG (3rd), OPS (8th), WAR (9th), G 

(6th), AB (6th), R (7th), H (3rd), TB (3rd), 1B (10th), 2B (9th), HR (1st), RBI (1st), CS (8th), 

HBP (1st), and K (9th). 

 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=43&t=19440&p=104630&hilit=Jose+Estrada#p104630
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=43&t=19440&p=104630&hilit=Jose+Estrada#p104630
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=43&t=20163&p=109890&hilit=Jose+Estrada#p109890
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=43&t=28137&p=158922&hilit=Jose+Estrada#p158922
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=43&t=28137&p=158922&hilit=Jose+Estrada#p158922
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=43&t=38269&p=211334&hilit=Jose+Estrada#p211334
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C – Jose Gamboa – the 2027 2nd round pick (38th) overall by the 

Havana Sugar kings holds down our spot on the team as the BBA 

best Jose backstop.  Jose had an 11-year career in the BBA 6 with 

Havana, 2 in Nashville, and 1 in (AC, SA and NO).  He decided to 

call it quits in 2038 at the age of 30.  He got to play on the 2034 

Championship Team, and has a ring to prove it.  He was also voted 

to the BBA ASG 1x (2031).  He accumulated a total of 18.86 WAR 

in his career, his best season was in 2033 at the age of 25 with 4.2 

WAR and a .307/.361/.456 slash-line.   

In 2032 his cold name the news (Havana Herald 2032.6) then he 

was a topic of discussion when he was traded out of town: Good News Bears 2035.5- 

Award Contenders 

 

DH – Jose Zuniga – Drafted in 2034 in the 1st round (11th) overall 

by the Brooklyn Robins, he just signed a lucrative deal (Making 

him the richest Jose on this list today) 74.5m 6 year deal with 

Jacksonville.  He played only 1 ½ seasons in the Robins farm 

system before being traded to Jacksonville in 2035: 

Jacksonville/Brooklyn 

He was a callout by none other than draft analyst Aaron Weiner in 

analysis of the 2034 first round: Analysis of the 2034 MBWBA 

Amateur Draft's First Round.  He was chosen by GM Brett 

Schrader to the 2041 ASG as a reserve.  There are over 25+ news articles talking about 

Jose Zuniga in Jacksonville’s Team News, and it’s no wonder. He’s currently ranks 

among the tops in Hurricane lore for single season marks.  4th in AVG, 2 & 8th in SLG, 2nd 

& 7th in OPS, 2nd in Total Bases, 4th & 5th for HRs, 4th for RBIs, and 2nd and 5th for HBP.  

He’s just as prominent on the career side of records, but still he cracks the top 10 in SLG 

(2nd), OPS (3rd), R (10th), Total Bases (7th), 2B (8th), HRs (6th), RBI (6th), HBP (3rd), and 

Ks (8th).   A justifiable member of the all Jose team.  

 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=21899&p=120336&hilit=Jose+Gamboa#p120336
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=25442&p=143328&hilit=Jose+Gamboa#p143328
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=50&t=25442&p=143328&hilit=Jose+Gamboa#p143328
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=26152&p=147485&hilit=Jose+Zuniga#p147485
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=23343&p=128606&hilit=Jose+zuniga#p128606
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=23343&p=128606&hilit=Jose+zuniga#p128606
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SP – Jose “Dogface” Chavez – The big 6-7 lefty hails from the 

Dominican and was drafted in the 2019 draft in the first round (3rd) 

overall by Vancouver and is the tallest Jose on the team.  Shortly 

after being drafted he was traded by Vancouver to Yellow Springs 

in a multi-player deal (Yellow Springs - Vancouver trade). After 

that he played his entire 15-year career for the franchise.  His best 

year by far was in 2029 where he posted a stratospheric P-WAR of 

7.4   You wonder if Vancouver is regretting that deal, as Chavez 

went on to make 4 ASG and win a Nebraska Golden arm in 2029.  

Looking back now you wonder if Vancouver would have made that 

deal.  Ol’ Dogface is all over the Yellow Springs leader boards.  Single Season: ERA (6th), 

Win% (7th), WAR (3rd), GS (3rd), K9 (6th & 10th), K/BB (8th), WHIP (9th), and OOPS (7th).  

He’s got quite the list for career as well: W (2nd), L (3rd), WAR (2nd), GP (6th), GS (1st), IP 

(3rd), H (3rd), HR (3rd), BB (2nd), Ks (1st), K9 (7th), OOPS (8th), and RWAR (2nd). 

 

 RP – Jose Perucho – the leader on of the Jose’ with 132 holds.  

This was another Jose who went undrafted and was signed 

internationally at the at of 16 by Nashville. Not much is known 

about this mystery man with his time in Nashville, searching 

Nashville Team news – only two articles posted about him, first in 

2027 (Hawks Nest, v27.2 - Checking the Locks: Bullpen) when 

he made his jump into the BBA, and again in 2028 as he was 

almost nominated for POY for the team (Hawks Nest, v28.3 - 

Players of the Year). He posted a combined 13.2 P-WAR in his 

14 years in the BBA between the Nashville & Seattle 

organizations.  Once he was traded to Seattle in 2029, the shoutouts started to happen.  

Some of them not good (Chasing The Storm 2029-2 Sim 6 Review) after his first outing.  

Things got a little better in 2035 (Chasing The Storm 2035-2 Offseason Review). Even 

with all this he does manage to show up on Seattle’s leaderboards.  For a season he is 

ranked SO (9th), and BB (7th).  He is also on the Storms career leaders also.  Placing GP 

(10th), and K9 (8th). 

 

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=31&t=14020&p=74014&hilit=Jose+Chavez#p74014
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=40&t=18204&p=96242&hilit=Jose+Perucho#p96242
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=40&t=19448&p=104728&hilit=Jose+Perucho#p104728
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=40&t=19448&p=104728&hilit=Jose+Perucho#p104728
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=60&t=19903&p=107776&hilit=Jose+Perucho#p107776
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=60&t=24408&p=136432&hilit=Jose+Perucho#p136432
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CL – Jose “Smokey” Canales – Jose just retired 2045, but still 

would have easily made the all Jose team.  He is the career Jose 

leader in saves with 358. This round 6 pick (156th) overall in 2028 

by the Grasshoppers scratched and clawed his way on the this all 

Jose team.  The 2x pitcher of the month, 2x reliever of the year, and 

a 3x all star selection to name a few.  He’s been ranked all over the 

leaderboards in his BBA career.  In single season stats he ranks S 

(2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th & 9th).  On the career side of things he’s ranked 

S( 1st), and GP (5th).  He played 10 years in Omaha, before leaving 

to join Baghdad in the UMEBA.  He tops in total mention in news 

articles that I could find, with 49. Weather it is talking about his FPL accolades (2030-2 

Sun Kings win Game 7 and progress to Showdown Series) or his fond farewell 

callback in 2044 (A surprising name is set to take over closer duties in Omaha. 

(44.27)). 

I hope you get as much enjoyment in reading it as I did in reaching it.  Shout out to Joe in 

Boise in coming up with the idea. 

Don’t for get to visit the companion BBA Random Graph of the week that goes along 

with this article: 2046 - Media Guide - Companion Viz 

 

  

http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=53&t=20199&p=110153&hilit=Jose+Canales#p110153
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=53&t=20199&p=110153&hilit=Jose+Canales#p110153
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=53&t=36104&p=200975&hilit=jose+canales#p200975
http://montybrewster.net/forums/viewtopic.php?f=53&t=36104&p=200975&hilit=jose+canales#p200975
https://public.tableau.com/profile/mike.simon#!/vizhome/2046-MediaGuide/Dashboard1?publish=yes
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BBA Sports 

FUTURES 

Odds To Win 2046 

 

 The Monty Memorial Series Championship 

Bet #  Team  Opening Line 

1701 

1702 

1703 

1704 

1705 

1706 

1707 

1708 

1709 

1710 

1711 

1712 

1713 

1714 

1715 

1716 

1717 

1718 

1719 

1720 

1721 

1722 

1723 

1724 

1725 

1726 

1727 

1728 

1729 

1730 

1731 

1732 

Yellow Springs Nine 

Edmonton Jackrabbits 

Rockville Pikemen 

Omaha Cyclones 

Chicago Black Sox 

Calgary Pioneers 

Hawaii Tropics 

Boise Spuds 

Louisville Sluggers 

Long Beach Surfers 

Montreal Blazers 

Phoenix Talons 

San Fernando Bears 

Las Vegas Hustlers 

Nashville Bluebirds 

Sacramento Mad Popes 

New Orleans Crawdads 

Brooklyn Robins 

Charlotte Cougars 

Madison Wolves 

Seattle Storm 

Charm City Jimmies 

Seattle Storm 

Jacksonville Hurricanes 

Atlantic City Gamblers  
San Antonio Outlaws 

Mexico City Aztecs 

Vancouver Mounties 

El Paso Chilis 

Des Moines Kernels 

Valencia Stars 

Portland Lumberjacks 

4/1 

4/1 

5.5/1 

5.5/1 

9/1 

9/1 

13/1 

13/1 

15/1 

20/1 

20/1 

20/1 

30/1 

35/1 

35/1 

35/1 

45/1 

50/1 

50/1 

50/1 

50/1 

80/1 

80/1 

100/1 

100/1 

150/1 

200/1 

200/1 

250/1 

250/1 

250/1 

300/1 
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BBA Sports 

FUTURES 

Brewster Baseball Association 

 

Total Wins 

Bet #  Team Name  Total  
Wins 

 

1733 
1734 

Atlantic City Gamblers  78 
-120 
-110 

1735 
1736 

Brooklyn Robins 81 
-130 
-110 

1737 
1738 

Boise Spuds 87 -110 
-110 

1739 
1740 

Calgary Pioneers 92 
-110 
-125 

1741 
1742 

Charlotte Cougars 81.5 
-110 
-110 

1743 
1744 

Charm City Jimmies 79.5 
-110 
-120 

1745 
1746 

Edmonton Jackrabbits 99.5 
-110 
-120 

1747 
1748 

El Paso Chilis 63.5 
-110 
-120 

1749 
1750 

Jacksonville Hurricanes 78 
-110 
-120 

1751 
1752 Las Vegas Hustlers 84 

-110 
-125 
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1753 
1754 Mexico City Aztecs 68 

-110 
-110 

1755 
1756 Montreal Blazers 85.5 

-110 
-110 

1757 
1758 New Orleans Crawdads 84.5 

-135 
-110 

1759 
1760 Phoenix Talons 85.5 

-110 
-110 

1761 
1762 Rockville Pikemen 94.5 

-110 
-110 

1763 
1764 San Antonio Outlaws 76.5 

-125 
-110 

1765 
1767 

Chicago Black Sox 92.5 
-110 
-120 

1768 
1769 

Des Moines Kernels 63.5 
-110 
-110 

1770 
1771 

Hawaii Tropics 87 
-110 
-120 

1772 
1773 

Long Beach Surfers 85.5 
-115 
-110 

1774 
1775 

Louisville Sluggers 88.5 
-110 
-120 

1776 
1777 

Madison Wolves 81.5 
-110 
-125 

1778 
1779 

Nashville Bluebirds 84 
-120 
-110 

1780 
1781 

Omaha Cyclones 95 
-110 
-135 

1782 
1783 

Portland Lumberjacks 55 
-110 
-110 

1784 
1785 

Sacramento Mad Popes 84.5 
-110 
-110 

1786 
1787 

San Fernando Bears 85.5 
-120 
-110 
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1788 
1789 

Seattle Storm 81.5 
-110 
-110 

1790 
1791 

Twin Cities River Monsters 81.5 
-110 
-110 

1792 
1793 

Valencia Stars 63.5 
-110 
-110 

1794 
1795 

Vancouver Mounties 73 
-125 
-110 

1796 
1797 

Yellow Springs Nine 106.5 
-110 
-145 
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BBA Sports 

Prop Bets 

BOOSTS ↑ (Yes Bets Only for 2046) 

1800 - All 4 Frick League Wild Cards go to Heartland Teams  +500  +650 

 

1801 - F. Roman, J. Rivera, L De La Cruz, and Q. Richardson to hit a collective 200 home 

runs  +500 

 

1802 - Portland, El Paso, Des Moines, OR Jacksonville end any sim in SOLO 1st Place  +400 

 

1803 - Long Beach, Yellow Springs, Rockville, AND Edmonton win their division +600 

 

Prop Bets 

 

Which League wins the All-Star Game? 

1804  Johnson League  -130 

1805  Frick League        -110 

 

What Wins the 2046 Batting Title? 

1808  .365 OVER            -135 

1809  .365 UNDER         -110 

 

How Many Wins Leads Pitchers? 

1812  21.5 OVER          -110 

1813  21.5 UNDER        -110 

 

Higher Total? 

1816 Girolamo L’Arch AVG -110 

1817 Keijo Reini Strikeouts      -110 
*Girolamo must get 300 PAs to qualify; batting average  
to be converted to whole number by removing decimal point 

 

Will There Be a Perfect Game in 2046? 

1820  Yes                                         +250 

1821  NO                                          -500 

 

Number of Teams to lose 100 or more games 

1824  2.5 OVER                -110 

1825  2.5 UNDER            +110 

 

 

Which League wins the Monty Brewster Title? 

1806  Johnson League -110 

1807  Frick League -110 

 

How Many Homeruns Wins HR Title? 

1810  54.5 OVER 

1811  54.5 UNDER 

 

Higher Total? 

1814 Monobu Shimizu Hits     -130 

1815 Carlos Valle Strikeouts  +100 

 

Higher Total? 

1818  Steve Collins III SB        -110 

1819  Felix Roman HR            -110 

 

Number of Teams to win 100 or more games 

1822  1.5 OVER         -175 

1823  1.5 UNDER      +100 

 

Higher Rookie WAR 

1826 Phil Cole (EP)                    -200 

1827 Steve Warren (PORT)       +200 
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BBA Strikeouts Champion 2046 

1828 C. Lazono (LB)               +200 

1829 K. Reini (Charl)              +250 

1830 L. de’ Medici (NSH)        +1000 

1831 A. Wullenweber (HAW)  +5000 

1832 B. Constable (CCJ)        +7500 

1833 Anyone Else                   +15000 

 

BBA Homeruns King 2046 

1840 F. Roman (BOI)                 +200 

1841 J. Rivera (ATC)                  +450 

1842 L. De La Cruz (DM)           +1000 

1843 Q. Richardson (SFB)        +4000 

1844 A. Haney (VAL)                 +7500 

1845 O. Ordonez (OMA)           +10000 

1846 Anyone Else                      +15000 

 

BBA Hits Champion 2046 

1834  M. Shimizu (MAD)          +250 

1835  J. Barajas (RCK)            +350 

1836  G. L’Arch (LV)                +1000 

1837  L. Normore (CLG)          +7000 

1838  A. Gonzalez (SFB)         +10000 

1839 Anyone Else                    +15000  

Will there be a 163rd game played in either 

league in 2046? 

1847  Yes              +500 

1848  NO               -250 

 

 

 

 

The Joe Lederer Christening Props 

First Homerun hit at CSX Field (Jacksonville) 

1849 D. Simpson (JAX)               +500 

1850 J. Zuniga (JAX)                   +750 

1851 F. Vega (BRK)                    +750 

1852 Anyone Else                       -1000 

First Homerun hit at Palace Station (LV) 

1853 C. Fernandez (LV)             +700 

1854  J. Ashford (LV)                 +850 

1855 A. Trinidad (CLG)              +850 

1856 Anyone Else                      -1000 
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Finding yourself lost about a certain phrase that you come across in Slack? Ever wonder 
that basis of some of the terminology you read on the forums? Feel like you’re on the 
outside of an inside joke during a podcast? Look no further than this collection of wacky 
Brewster lexicon to help steer you. 

 
*   *   *   *   * 

 
AFBI – Short for ‘A Few Beers In’ (or ‘A Few Bourbons In,’ depending who you ask), it is the flagship of BBA podcasts  
 
Al Hoot – Maybe the greatest bit of general manger lore in Brewster history 
 
all the money – Synonym for any high-priced contract or outrageous player demand  
 

banana bread – Quite possibly the most valuable source of 
currency behind only the American dollar; Current Mexico City 
general manager Fred Holmes’ greatest achievement aside from 
taking the Omaha Barnstormers to the Landis Series in 2027 
 
bumps – When a player’s skills increase from sim to sim (see “lumps”); What 
pitcher Mike Swanson routinely did in Las Vegas restrooms  
 
bunting – Red, white and blue drapery found across stadiums during Opening Day week; The strategy that you ask your 
manager not to do but he does anyway  
 
Carlos Camacho – One of the worst human beings in recent Brewster history (referred to by general managers as a 
“scumbag” and “asshat”), he had a popular following as a cult leader during his playing days in California.  
 
Cheetos dust – A common commodity used to uncommon results during the 2040 playoffs when former Las Vegas general 
manager Brett Schroeder allegedly sprinkled the orange substance on his bare chest for luck, resulting in a Landis 
Championship 
 
croutons – The worst form of food imaginable to eat during a podcast recording 
 
cyclone – The revolutionary pitching strategy developed by former Brooklyn general manager Alan Ehlers, by definition: 
“The Cyclone involves rotating pitchers in and out at a feverish pace to counter-act split-heavy offenses” and “There are 
approximately 1450 innings in a season, so rather than trying to get five guys to cover 1000 innings and seven to eight guys 
covering the remaining 450, the Cyclone will allow ask thirteen pitchers to provide roughly 110 innings each.” 
 
Dan Fiscus – Well traveled front office executive, typically to the corners of the Brewster universe occupied by general 
manager Chris Wilson; husband to Kate Fiscus (see “Kate Fiscus”) 
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donkeagle – A much debated creature, similar to that of Big Foot or 
the Loch Ness Monster, it is a giant eagle with the head of a 
donkey; Witnesses claim Carlos Camacho was once taken away 
from a team bus by this feared monster (see “Carlos Camacho”) 
 
Dusty Rhodes – A singles machine, hitting bloopers, bleeders, squirters and duck 
farts at an unprecedented pace (with a few home runs here and there), with no 
other positive skill (see “Unicorn”); inducted into the Brewster Hall of Fame in 
the Class of 2045 

 
Emilio Morales – A home run machine, hitting bombs at an unprecedented pace with no other positive skill (aside from 
defense) who promises to be a shoo-in for the Brewster Hall of Fame although his own general manager thinks he is 
underrated 
 
Frontier Division – Easily the best division in all of baseball (see “Heartland Division”)  
 
FUBAR – Borrowed from the military term short for Fucked Up Beyond Any Recognition, it is the designation when a team 
wins a game by ten or more runs; How some participants end up after a three-hour AFBI podcast 
 

Heartland Division – Easily the best division in all of baseball (see “Frontier 
Division”) 
 

He Who We Do Not Speak Of – (He Who We Do Not Speak Of) 
 
horrible – A term used to describe a player when a GM is incredibly jealous the 
player does not play for his organization (ie “David Simpon is horrible”); A term 
describing poetry in general 
 
hot take – An opinion counter to the generally accepted BBA norm, made 
famous by Omaha general manager Justin Niles. 

 
inside-the-park home run – Once believed to be a rare event in baseball, it’s now common to see when observing a game 
in San Fernando 
 
IPA – Divisive style of beer within the Brewster, either shunned or celebrated depending on who you ask 
 
Jif – The preferred peanut butter brand in the Brewster; The pronunciation of the most popular form of humor that Mike 
Simon (or Shannon) uses in Slack…like all the time 
 
Kate Fiscus – née Shrimpton; Granddaughter of former Madison owner Milk Shrimpton; Once-lover to Dug Riddler, former 
Assistant to the General Manager in Madison; Former secretary to Dan Fiscus during his tenure as Assistant General 
Manager of the Madison Wolves and now wife of Dan Fiscus; Former “intelligence director” in Portland; Currently Assistant 
General Manager in Portland; Described by Dan (among many, many others) as “a voluptuous blonde with a smoking body” 
 
Kate’s Kookies – Runner-up entry by Portland in the 2042 Brewster Ballpark Food Challenge; Possibly a metaphor for 
specific features the well-endowed Kate Fiscus (see “Kate Fiscus”) 
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Kocherschmeltz – The polarizing Kocherschmeltz brothers, both 
doctors of varying specialties and great-grandsons of the much-
maligned German chemist during WWII, Dr. Klaus Kocherschmeltz, 
who provide consulting and special procedures within the BBA 
Universe 
 
Girolamo L’Archibudelli – Also known as “L’Arch” or “The Italian Stallion,” the 
hitting phenom is the Brewster’s best chance at a .400 season 
 
Loserville – Some terms just don’t need clarifying when it’s so obvious 
 
lumps – When a player’s skills decrease from sim to sim (see “lumps”); What pitcher Mike Swanson’s talent routinely did in 
after being traded to Las Vegas 
 
Make Over Monday – A term used by Madison general manager Mike Simon (or Shannon) when he artfully re-does old or 
stale BBA logos 
 
meme of the day – A series of memes regularly updated once a month by Long Beach general manager Stephen Lane 
 
missed export – A strategy used by Louisville to impose their will on the rest of the BBA, highlighting the team’s massive 
talent which requires no updating between sims to dominate 
 
movement – The most coveted pitching skill; The state of being for general manager Nigel Laverick, the self-proclaimed 
“Most Traveled GM” 
 
Markus Tax – The annual contribution to Out Of The Park Developments revenue for upgraded versions of Out Of The Park 
Baseball; Sources believe the fee may soon be re-named the Com2Us Tax 
 
Mikki Manning – Controversial global pop “star” married to Hall of Famer Lucas McNeill 
 

#nomons – Battle cry of Madison in response to paying Mons Raider’s $15 
million salary for three years while Raider played for Edmonton 
 

Perfect Team – Moniker thrown at the 1986 Valencia Stars, 
2006 Las Vegas Hustlers, 2030 Louisville Sluggers, and 2044 
Yellow Springs Nine; The downfall of OOTP online leagues 
 
pig shit – What some GMs refer to OOTP as after a devastating injury, 
downloading error, or failed prospect; The scent of the Little Calmut River 
outside of Chicago’s stadium; see “Perfect Team” 
 
Player Option Following Team Option – A frowned upon contract feature 
that will get you dirty looks from GMs that know better. 

 
Podcasts – A hipster genre of communication within the BBA (all the cool kids do it, including that Phoenix guy) 
 
range – A fielding skill not required if you are a corner outfielder playing in San Fernando; What Mikki Manning lacks when 
singing (see “Mikki Manning”) 
 
RBBAGOTW – Random BBA Graph Of The Week; incredible graphics, charts and dashboards of visual Tableau data created 
by GM Mike Simon on a nearly weekly basis. 
 
Recte – Our fearless leader and commissioner of the best damn online league in the world 
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relative ratings – A faulty concept meant to distribute and accurately portray skill levels across leagues at any given time 
 
road trip – Series of games away from home stadium; What catcher Rainer Scheffer seemingly does every time he walks 
outside 
 
Seven Days, Ten Games – Oft-schedule phenomena in September and October for Mexico City and their opponents 
 
#shotsfired – A hashtag used to accentuate a comment made by one general manager denouncing another general 
manager’s team, hairstyle, or beer choice 
 
Slack – A popular off-site communication source between league general managers; What some general managers do 
during the off-season then complain about how bad their team is by July 
 
stuck change-up – The worst diagnosis known to man and not found on WebMD 
 

The Talon Ballot Paradox – When you wonder why a Phoenix 
Talon player, regardless of validity, receives vote for the All-
Star Game, post-season awards, or Hall of Fame 
 
throw rug – The lowest form of compensation allowed in a trade; 
Translated in Swahili to “Hakim Ngowa” 
 
Tom Rudge – No one is really sure why exactly, but everyone has heard of 
Rudge. Is it because his last name rhymes with ‘fudge’ and who doesn’t 
love some fudge? Is it because of the Las Vegas hype machine? Who 
knows. 
 
tower of pears – The premier and highly desirable gift given by Chicago Black Sox owner Vinnie Vitale as a token of his 
appreciation 
 
The Postseason Six – The tradition to scramble to write six team news entries during the postseason after a season of not 
writing in order to meet league minimums  
 
“Time flies” - The feeling of seasoned BBA GMs after looking back on their years in the league; What James Walker sees 
when throwing a clock in a fit of rage after a loss 
 
Tinder – Preferred dating app used by bachelor Boise general manager Joe Lederer, often to very little success; What 
Jacksonville used to start a fire to burn down their 2042 roster 
 
UMEBA’d – When a free agent target of a BBA team is lured to the Middle East with the promise of fast cash, fast cars and 
fast women 
 
unicorn – One with very unique, sometimes controversial but always entertaining, skill sets (see “Dusty Rhodes”) 
 
wine – A magical drink with the ability to turn Brewster wives into unicorns in the bedroom (see “unicorn”) 
 
Yellow Springs curse – A powerful blessing from the OOTP gods holding together the fragile threads of our reality; Ancient 
astronaut theorists believe the breaking of the curse will result in a universe-wide cataclysmic event 
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WEIGAND BASEBALL REFERENCE 
This is a breakdown of various active top 20 leaderboards in various offensive categories. For the purposes of 
this list, active is defined as anyone who has not retired and appeared in a BBA game in 2045. The projected 
totals were done using Bill James’ Favorite Toy tool and for the projected place it assumes that they are the only 
active player still moving up the list (which explains why multiple players can have the same projected place 
with different totals). 
 

GAMES: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 16 David Noboru 2258 87 2792 11 

T2 16 Ángel De Castillo 2238 96 2574 24 

T2 16 Mark Simpson 2238 96 2489 31 

4 14 Tai hoi Wie 2196 111 2826 8 

5 15 Emílio Morales 2184 114 2671 15 

6 14 Juan Karyabwite 2147 122 2750 12 

7 16 Mark Wareham 2110 131 2456 42 

8 16 Fernando Cruz 2054 151 2345 62 

9 14 Jaime Ramírez 1989 182 2586 23 

10 16 Luis Barrera 1965 188 2131 126 

11 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 1897 214 2209 108 

T12 13 Lionnel Crépin 1841 243 2411 50 

T12 14 Bartolo Ortíz 1841 243 2400 52 

14 12 James Monger 1814 249 2594 23 

15 15 Hsin Mei 1779 275 2086 142 

16 12 Luis Maldonado 1777 276 2377 58 

17 14 Tu-fu Yong 1749 295 2145 123 

18 14 Duane Whitley, Jr. 1718 311 2216 104 

19 12 Lorenzo Palácios 1663 348 2445 43 

20 13 Francisco Flores 1643 362 2158 119 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets: Wait, so this isn’t Joe’s private listing of his sexiest dad bods 

of the BBA?  Wie projected in 8th is a joke, considering Long Beach’s pricey 

bounty for injuring him. 

Ron’s Retorts: You’ll have to beat Vinnie to the punch. Poison fruit baskets at a 

hundred paces. 
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RUNS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 14 Tai hoi Wie 1566 26 2037 3 

2 16 David Noboru 1497 39 1746 12 

3 16 Mark Simpson 1467 47 1603 22 

4 14 Juan Karyabwite 1413 54 1784 11 

5 16 Mark Wareham 1412 55 1581 24 

6 16 Ángel De Castillo 1282 98 1448 49 

7 15 Emílio Morales 1251 109 1493 40 

8 16 Fernando Cruz 1192 128 1302 88 

9 11 Quant Kouros 1157 141 1714 18 

10 12 Luis Maldonado 1150 146 1469 45 

11 13 Lionnel Crépin 1113 164 1471 44 

12 12 Lorenzo Palácios 1087 183 1494 40 

13 10 Steven Collins III 1059 197 1799 11 

T14 16 Luis Barrera 1051 200 1121 159 

T14 12 Chip Puckett 1051 200 1555 28 

16 14 Bartolo Ortíz 1050 202 1274 100 

17 12 James Monger 1044 204 1439 50 

18 12 Ángel García 1023 220 1475 43 

19 15 Hsin Mei 1005 237 1157 141 

20 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 993 245 1102 173 

 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Did Randy put these first two categories at the front as 

Hall-of-Fame propaganda for Wie?  Well, I suppose, it’s all the Bears really 

have going for their crap team. 

Ron’s Retorts: Randy is pernicious. 
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HITS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 14 Juan Karyabwite 2720 34 3410 9 

2 16 David Noboru 2714 35 3242 14 

3 16 Ángel De Castillo 2371 101 2696 37 

4 15 Emílio Morales 2364 102 2801 29 

5 14 Tai hoi Wie 2214 136 2782 30 

6 16 Mark Simpson 2187 142 2320 108 

7 16 Fernando Cruz 2157 153 2334 108 

8 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 2079 172 2336 108 

9 14 Jaime Ramírez 2012 191 2435 84 

10 12 James Monger 1954 208 2715 35 

11 11 Quant Kouros 1935 216 2980 22 

12 13 Francisco Flores 1923 220 2430 84 

13 14 Bartolo Ortíz 1892 231 2323 108 

14 12 Lorenzo Palácios 1886 236 2650 49 

15 10 Steven Collins III 1881 239 3257 13 

16 12 Chip Puckett 1875 243 2806 28 

17 16 Luis Barrera 1847 251 1965 205 

T18 9 Dennis French 1824 258 2939 22 

T18 11 Juan Mendoza 1824 258 2693 37 

20 12 Luis Maldonado 1810 273 2315 112 

 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  I’m starting to think Noboru was actually a pretty decent 

player.  Man, whoever landed that guy in Free Agency did well for themselves, 

right Taylor? 

Ron’s Retorts: De Castillo has been underrated his whole career. I need to hire 

him as hitting coach when he retires in ten years. 
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DOUBLES: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 14 Juan Karyabwite 534 39 657 7 

2 14 Bartolo Ortíz 478 73 580 20 

3 16 David Noboru 465 83 543 34 

4 12 Lorenzo Palácios 453 96 624 11 

5 11 Quant Kouros 436 114 646 8 

6 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 430 121 469 77 

T7 9 Dennis French 426 127 711 4 

T7 13 Francisco Flores 426 127 533 40 

9 15 Hsin Mei 425 129 478 73 

10 16 Mark Simpson 419 135 447 105 

11 16 Luis Barrera 411 147 438 110 

12 12 Thad Meyer 378 191 468 78 

13 16 Fernando Cruz 377 196 405 154 

14 12 Juan Santana 360 221 427 125 

15 14 Jaime Ramírez 355 227 430 121 

16 15 Emílio Morales 346 243 406 153 

17 16 Ángel De Castillo 345 246 384 180 

18 14 Jimmy Starks, Jr. 344 248 399 162 

19 12 James Monger 342 252 466 83 

T20 10 Steven Collins III 341 254 540 34 

T20 14 Tu-fu Yong 341 254 402 159 

T20 11 Juan Mendoza 341 254 512 51 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Karyabwite, which is also the amount of Kate Fiscus porn 

on Chris Wilson’s computer, may be one of the most underrated guys in the 

league.  Dude can play. 

Ron’s Retorts:  I understand his walk-up music is Boom-chicka-wa-wa. 

Wilson’s, I mean. 
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TRIPLES: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 135 14 149 10 

2 14 Jaime Ramírez 121 21 145 12 

3 8 Millard Younger 103 42 168 8 

4 9 Alex Ramírez 94 61 121 21 

5 12 Juan Santana 91 64 102 44 

6 7 Dong-po Thum 87 75 158 9 

T7 14 Juan Karyabwite 82 83 92 63 

T7 12 Rashardo Menne III 82 83 101 48 

9 16 David Noboru 81 88 86 77 

10 7 Semei Kwakou 75 109 150 10 

11 12 Chip Puckett 71 127 103 42 

12 12 Niccolo Machiavelli 69 139 99 53 

13 11 Quant Kouros 68 143 102 44 

14 8 Dan Flores 67 153 99 53 

T15 12 Justin Jackson 66 157 77 102 

T15 9 Pedro Díaz 66 157 127 19 

T17 9 Dennis French 65 162 94 61 

T17 16 Ángel De Castillo 65 162 68 143 

T19 8 Lúcio Cuellar 63 174 110 36 

T19 6 José Salas 63 174 139 13 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  A Reuben sandwich from the deli downtown, the gentle 

slopes of the female form, and a triple in baseball – does life get any more 

exciting, more beautiful? 

Ron’s Retorts:  Subtitle this one “Shoeless’s take on Recte’s Rule of Three.” 
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HOME RUNS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 15 Emílio Morales 661 4 789 1 

2 16 David Noboru 519 23 610 8 

3 14 Tai hoi Wie 482 35 615 8 

4 16 Mark Simpson 469 41 504 27 

5 12 Luis Maldonado 457 49 579 11 

6 16 Fernando Cruz 452 52 485 34 

7 14 Bartolo Ortíz 417 75 526 23 

8 15 Hsin Mei 406 80 477 39 

9 13 Lionnel Crépin 398 89 530 23 

10 10 Ramón Pagán 386 91 619 7 

11 16 Ángel De Castillo 382 93 436 64 

12 10 Ángel Zalapa 374 102 575 11 

13 9 Francisco Medina 373 106 616 7 

14 12 James Monger 357 118 518 24 

15 14 Albert Gaona 351 125 369 113 

16 9 Manuel Martínez 346 129 514 24 

17 14 Tu-fu Yong 342 132 411 79 

18 12 Lorenzo Palácios 336 137 460 48 

19 9 Brett White 328 149 588 10 

20 16 Luis Barrera 327 150 347 129 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Boring. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Someone wake up the Snippet Man … fun to see De Castillo on 

the list again. 
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RBI: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 15 Emílio Morales 1655 20 1930 5 

2 16 David Noboru 1486 39 1780 10 

3 16 Fernando Cruz 1410 59 1537 33 

4 16 Mark Simpson 1295 84 1372 73 

5 14 Tai hoi Wie 1292 86 1622 23 

6 12 Luis Maldonado 1267 91 1580 25 

7 16 Ángel De Castillo 1261 94 1426 56 

8 14 Juan Karyabwite 1236 102 1537 33 

9 14 Bartolo Ortíz 1174 126 1461 43 

10 13 Lionnel Crépin 1123 149 1424 57 

11 15 Hsin Mei 1117 154 1281 88 

12 12 Lorenzo Palácios 1111 158 1551 30 

13 16 Luis Barrera 1104 163 1166 130 

14 10 Ángel Zalapa 1059 182 1724 17 

15 12 James Monger 1024 196 1447 46 

16 14 Albert Gaona 1014 204 1069 178 

17 10 Ramón Pagán 968 223 1694 19 

18 12 Justin Jackson 958 228 1139 143 

19 14 Tu-fu Yong 951 236 1141 141 

20 14 Duane Whitley, Jr. 940 242 1185 121 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Why is the most important stat in baseball so far down the 

list?  I wonder how many RBIs Cruz will add to his total from the bench again 

this season. 

Ron’s Retorts:  I understand Jon Mick is going to open a taxidermy shop up 

near Canada. 
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SB: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 14 Juan Karyabwite 767 17 855 12 

2 11 Quant Kouros 748 18 1105 3 

3 16 David Noboru 675 24 712 20 

4 16 Mark Wareham 669 25 702 21 

5 14 Jaime Ramírez 600 35 689 22 

6 12 Chip Puckett 590 37 870 11 

7 12 Rashardo Menne III 555 46 770 17 

8 10 Steven Collins III 505 54 846 13 

9 14 Jimmy Starks, Jr. 472 65 493 59 

10 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 463 67 488 60 

T11 12 Luis Maldonado 423 83 476 65 

T11 10 Ross Quicker 423 83 571 44 

13 12 Juan Santana 407 88 453 73 

14 7 Dong-po Thum 397 93 697 21 

15 9 Alex Ramírez 373 109 565 44 

16 10 Ramón Pagán 372 110 530 53 

17 8 Lúcio Cuellar 339 133 597 37 

18 12 Thad Meyer 320 149 339 133 

19 7 Ángel González 309 157 670 25 

20 10 Dashiell R. Faireborn 306 161 403 93 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Ok, I just purchased a Karyabwite jersey, despite him 

likely losing his top spot to Kouros in ’46.  Fun fact – The Greak Freak ran a 

marathon at age 4. 

46 Fun fact – The Greak Freak is a direct descendent of Alexander 

Ron’s Retorts:  Wonder what a pre-worn Kate Fiscus jersey goes for? 

Ron’s Retorts:  Fun fact: Shaw once ran a Marathon Station in Tucumcari. 
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WALKS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 16 Mark Wareham 1768 4 2002 4 

2 16 Mark Simpson 1663 8 1847 4 

3 14 Tai hoi Wie 1658 9 2200 1 

4 13 Lionnel Crépin 1239 29 1584 11 

5 16 Fernando Cruz 983 78 1109 46 

6 16 Ángel De Castillo 868 121 1023 63 

7 12 Ángel García 846 131 1225 30 

8 16 Luis Barrera 843 133 903 108 

9 10 Yunosuke Terada 811 151 1134 40 

10 11 Jharod Thealer 810 153 976 80 

11 12 Rashardo Menne III 756 188 1009 72 

12 14 Bartolo Ortíz 756 188 933 94 

13 11 Quant Kouros 744 194 1214 31 

14 10 Dashiell R. Faireborn 735 202 1203 33 

15 12 Lorenzo Palácios 723 214 1029 61 

16 14 Duane Whitley, Jr. 722 216 955 89 

17 9 Manuel Martínez 714 223 1093 49 

18 11 Juan Mendoza 680 236 1036 59 

19 14 Aaron Stone 673 238 718 219 

20 10 Natanael Barral 651 250 886 113 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Well, I guess just standing in the batter’s box and doing 

nothing is considered a positive trait now.  Reminds me of an ex-girlfriend. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Wareham’s boots were made for walking, Simpson walks this 

way, Wei walks on sunshine. Randy, though, well, I figure it takes a Navy guy 

to walk on the wild side. 
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STRIKEOUTS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 16 David Noboru 2496 10 3147 1 

2 14 Tai hoi Wie 2424 12 3179 1 

3 16 Mark Wareham 2286 22 2737 4 

4 16 Mark Simpson 1872 63 2055 36 

5 14 Aaron Stone 1609 128 1793 78 

6 16 Ángel De Castillo 1499 152 1767 82 

7 10 Arturo Barrón 1448 167 2118 32 

8 16 Luis Barrera 1436 170 1575 138 

9 10 Yunosuke Terada 1409 177 1993 47 

10 13 Lionnel Crépin 1371 194 1863 65 

11 14 Jimmy Starks, Jr. 1315 221 1643 123 

12 10 Steven Collins III 1313 224 2332 19 

13 14 Tu-fu Yong 1290 237 1557 141 

14 15 Hsin Mei 1289 239 1562 141 

15 9 Manuel Aguilar, Jr. 1280 243 2382 15 

16 9 Francisco Medina 1278 244 2222 25 

17 12 Luis Maldonado 1267 250 1774 82 

18 14 Albert Gaona 1258 256 1342 216 

19 14 Bartolo Ortíz 1249 264 1698 100 

20 12 Justin Jackson 1243 270 1596 133 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Hmm… this list must not be taking into account the 

number of strikeouts Joe has had with his Tinder dates.  Also, Wie and his 

three true outcomes sucks! 

Ron’s Retorts:  To be fair, the number of Joe’s Tinder strikeouts is classified 

for reasons of national security. 
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AVG: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL 

1 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 0.356 2 

2 5 Manobu Shimizu 0.351 3 

3 9 Dennis French 0.343 4 

4 7 Júlio Barajas 0.334 7 

5 7 Semei Kwakou 0.334 8 

6 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 0.332 10 

7 7 Dong-po Thum 0.331 15 

8 7 Todd Rice 0.329 18 

9 5 Rex Foster 0.324 31 

10 7 Ángel González 0.321 39 

11 6 Juan Rivera 0.318 48 

12 5 Théo Bourges 0.317 54 

13 5 Daniel Pepper 0.316 58 

14 10 Steven Collins III 0.316 59 

15 6 Marvin Isworth 0.315 62 

16 4 Jim Ashford 0.315 64 

17 7 Valentin Fitas 0.314 65 

18 6 Fernando Castillo 0.314 68 

19 5 Pedro Huerta 0.313 70 

20 5 Art O'Bryan 0.313 71 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  If having a name like Girolamo L’Archibudelli doesn’t get 

you some tail, I’m not sure what would (Joe, change your name). 

Ron’s Retorts:  Again, classified. I would say more, but then I might be 

sentenced to spend a week in Loserville. 
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OBP: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL 

T1 7 David Simpson 0.418 T7 

T1 6 Salvador Allende 0.418 T7 

3 5 Manobu Shimizu 0.416 T9 

4 6 Bing-de Zhào 0.408 T16 

5 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 0.406 T19 

6 14 Tai hoi Wie 0.405 T21 

7 5 Théo Bourges 0.400 T25 

8 6 Juan Rivera 0.399 27 

9 6 Fernando Castillo 0.397 T30 

T10 7 Dong-po Thum 0.396 T34 

T10 16 Mark Simpson 0.396 T34 

12 11 Quant Kouros 0.394 T40 

T13 7 Júlio Barajas 0.391 T46 

T13 5 Rex Foster 0.391 T46 

T13 5 Robert Menzies 0.391 T46 

16 6 José Salas 0.390 T50 

T17 5 Daniel Pepper 0.388 T57 

T17 11 Jharod Thealer 0.388 T57 

19 7 Felipe Vega 0.386 T64 

20 12 Lorenzo Palácios 0.385 T70 

 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Who in their right mind would ever let David Simpson out 

of their organization?  You’d have to be an idiot … maybe the biggest of idiots. 

Ron’s Retorts:  A whole Chain of Fools, actually. The Fool on the Hill. A Fool 

in the Rain. A Fool for River Monster Stockings. Stop me now. Please. 
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SLG: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL 

1 6 Juan Rivera 0.650 1 

2 5 Rex Foster 0.638 2 

3 7 Semei Kwakou 0.637 3 

4 4 Larry Stinson 0.624 4 

5 5 Ernest McBride 0.623 5 

6 5 Théo Bourges 0.619 6 

7 6 Aaron Haney 0.607 7 

8 7 David Simpson 0.604 8 

9 6 Félix Román 0.589 9 

10 7 Felipe Vega 0.582 11 

11 9 Dennis French 0.579 13 

12 5 Sawyer Slizz 0.577 14 

13 9 José Zúñiga 0.576 15 

14 7 Lúcio De La Cruz 0.576 16 

15 7 Liann-wei Mao 0.575 17 

16 7 Ricardo Mendoza 0.575 18 

17 5 Lineu Aldo 0.574 19 

18 5 Reggie Vargas 0.572 20 

19 5 Manobu Shimizu 0.571 21 

20 7 Júlio Barajas 0.570 22 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  How many of these damn things are there to write snippets 

for?  Sure, I don’t have a life, but, seriously, I need to catch up on El Paso’s 

team news. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Welcome to my world, man. Welcome to my world. 
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OPS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL 

1 6 Juan Rivera 1.049 1 

2 5 Rex Foster 1.029 2 

3 7 David Simpson 1.022 3 

4 7 Semei Kwakou 1.020 4 

5 5 Théo Bourges 1.019 5 

6 4 Larry Stinson 1.004 6 

7 5 Ernest McBride 0.992 7 

8 6 Aaron Haney 0.988 8 

9 5 Manobu Shimizu 0.987 9 

10 7 Felipe Vega 0.968 11 

11 9 Dennis French 0.963 12 

12 7 Júlio Barajas 0.961 13 

13 6 Félix Román 0.955 16 

14 7 Liann-wei Mao 0.946 20 

15 6 Fernando Castillo 0.943 23 

16 5 Reggie Vargas 0.941 24 

17 6 Bing-de Zhào 0.941 25 

18 5 Sawyer Slizz 0.935 31 

19 7 Ricardo Mendoza 0.931 32 

20 5 Lineu Aldo 0.930 34 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  What the hell is funny about OPS?  Nothing. Absolutely 

nothing.  It’s like trying to find humor in Madison Mike’s Slack comments. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Or in Edmonton’s sorry-assed win last year. 
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WAR: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL 

1 16 Mark Simpson 71.6 46 

2 16 David Noboru 64.4 72 

3 14 Tai hoi Wie 58.0 95 

4 15 Emílio Morales 56.7 103 

5 9 Dennis French 56.0 112 

6 16 Mark Wareham 54.1 124 

7 10 Ángel Zalapa 51.3 139 

8 7 Dong-po Thum 51.0 142 

9 16 Luis Barrera 49.3 149 

10 15 Hsin Mei 48.6 157 

11 14 Juan Karyabwite 47.9 163 

12 10 Steven Collins III 46.7 167 

13 16 Ángel De Castillo 46.3 168 

14 6 Juan Rivera 46.2 169 

15 9 Alex Ramírez 45.1 179 

16 6 Aaron Haney 44.0 184 

17 12 Lorenzo Palácios 43.6 190 

18 13 Francisco Flores 43.4 192 

19 12 James Monger 43.3 193 

20 12 Chip Puckett 41.8 209 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Was WAR really created to better analyze ball players or 

was its creation simply for nerds like us to have another statistic to look at 

while naked?  Just me? 

Ron’s Retorts:  It’s really only a problem when you go out shopping at the same 

time. 
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TIMES ON BASE: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 14 Tai hoi Wie 3872 28 4982 5 

2 16 Mark Simpson 3850 29 4167 20 

3 16 Mark Wareham 3468 56 3891 26 

4 16 Ángel De Castillo 3239 89 3712 41 

5 16 David Noboru 3220 93 3876 27 

6 14 Juan Karyabwite 3142 109 3952 26 

7 16 Fernando Cruz 3140 111 3443 59 

8 13 Lionnel Crépin 2926 153 3762 34 

9 15 Emílio Morales 2725 195 3230 91 

10 16 Luis Barrera 2690 203 2868 163 

11 11 Quant Kouros 2679 204 4194 19 

12 14 Bartolo Ortíz 2648 209 3257 83 

13 12 Lorenzo Palácios 2609 216 3679 44 

14 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 2605 217 2943 150 

15 11 Juan Mendoza 2504 239 3729 39 

16 12 Luis Maldonado 2460 251 3118 115 

17 12 James Monger 2452 255 3422 61 

18 12 Chip Puckett 2446 257 3658 44 

19 10 Steven Collins III 2343 285 4070 24 

20 15 Hsin Mei 2330 292 2649 209 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Oh, hell yeah, good on Wie here.  But, to be fair, the women 

in San Fernando are notoriously slutty. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Hehehehe … you said “on Wie.” 
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EXTRA BASE HITS: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 16 David Noboru 1065 25 1238 6 

2 15 Emílio Morales 1023 31 1212 6 

3 14 Bartolo Ortíz 911 58 1124 17 

4 16 Mark Simpson 907 60 972 42 

5 14 Juan Karyabwite 877 73 1090 21 

6 14 Tai hoi Wie 848 87 1072 25 

T7 16 Fernando Cruz 841 91 905 64 

T7 15 Hsin Mei 841 91 966 44 

9 12 Lorenzo Palácios 804 113 1102 19 

10 16 Ángel De Castillo 792 124 889 70 

11 16 Luis Barrera 764 147 812 109 

12 14 Tu-fu Yong 740 162 880 73 

13 12 James Monger 731 172 1026 31 

14 12 Luis Maldonado 727 174 928 53 

15 9 Dennis French 726 175 1163 8 

16 7 Semei Kwakou 690 195 1413 2 

17 10 Ramón Pagán 689 197 1138 15 

18 14 Albert Gaona 679 202 716 178 

19 12 Justin Jackson 669 211 779 138 

20 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 667 212 736 168 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Remember when JWalk ate croutons on the AFBI podcast?  

That was fun. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Almost as good as Fred’s fruity Vodka. 
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SINGLES: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 14 Juan Karyabwite 1843 42 2305 10 

2 16 David Noboru 1649 82 2004 28 

3 16 Ángel De Castillo 1579 98 1807 51 

4 14 Jaime Ramírez 1519 127 1837 43 

5 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 1412 165 1600 92 

6 12 Chip Puckett 1400 168 2103 22 

7 11 Quant Kouros 1377 183 2150 18 

8 14 Tai hoi Wie 1366 190 1710 64 

9 15 Emílio Morales 1341 197 1589 95 

10 16 Fernando Cruz 1316 214 1429 158 

11 10 Steven Collins III 1310 218 2323 10 

12 13 Francisco Flores 1289 226 1626 88 

13 16 Mark Simpson 1280 231 1348 195 

14 11 Juan Mendoza 1226 259 1820 47 

15 12 James Monger 1223 262 1688 71 

16 16 Mark Wareham 1108 325 1234 254 

17 12 Juan Santana 1099 336 1327 206 

18 9 Dennis French 1098 338 1775 54 

T19 16 Luis Barrera 1083 352 1153 298 

T19 12 Luis Maldonado 1083 352 1386 179 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Now, if you’re like me, you’re asking yourself why Singles 

wasn’t placed before Doubles in this feature.  It’s because Randy thinks singles 

are stupid.  Just ask him. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Emilio Morales doesn’t single enough. 
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TOTAL BASES: 

PLACE SEASONS NAME TOTAL OVERALL PROJ. TOTAL PROJ. PLACE 

1 16 David Noboru 4898 20 5789 6 

2 15 Emílio Morales 4725 25 5608 7 

3 14 Juan Karyabwite 4201 62 5259 12 

4 14 Tai hoi Wie 4068 78 5122 17 

5 16 Mark Simpson 4051 81 4322 50 

6 16 Ángel De Castillo 3992 87 4526 39 

7 16 Fernando Cruz 3914 96 4224 59 

8 14 Bartolo Ortíz 3653 126 4518 39 

9 12 Luis Maldonado 3490 158 4445 41 

10 15 Hsin Mei 3460 166 3971 89 

11 12 James Monger 3431 170 4821 24 

12 12 Lorenzo Palácios 3377 176 4692 27 

13 16 Luis Barrera 3291 190 3499 154 

14 14 Tu-fu Yong 3188 210 3794 113 

15 13 Lionnel Crépin 3118 227 4079 76 

16 10 Ramón Pagán 3107 232 5147 16 

17 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 3085 238 3463 166 

18 9 Dennis French 3085 238 4912 20 

19 10 Ángel Zalapa 3060 244 4815 24 

20 13 Francisco Flores 2961 264 3760 115 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  I’ll be honest, when I picked up Noboru in free agency this 

offseason I had no idea his career was this good.  He’s the Dolly Parton of the 

BBA Universe. 

Ron’s Retorts:  So that’s why he named his first daughter Jolene! Makes total 

sense now. 
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WEIGAND BASEBALL REFENENCE – Per 162 

All of the following tables are totals/162 games (with the exception of WAR which is by season), and have the 

all-time leaders on the left and active leaders on the right. For the active leaderboard, their overall place is in 

parenthesis. Bolded players are HOF and there is a 2000 AB minimum. 

 

WAR 

PL SEASON NAME TOTAL LAST  PL SEASON NAME TOTAL 

1 6 Juan Rivera 7.70 2045 1 6 Juan Rivera 7.70 (1) 

2 5 Théo Bourges 7.36 2045 2 5 Théo Bourges 7.36 (2) 

3 6 Aaron Haney 7.33 2045 3 6 Aaron Haney 7.33 (3) 

4 7 Dong-po Thum 7.29 2045 4 7 Dong-po Thum 7.29 (4) 

5 17 Steve Collins 6.82 1994 5 4 Larry Stinson 6.70 (6) 

6 4 Larry Stinson 6.70 2045 6 6 Félix Román 6.62 (8) 

7 25 Charles Puckett 6.63 2021 7 9 Dennis French 6.22 (12) 

8 6 Félix Román 6.62 2045 8 5 Sawyer Slizz 6.16 (13) 

9 21 Rogelio Morales 6.60 2016 9 7 Semei Kwakou 5.86 (14) 

10 18 Jared Gillstrom 6.30 2043 10 7 David Simpson 5.61 (17) 

11 20 Rafael Rodriguez 6.29 2011 11 5 Daniel Pepper 5.40 (19) 

12 9 Dennis French 6.22 2045 12 5 Lineu Aldo 5.26 (23) 

13 5 Sawyer Slizz 6.16 2045 13 10 Ángel Zalapa 5.13 (26 

14 7 Semei Kwakou 5.86 2045 14 9 Alex Ramírez 5.01 (27) 

15 13 Ross White 5.69 2009 15 5 Manobu Shimizu 4.96 (31) 

16 18 Roman Empire 5.63 2014 16 6 Wilson Andrade 4.95 (32) 

17 7 David Simpson 5.61 2045 17 10 Steven Collins III 4.67 (45) 

18 23 Bopper Kengos 5.52 2018 18 7 Júlio Barajas 4.57 (50) 

19 5 Daniel Pepper 5.40 2045 19 5 Rex Foster 4.54 (53) 

20 17 Duane Whitley 5.39 2017 20 6 Fernando Castillo 4.50 (56) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets: Who is this Juan Rivera guys and why haven’t I heard about 

him?  

Ron’s Retorts:  You’ve got to get that banana bread out of your ears. And, no, I 

don’t want to hear the story of how it got there. 
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RUNS 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST  PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 5 Théo Bourges 139.69 2045 1 5 Théo Bourges 139.69 (1) 

2 7 Dong-po Thum 133.92 2045 2 7 Dong-po Thum 133.92 (2) 

3 6 Juan Rivera 130.81 2045 3 6 Juan Rivera 130.81 (3) 

4 18 Alfredo Martínez 128.00 2041 4 7 Semei Kwakou 127.43 (5) 

5 7 Semei Kwakou 127.43 2045 5 6 Aaron Haney 122.26 (8) 

6 14 Mons Raider 126.71 2044 6 10 Steven Collins III 121.85 (10) 

7 8 Chris Coll 124.10 2005 7 6 Salvador Allende 121.16 (11) 

8 6 Aaron Haney 122.26 2045 8 5 Sawyer Slizz 120.43 (14) 

9 25 Charles Puckett 122.02 2021 9 5 Ernest McBride 120.19 (15) 

10 10 Steven Collins III 121.85 2045 10 9 Dennis French 119.59 (16) 

11 6 Salvador Allende 121.16 2045 11 11 Quant Kouros 117.96 (20) 

12 18 Jared Gillstrom 120.96 2043 12 5 Daniel Pepper 117.63 (22) 

13 18 Armando Santos 120.65 2013 13 6 Fernando Castillo 117.17 (23) 

14 5 Sawyer Slizz 120.43 2045 14 6 Félix Román 116.36 (24) 

15 5 Ernest McBride 120.19 2045 15 6 Bing-de Zhào 116.32 (25) 

16 9 Dennis French 119.59 2045 16 4 Larry Stinson 116.12 (26) 

17 15 Sawyer Silk 119.00 1995 17 5 Reggie Vargas 115.92 (27) 

18 18 Daniel Labrie 118.82 2012 18 14 Tai hoi Wie 115.52 (29) 

19 12 John Neely 118.32 2009 19 5 Manobu Shimizu 115.18 (30) 

20 11 Quant Kouros 117.96 2045 20 6 José Salas 114.40 (32) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:   How many different categories are there?  I feel like I’m 

being tortured.  Am I being tortured?  Just in case, my safe word is “butterfly”. 

 

Ron’s Retorts:  That’s Madame Butterfly, to you, sir. (Alternate take is to cry 

Pappillon…or was that just a sly reference to Henri Charriere?) 
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HITS 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST  PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 17 Steve Collins 229.97 1994 1 9 Dennis French 228.88 (2) 

2 9 Dennis French 228.88 2045 2 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 228.44 (3) 

3 
6 

Girolamo 
L'Archibudelli 228.44 2045 

3 
7 Todd Rice 226.03 (4) 

4 7 Todd Rice 226.03 2045 4 5 Manobu Shimizu 223.09 (7) 

5 12 John Neely 225.61 2009 5 7 Semei Kwakou 221.59 (8) 

6 11 Héctor Valentín 223.34 2035 6 7 Dong-po Thum 219.92 (10) 

7 5 Manobu Shimizu 223.09 2045 7 10 Steven Collins III 216.42 (12) 

8 7 Semei Kwakou 221.59 2045 8 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 215.36(14) 

9 13 Tom Mohler 221.38 2004 9 7 Júlio Barajas 214.23 (15) 

10 7 Dong-po Thum 219.92 2045 10 7 Ángel González 209.62 (20) 

11 17 Dusty Rhodes 217.55 2042 11 6 Fernando Moreno 208.21 (22) 

12 10 Steven Collins III 216.42 2045 12 5 Pedro Huerta 205.40 (25) 

13 13 Diego Jose 216.06 1995 13 14 Juan Karyabwite 205.24 (26) 

14 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 215.36 2045 14 6 Motonobu Yamashita 204.22 (27) 

15 7 Júlio Barajas 214.23 2045 15 6 Wilson Andrade 203.68 (28) 

16 12 Juan García 214.05 2024 16 5 Daniel Pepper 201.68 (32) 

17 17 Steve Dempsey 213.61 2042 17 5 Théo Bourges 201.20 (34) 

18 17 Juan Escobar 212.02 2037 18 6 Wilson Alomar 199.43 (41) 

19 17 Duane Whitley 211.25 2017 19 4 Jim Ashford 199.05 (45) 

20 7 Ángel González 209.62 2045 20 11 Quant Kouros 197.28 (55) 

 

 

  
Shoeless Snippets:  Note on Collins, he’s the great grandson of singer and 

songwriter Phil Collin’s younger brother, Willy.  And, like Willy, no one will 

remember Steve Collins either. 

Ron’s Retorts:  At least he’s got that great last name. 
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2B 

PL SEASO
N 

NAME TOT LAST PL SEASO
N 

NAME TOT 

1 7 Todd Rice 58.56 2045 1 7 Todd Rice 58.56 (1) 

2 6 Motonobu Yamashita 56.02 2045 2 6 Motonobu Yamashita 56.02 (2) 

3 18 Emile Santos 55.63 1994 3 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 54.22 (4) 

4 
6 

Girolamo 
L'Archibudelli 54.22 2045 

4 
9 Dennis French 53.46 (5) 

5 9 Dennis French 53.46 2045 5 5 Lineu Aldo 52.67 (7) 

6 10 Bob Skube 53.03 1994 6 7 Valentin Fitas 52.52 (8) 

7 5 Lineu Aldo 52.67 2045 7 6 Marvin Isworth 52.46 (9) 

8 7 Valentin Fitas 52.52 2045 8 4 Manny Collazo 50.78 (11) 

9 6 Marvin Isworth 52.46 2045 9 5 Pedro Huerta 49.92 (14) 

10 16 Tom Laverriere 51.08 1993 10 5 Ernesto González 48.70 (20) 

11 4 Manny Collazo 50.78 2045 11 4 Jim Ashford 48.69 (21) 

12 13 Alistar Sharpe 50.42 2001 12 9 Joaquin Hebner 48.28 (23) 

13 14 Domingo Fierro 50.40 2025 13 6 Wilson Andrade 47.77 (26) 

14 5 Pedro Huerta 49.92 2045 14 7 Júlio Barajas 47.73 (27) 

15 11 Kirk Valdovinos 49.81 1987 15 5 Daniel Pepper 47.66 (28) 

16 7 Earl Jackson 49.73 2037 16 6 Alejandro Ortíz 47.26 (32) 

17 8 Ken Gould 49.47 2023 17 5 Eric Jones 47.17 (34) 

18 21 Fraser Dodson 48.71 2021 18 7 Ángel González 46.93 (36) 

19 10 Ben Hargrove 48.71 2017 19 6 Fernando Moreno 46.55 (40) 

20 5 Ernesto González 48.70 2045 20 5 Eduardo González 46.32 (41) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Why does Bob Skube sound like a phy-ed teacher’s name?  

Nice polyester coaching shorts, Mr. Skube. 

Ron’s Retorts:  No, Mr. Skube, I will not pull your finger. 
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3B 

PL SEASON NAME TOT LAST PL SEASON NAME TOT 

1 14 Luke Zalusky 19.63 1992 1 8 Millard Younger 13.78 (7) 

2 8 Neville Byas 15.95 2006 2 7 Dong-po Thum 12.79 (14) 

3 8 Willie Mays Hayes 15.36 1980 3 7 Mike England 12.43 (16) 

4 16 Milt Linares, Jr. 15.07 2023 4 5 Lineu Aldo 12.22 (17) 

5 16 John Bockus 14.44 1994 5 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 12.21 (18) 

6 11 Jerry Johnson 13.86 1993 6 6 Juan Hernández 11.94 (20) 

7 8 Millard Younger 13.78 2045 7 6 José Salas 11.85 (22) 

8 16 Tom Laverriere 13.78 1993 8 5 Théo Bourges 11.72 (23) 

9 16 Joseph Saddler 13.59 1994 9 15 Abdelwahab Kamade 11.53 (24) 

10 16 Glen Groves 13.34 1997 10 5 Jorge Gutiérrez 11.17 (27) 

11 13 Chang-hyeok Chang 13.28 2042 11 7 Xavier Rangel 11.15 (28) 

12 14 Rob Van Winkle 13.24 2004 12 6 Motonobu Yamashita 10.87 (31) 

13 17 Steve Collins 12.84 1994 13 7 Semei Kwakou 10.85 (33) 

14 7 Dong-po Thum 12.79 2045 14 9 Alex Ramírez 10.80 (34) 

15 9 Ken Jenkins 12.78 2036 15 5 Sawyer Slizz 10.71 (38) 

16 7 Mike England 12.43 2045 16 8 Lúcio Cuellar 10.53 (40) 

17 5 Lineu Aldo 12.22 2045 17 12 Juan Santana 10.00 (49) 

18 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 12.21 2045 18 14 Jaime Ramírez 9.86 (50) 

19 11 Charles Martin 12.02 2040 19 12 Rashardo Menne III 9.37 (58) 

20 6 Juan Hernández 11.94 2045 20 9 Pedro Díaz 9.31 (62) 

 

 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  I can’t read Chang-hyeok Chang without singing that song 

that goes, “chain, chain, chain … chain of fools,” which is ironic as you’re a 

fool for reading this. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Okay, I might have stolen that earlier bit a little? 
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HR 

PL SEASON NAME TOTAL LAST  PL SEASON NAME TOTAL 

1 Juan Rivera 6 53.35 2045 1 6 Juan Rivera 53.35 (1) 

2 Ernest McBride 5 51.16 2045 2 5 Ernest McBride 51.16 (2) 

3 Yancy Cravat 10 50.90 2042 3 4 Larry Stinson 49.22 (5) 

4 Long Chamberlain 12 50.54 1994 4 7 Lúcio De La Cruz 49.07 (6) 

5 Larry Stinson 4 49.22 2045 5 15 Emílio Morales 49.03 (7) 

6 Lúcio De La Cruz 7 49.07 2045 6 6 Aaron Haney 48.74 (8) 

7 Emílio Morales 15 49.03 2045 7 5 Rex Foster 48.35 (9) 

8 Aaron Haney 6 48.74 2045 8 7 Diesel Dave 47.33 (11) 

9 Rex Foster 5 48.35 2045 9 9 Francisco Medina 47.24 (12) 

10 Carlton Winson 13 48.00 2041 10 9 José Zúñiga 45.43 (15) 

11 Diesel Dave 7 47.33 2045 11 9 Manuel Martínez 45.31 (16) 

12 Francisco Medina 9 47.24 2045 12 5 José Cordero 45.24 (17) 

13 Billy Wilson 15 46.30 1998 13 7 Semei Kwakou 45.13 (18) 

14 Alfredo Martínez 18 45.61 2041 14 4 Donald Miller 45.00 (19) 

15 José Zúñiga 9 45.43 2045 15 6 Félix Román 44.63 (20) 

16 Manuel Martínez 9 45.31 2045 16 5 Reggie Vargas 44.42 (21) 

17 José Cordero 5 45.24 2045 17 7 Felipe Vega 44.18 (23) 

18 Semei Kwakou 7 45.13 2045 18 5 Théo Bourges 44.16 (25) 

19 Donald Miller 4 45.00 2045 19 7 Werner McConnell, Jr. 43.72 (27) 

20 Félix Román 6 44.63 2045 20 9 Brett White 43.16 (29) 

 

 

  
Shoeless Snippets:  Butterfly! 

Ron’s Retorts:  You thought that was actually going to work? 
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RBI 

PL SEASON NAME TOTAL LAST PL SEASON NAME TOTAL 

1 5 Ernest McBride 140.27 2045 1 5 Ernest McBride 140.27 (1) 

2 5 Pedro Huerta 136.12 2045 2 5 Pedro Huerta 136.12 (2) 

3 7 Semei Kwakou 134.23 2045 3 7 Semei Kwakou 134.23 (3) 

4 23 Bopper Kengos 133.96 2018 4 6 Juan Rivera 131.69 (5) 

5 6 Juan Rivera 131.69 2045 5 6 Félix Román 129.67 (7) 

6 14 Jon Mick 130.82 2042 6 5 Manobu Shimizu 127.70 (8) 

7 6 Félix Román 129.67 2045 7 4 Larry Stinson 125.09 (13) 

8 5 Manobu Shimizu 127.70 2045 8 7 David Simpson 123.86 (16) 

9 12 David Smurf 127.53 1999 9 5 Reggie Vargas 123.52 (18) 

10 9 Stephen Lubin 126.72 2012 10 15 Emílio Morales 122.76 (19) 

11 15 Billy Wilson 126.20 1998 11 5 José Cordero 122.36 (20) 

12 15 Sawyer Silk 125.93 1995 12 7 Júlio Barajas 122.30 (22) 

13 4 Larry Stinson 125.09 2045 13 8 Mike Campbell 122.13 (23) 

14 15 Dexter Sheehan 124.91 2017 14 9 José Zúñiga 121.57 (24) 

15 12 Long Chamberlain 124.00 1994 15 5 Théo Bourges 120.99 (27) 

16 7 David Simpson 123.86 2045 16 4 Carlomaria Donadoni 120.30 (31) 

17 19 Morris Pennebaker 123.73 2007 17 5 Rex Foster 120.20 (32) 

18 5 Reggie Vargas 123.52 2045 18 7 Felipe Vega 119.97 (33) 

19 15 Emílio Morales 122.76 2045 19 7 Lúcio De La Cruz 119.91 (34) 

20 5 José Cordero 122.36 2045 20 9 Andrew Torres 119.36 (37) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets: I’m just going to say it.  Ernest McBride can go stick a 1977 

Oldsmobile Delta 88’s tailpipe up his Asseldonk. 

Ron’s Retorts:  All the kids on the playground have now gasped at your 

audacious, immediate raising of the stakes by going directly to the Assledonk 

Dare. 
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SB 

PL SEASONS NAME TOT LAST  PL SEASONS NAME TOT 

1 14 Mons Raider 117.98 2044 1 11 Quant Kouros 76.26 (5) 

2 17 Zebediah Williams 86.20 2000 2 12 Rashardo Menne III 63.41 (24) 

3 11 António Valentín 80.50 2038 3 12 Chip Puckett 58.49 (36) 

4 14 Anthony Walker 78.97 1993 4 7 Dong-po Thum 58.36 (37) 

5 11 Quant Kouros 76.26 2045 5 10 Steven Collins III 58.10 (40) 

6 18 Dash Kelly 74.64 2008 6 14 Juan Karyabwite 57.87 (41) 

7 13 Icehouse Bolton 74.52 1993 7 8 Lúcio Cuellar 56.67 (46) 

8 7 José Cortéz 72.80 2039 8 7 Ángel González 53.31 (63) 

9 8 Willie Mays Hayes 71.82 1980 9 16 Mark Wareham 51.36 (69) 

10 8 Sheldon Cooper 71.80 2037 10 6 Manoell Whanon 50.53 (73) 

11 13 Claudio Defazio 71.28 2042 11 6 Motonobu Yamashita 49.96 (79) 

12 7 Aymeric Barajas 71.12 2038 12 6 Aaron Haney 49.75 (80) 

13 14 Luke Zalusky 70.77 1992 13 14 Jimmy Starks, Jr. 48.95 (85) 

14 11 Ben Green 69.86 1994 14 14 Jaime Ramírez 48.87 (86) 

15 12 William Hardy 69.67 2041 15 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 48.67 (87) 

16 17 Jorge Rodríguez 69.53 2041 16 10 Ross Quicker 48.43 (89) 

17 17 Steve Collins 68.62 1994 17 16 David Noboru 48.43 (90) 

18 10 Christopher Williams 65.91 1987 18 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 45.21 (107) 

19 16 Tom Laverriere 65.50 1993 19 12 Juan Santana 44.73 (110) 

20 18 Armando Santos 65.28 2013 20 7 Ronnie Hubbard 44.18 (112) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Mons Raider has more steals than Ron has Landis runner 

ups.  Let that sink in. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Your snippets are worth every penny Randy paid you. 
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WALKS 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST  PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 16 Mark Wareham 135.74 2045 1 16 Mark Wareham 135.74 (1) 

2 14 Tai hoi Wie 122.31 2045 2 14 Tai hoi Wie 122.31 (2) 

3 16 Mark Simpson 120.38 2045 3 16 Mark Simpson 120.38 (3) 

4 6 Salvador Allende 119.39 2045 4 6 Salvador Allende 119.39 (4) 

5 20 Douglas Newhouse 117.81 2015 5 6 Jim Antolin 112.69 (9) 

6 11 Joe Gillstrom 116.14 1983 6 13 Lionnel Crépin 109.03 (13) 

7 18 Alfredo Martínez 115.82 2041 7 11 Jharod Thealer 106.42 (16) 

8 14 Mons Raider 113.15 2044 8 5 Robert Menzies 104.65 (19) 

9 6 Jim Antolin 112.69 2045 9 7 David Simpson 99.99 (32) 

10 18 Daniel Labrie 112.20 2012 10 10 Yunosuke Terada 99.91 (33) 

11 21 Rogelio Morales 112.18 2016 11 6 Juan Medrano 96.43 (42) 

12 13 Carlton Winson 110.54 2041 12 6 Bing-de Zhào 93.86 (53) 

13 13 Lionnel Crépin 109.03 2045 13 9 Manuel Martínez 93.51 (54) 

14 25 Charles Puckett 108.36 2021 14 7 Jack Nichols 92.47 (58) 

15 15 Will Simmons 108.03 2013 15 12 Ángel García 88.99 (78) 

16 11 Jharod Thealer 106.42 2045 16 10 Dashiell R. Faireborn 86.53 (90) 

17 12 Jayden Harsnett 105.90 2041 17 12 Rashardo Menne III 86.37 (91) 

18 21 Tipper Kengos 105.82 2016 18 6 José Salas 85.80 (98) 

19 5 Robert Menzies 104.65 2045 19 9 Alan Williamson 85.54 (100) 

20 18 Armando Santos 103.78 2013 20 8 Po-sin Shi 85.28 (102) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Can you imagine gathering your grandkids around you one 

day and recounting to them you’re the all-time walks leader per 162 games in 

BBA history.  Sad. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Not nearly as well as I can imagine telling them I’m the leader 

in Monty Brewster losses. 
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MOST STRIKEOUTS 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 7 Diesel Dave 254.22 2045 1 7 Diesel Dave 254.22 (1) 

2 7 Weaver Ripley 237.84 2042 2 10 Arturo Barrón 217.40 (4) 

3 10 Robert Gowron 220.97 2039 3 7 Werner McConnell, Jr. 208.18 (8) 

4 10 Arturo Barrón 217.40 2045 4 7 Bin Okorafor 203.03 (12) 

5 12 Gabriel Talamante 213.98 2042 5 6 Jim Antolin 200.36 (13) 

6 17 Rupert Grant 213.51 2042 6 4 Chua-kah Yang 185.77 (29) 

7 12 Sam Adams 211.31 2035 7 7 Mike England 183.60 (32) 

8 7 Werner McConnell, Jr. 208.18 2045 8 6 Jason Bowen 180.77 (39) 

9 13 Paul Backstrom 206.25 2036 9 16 David Noboru 179.08 (43) 

10 15 Domenic Wyatt 205.63 2039 10 6 Cris Martínez 178.91 (44) 

11 13 Shag Hopkins 204.83 2041 11 14 Tai hoi Wie 178.82 (45) 

12 7 Bin Okorafor 203.03 2045 12 16 Mark Wareham 175.51 (56) 

13 6 Jim Antolin 200.36 2045 13 10 Yunosuke Terada 173.58 (62) 

14 12 Dong-soo Chon 198.33 2042 14 14 Ares Papadias 172.84 (66) 

15 5 Roberto López 198.32 2038 15 5 Norihisa Yokoyama 170.26 (75) 

16 16 Mario Murillo 197.36 2036 16 9 John Hale 170.09 (76) 

17 16 Steve Faulkner 194.15 2014 17 5 José Calderón 165.27 (102) 

18 14 Pepper Brooks 193.82 2005 18 10 William Wood 164.61 (105) 

19 13 Dave Robertson 192.87 2038 19 7 António Cordero 164.60 (106) 

20 7 Oggy Ogelthorpe 191.61 2024 20 14 Aaron Stone 163.01 (113) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Diesel Dave strikes out more times than Charlotte does in 

Free Agency. 

Ron’s Retorts:  What? No room for another Joe Tinder call-out? 
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LEAST STRIKEOUTS 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST  PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 11 Wilford Rarick 0.00 1986 1 11 Augie Plascencia 31.10 (23) 

2 9 Erik Bjornstad 11.89 1995 2 7 Todd Rice 33.57 (33) 

3 12 Matthew Callahan 19.64 1987 3 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 39.33 (55) 

4 13 Tim Ferrick 19.95 1991 4 6 Motonobu Yamashita 43.48 (76) 

5 10 Xellos Mazoku 20.76 1989 5 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 49.71 (110) 

6 13 Ronald Nee 20.96 1989 6 14 Juan Karyabwite 50.55 (115) 

7 10 Luis Cannella 24.04 1985 7 5 Manobu Shimizu 52.33 (132) 

8 11 Raul Montero 24.36 1989 8 9 Dennis French 53.21 (139) 

9 23 Gary Barr 24.69 2004 9 6 Marvin Isworth 53.61 (144) 

10 10 Liam Carr 26.54 1989 10 15 Emílio Morales 53.70 (147) 

11 16 Jeff Wachowski 27.57 1994 11 8 Edgardo Encarnación 54.92 (155) 

12 10 Felton Tally 27.72 1990 12 5 Ricardo Ruíz 59.07 (173) 

13 10 Ludovic Evangelista 28.69 2018 13 7 Ricardo Mendoza 59.63 (178) 

14 15 John Storm 29.06 1992 14 5 Tomás Guillén 60.07 (183) 

15 15 Sawyer Silk 29.22 1995 15 11 Quant Kouros 63.31 (205) 

16 9 Sergio Maldonado 29.48 2042 16 7 Dong-po Thum 66.45 (229) 

17 12 Lionel Joseph 29.74 1992 17 8 Lúcio Cuellar 66.54 (230) 

18 19 Donnie Rotten 29.77 1999 18 16 Fernando Cruz 66.80 (234) 

19 10 Rick Leach 29.83 1994 19 10 Héctor Serrano 67.14 (236) 

20 12 Michael Reyes 30.10 1989 20 4 Jim Ashford 68.90 (253) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Did no one hear me yell, “Butterfly”, just a bit ago?  Some 

fake baseball acquaintances you guys are.  Plus, Augie is a dog’s name. 

Ron’s Retorts: So, who’s the fool now? 
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TIMES ON BASE 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 18 Daniel Labrie 315.49 2012 1 6 Salvador Allende 309.67 (2) 

2 6 Salvador Allende 309.67 2045 2 5 Manobu Shimizu 286.44 (9) 

3 21 Tipper Kengos 305.51 2016 3 14 Tai hoi Wie 285.64 (10) 

4 21 Rogelio Morales 303.32 2016 4 7 David Simpson 279.61 (19) 

5 25 Charles Puckett 300.48 2021 5 16 Mark Simpson 278.69 (21) 

6 14 Mons Raider 295.80 2044 6 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 276.22 (25) 

7 18 Roman Empire 295.80 2014 7 5 Robert Menzies 273.69 (31) 

8 20 Rafael Rodriguez 291.18 2011 8 7 Semei Kwakou 273.38 (33) 

9 5 Manobu Shimizu 286.44 2045 9 11 Quant Kouros 273.13 (34) 

10 14 Tai hoi Wie 285.64 2045 10 7 Dong-po Thum 272.84 (35) 

11 17 Steve Collins 284.97 1994 11 5 Daniel Pepper 272.58 (36) 

12 20 Frank Thomas III 283.18 2035 12 9 Dennis French 272.55 (37) 

13 18 Armando Santos 282.97 2013 13 6 José Salas 271.13 (40) 

14 18 Mike Clarke 282.32 2006 14 7 Júlio Barajas 270.48 (41) 

15 14 Mark Bruner 281.56 2008 15 6 Bing-de Zhào 270.33 (42) 

16 15 Will Simmons 281.42 2013 16 10 Steven Collins III 269.58 (43) 

17 20 Douglas Newhouse 280.32 2015 17 5 Théo Bourges 268.12 (45) 

18 12 Earl Alleyne 280.01 2005 18 16 Mark Wareham 266.26 (49) 

19 7 David Simpson 279.61 2045 19 6 Juan Rivera 265.33 (51) 

20 17 Duane Whitley 279.61 2017 20 7 Felipe Vega 264.59 (52) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Why the hell are you still reading these snippets?  And, 

here I thought I was the loser for writing these.  I’m sorry, but you need to 

evaluate your choices in life. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Like that’s going to happen? 
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EXTRA BASE HITS 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 7 Semei Kwakou 99.80 2045 1 7 Semei Kwakou 99.80 (1) 

2 5 Lineu Aldo 95.33 2045 2 5 Lineu Aldo 95.33 (2) 

3 12 Long Chamberlain 94.85 1994 3 5 Ernest McBride 94.61 (4) 

4 5 Ernest McBride 94.61 2045 4 4 Larry Stinson 94.07 (5) 

5 4 Larry Stinson 94.07 2045 5 6 Juan Rivera 93.94 (6) 

6 6 Juan Rivera 93.94 2045 6 6 Aaron Haney 91.70 (7) 

7 6 Aaron Haney 91.70 2045 7 5 Pedro Huerta 91.29 (8) 

8 5 Pedro Huerta 91.29 2045 8 9 Dennis French 91.10 (9) 

9 9 Dennis French 91.10 2045 9 5 Théo Bourges 91.03 (10) 

10 5 Théo Bourges 91.03 2045 10 6 Félix Román 90.26 (11_ 

11 6 Félix Román 90.26 2045 11 4 Carlomaria Donadoni 86.78 (13) 

12 19 Morris Pennebaker 88.81 2007 12 5 Sawyer Slizz 86.36 (14) 

13 4 Carlomaria Donadoni 86.78 2045 13 5 Reggie Vargas 84.80 (16_ 

14 5 Sawyer Slizz 86.36 2045 14 5 Gary Allen 84.75 (17) 

15 15 Sawyer Silk 85.45 1995 15 4 Jim Ashford 84.52 (18) 

16 5 Reggie Vargas 84.80 2045 16 7 Ricardo Mendoza 84.52 (20) 

17 5 Gary Allen 84.75 2045 17 5 Rex Foster 84.41 (21) 

18 4 Jim Ashford 84.52 2045 18 5 José Cordero 84.23 (22) 

19 15 Billy Wilson 84.52 1998 19 7 Felipe Vega 83.90 (23) 

20 7 Ricardo Mendoza 84.52 2045 20 8 Mike Campbell 83.71 (24) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Kwakou?  Kwak-Wow, am I right?             ………  kill me. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Kwak. Kwak. Kwak. Please, God. Make it stop. 
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SINGLES 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 17 Dusty Rhodes 184.82 2042 1 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 161.79 (10) 

2 11 Héctor Valentín 178.15 2035 2 6 Girolamo L'Archibudelli 156.00 (13) 

3 13 Tom Mohler 173.75 2004 3 6 Salvador Allende 152.38 (17) 

4 13 Diego Jose 170.88 1995 4 10 Steven Collins III 150.72 (19) 

5 10 Andrew Ivey 168.42 2024 5 7 Todd Rice 148.14 (24) 

6 12 John Neely 164.54 2009 6 9 Pedro Díaz 145.93 (35) 

7 14 Ryoko Masaki 164.49 1991 7 5 Manobu Shimizu 145.72 (36) 

8 17 Steve Collins 163.89 1994 8 7 Dong-po Thum 141.13 (58) 

9 20 Mario Soriano 162.43 2040 9 11 Quant Kouros 140.39 (63) 

10 7 Rafael Gutiérrez 161.79 2045 10 14 Juan Karyabwite 139.06 (73) 

11 14 Gustavo Maldonado 159.80 2009 11 12 Chip Puckett 138.80 (80) 

12 21 Tipper Kengos 156.24 2016 12 9 Dennis French 137.78 (83) 

 
13 6 

Girolamo 
L'Archibudelli 156.00 2045 

 
13 11 Augie Plascencia 137.70 (84) 

14 17 Steve Dempsey 154.98 2042 14 6 Fernando Moreno 137.46 (86) 

15 12 Juan García 152.85 2024 15 7 Otto Altaner 135.95 (96) 

16 18 Daniel Labrie 152.65 2012 16 8 Edgardo Encarnación 135.75 (100) 

17 6 Salvador Allende 152.38 2045 17 6 Motonobu Yamashita 133.36 (122) 

18 7 Peter Pete 151.41 1979 18 10 Gipper Kengos 131.70 (140) 

19 10 Steven Collins III 150.72 2045 19 7 Júlio Barajas 131.46 (142) 

20 12 Kelly Benson 150.19 2005 20 6 Marvin Isworth 131.34 (147) 

 

 

  

Shoeless Snippets:  Oh, hell yeah, finally, the best ball player to ever live – Peter 

Pete. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Middle name, Pete. 
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TOTAL BASES 

PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL LAST PL SEASONS NAME TOTAL 

1 7 Semei Kwakou 422.50 2045 1 7 Semei Kwakou 422.50 (1) 

2 6 Juan Rivera 402.34 2045 2 6 Juan Rivera 402.34 (2) 

3 5 Théo Bourges 392.27 2045 3 5 Théo Bourges 392.27 (3) 

4 4 Larry Stinson 388.59 2045 4 4 Larry Stinson 388.59 (4) 

5 9 Dennis French 387.12 2045 5 9 Dennis French 387.12 (5) 

6 5 Ernest McBride 385.88 2045 6 5 Ernest McBride 385.88 (6) 

7 6 Aaron Haney 384.79 2045 7 6 Aaron Haney 384.79 (7) 

8 5 Rex Foster 373.17 2045 8 5 Rex Foster 373.17 (8) 

9 6 Félix Román 371.66 2045 9 6 Félix Román 371.66 (9) 

10 5 Pedro Huerta 371.28 2045 10 5 Pedro Huerta 371.28 (10) 

11 7 Júlio Barajas 365.79 2045 11 7 Júlio Barajas 365.79 (11) 

12 5 Reggie Vargas 365.57 2045 12 5 Reggie Vargas 365.57 (12) 

13 5 Lineu Aldo 364.44 2045 13 5 Lineu Aldo 364.44 (13) 

14 19 Morris Pennebaker 362.63 2007 14 5 Manobu Shimizu 362.56 (15) 

15 5 Manobu Shimizu 362.56 2045 15 7 Felipe Vega 360.74 (16) 

16 7 Felipe Vega 360.74 2045 16 5 Sawyer Slizz 358.50 (17) 

17 5 Sawyer Slizz 358.50 2045 17 7 Ángel González 357.47 (18) 

18 7 Ángel González 357.47 2045 18 8 Mike Campbell 356.61 (19) 

19 8 Mike Campbell 356.61 2045 19 7 Dong-po Thum 352.67 (23) 

20 23 Bopper Kengos 356.10 2018 20 4 Carlomaria Donadoni 351.89 (25) 

 

  Shoeless Snippets:  Fine.  I hate Louisville.  Are you happy, Ron?  Huh?  Does 

that make you feel good about yourself?  Actually, I don’t care.  I’m finally 

done with these damn snippets. 

Ron’s Retorts:  Last one into the pool is a rotten egg. 
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